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Abstract 

The work has been an experimental and numerical investigation of solute mking in open 

channel flow. There were two main aims of the work. Firstly, to collect good quality data 

sets in a flume representative of a simplified natural open channel flow. Secondly, to 

develop a numerical model that would allow the relative importance of the mixing 

processes in the flow to be understood. 

Measurements were made of the longitudinal dispersion coefficient and of the 

mechanisms that lead to dispersion. These were: the velocity field, the vertical and 

transverse mixing coefficients and the transfer rates from dead zones formed in the bed 

of the flume. It was found that the hydraulic characteristics of the flume were consistent 

with natural open channel flows. The longitudinal dispersion, transverse and vertical 

mixing coefficients measured in the flume scaled with the flow depth and side wall 

corrected bed shear velocity and were also consistent with those measured in natural 

open channel flows. The dead zone transfer rates were a function of flow rate and were 

higher than those obtained by previous workers for rivers. 

A random walk model of the rmxm*g in the flume was developed and was shown, 

for the first time., to be able to predict longitudinal dispersion coefficients in flows with 

dead zones. Traditional one-din-cnsional models assurne that the transverse velocity 

shear and ii in a flow are the nmffi causes of longitudinal dispersion. The modelling mIxM9 

work showed that, for higher flow rates, the vertical velocity shear and longitudinal non- 

uniformity of the flow made a significant contribution to the longitudinal dispersion in the 

flume. 
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Chapter one Introduction 

Rising industrial and domestic use of water, combined with greater public and 

Governmental interest in the environment, means that the problem of predicting solute 

transport in rivers and streams is of increasing importance. 

Engineers may be faced with predicting the result of accidental spillages of 

chemicals or setting the level of discharges from a pollutant source. Whatever the 

specific application, there is a need for reliable models of solute transport in open channel 

flows. In the 1960's Hugo Fischer (I 966a, 1966b, 1967) developed a one-dimensional 

model of solute transport known as the Advection Dispersion Equation (ADE). His 

analysis was for a solute some distance downstream from an instantaneous release in a 

uniform flow at a point where the solute had become well mixed across the cross- 

section. In order to use the ADE the cross-sectional average velocity and the longitudinal 

dispersion coefficient in the channel have to be known. The longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient represents all the mixing processes in the flow. Fischer argued that in natural 

open channel flows the transverse velocity shear and nlbdng were the dominant 

dispersion mechanisms. He gave an equation from which the longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient may be calculated if the velocity field and the rate of transverse mixing are 

known. It has been found by some workers, however, that the ADE model of solute 

transport can be a poor model for tracer data collected in natural open channel flows. 

Apart from the requirement for tracer to have become weff mixed over the cross-section 

the most commonly quoted limitation of the ADE is that it ignores the existence in the 

flow of dead zones that trap solute and slowly release it. Modifications have been made 

to the one dimensional model to allow for the effect of dead zones. The work described 

in this thesis is an experimental and numeric investigation of the transport of solute in a 

simple open channel flow that incorporates dead zones. The longitudinal dispersion 
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coefficients in the flume were measured as were the other elements of the mbdng 

process. Several new data sets have been generated during this work and a novel random 

walk model was developed that included the effect of dead zones. The model allowed the 

relative importance of the dead zones, vertical and transverse ii and the longitudinal m1xMg 

non-uniformity to be evaluated. Contrary to the assumptions that led to the ADE the 

vertical mixing and shear as well as the longitudinal non-uniformity made an important 

contribution to the longitudinal dispersion. The objectives of the work and an outline of 

the thesis are given below. 

1.1 Objectives of the work 

The overall objectives were: to measure and model the mixing processes in an 

open channel flow that contained dead zones. These objectives can be split down into 

several specific objectives: 

* To measure the longitudinal dispersion coefficients 

* To measure the longitudinal velocity field and understand the bulk hydraulics of the 

flow over this new bed form 

e To measure the vertical and transverse mixing coefficients 

o To measure the transfer rate into the dead zones from the main flow 

To develop a random walk model of the mixing processes in the flume 

,* To use the model to asses the relative importance of the various transport 

mechanisms 

e To compare methods of predicting longitudinal dispersion coefficients 
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1.2 Outline of the thesis 

The thesis has been hdd out with each of the items of work listed in the previous 

section described in a self contained chapter. Each chapter begins with a short 

introduction, generally followed by a brief review of the literature; the experimental 

techniques come next followed by the results and discussion. 

Chapter two outlines the development of one-dimensional models of solute 

transport in open-channel flows and briefly describes some alternatives to Wbat might be 

considered the traditional models. It is important to examine the origin of the one- 

dimensional models so that the conditions under which they are applicable can be 

understood. 

Chapter tbree describes the experimental, facilities and the measurement of 

longitudinal dispersion. An existing laboratory flume was modified by the installation of a 

new bed. The slope of this bed was intended to be an average of the slopes found in UK 

rivers. I"be bed itself was covered in a pattern of impressions or dimples. These dimples 

were intended to simulate the effect of interstitial voltimes in a gravel/cobble bed stream. 

The measurement of the bulk flow characteristics and the longitudhW time 

averaged and instantaneous velocity field in the flwne is described in chapter four. The 

time averaged velocity field was required as an input to the random walk model. Because 

flow over the bed roughness type used in the author's flume had not been previously 

investigated both the time averaged and the instantaneous longitudinal velocity field 

measurements formed a new data set. The equivalent sand grain toughness and 

Manning's n were calculated for the flurne in order that it could be compared to other 

laboratory flinnes and to natural open channels flows. 

Chapter five is concerned with the measuremerit of dead zone transfer rates. The 

dimples formed in the bed of the flume were nominally identical. However it war, realised 
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that local variations in the bed geometry and the flow velocity could influence the 

transfer rate out of the dimples and therefore a total of eight dimples in three longitudinal 

and four transverse locations were investigated. The dimple dead zone transfer rates 

were averaged to give a figure that could be used in the random walk model. Few 

measurements of dead zone transfer rates exist in the literature and the geometry used in 

the present work makes the data unique. 

In chapter six the transverse and vertical mixing experiments are detailed. 

Compared to the dearth of dead zone transfer measurements, the rate of transverse 

mixing in open channel flows has been quite extensively investigated both in the 

laboratory and in the field. The hydraulic characteristics of the author's flume were 

unique, being consistent with both straight natural open channel as well as laboratory 

flows. The measured mixing coefficients are therefore compared to data obtained in 

laboratory and natural open channel flows. 

Chapter seven is concerned with the development and use of a random walk 

model of the dispersion processes. Previous workers have begun to modify the random 

walk model to incorporate dead zones but the present work, is to the author's 

knowledge, the first to demonstrate that a modified random walk model can simulate 

laboratory mixing experiments in the presence of dead zones. 

It was decided that each chapter in this work should be written to stand alone so 

that the data sets contained within them were as accessible as possible. Chapter eight is 

therefore needed to draw together and discuss the different parts of the work. Chapter 

nine gives the conclusions from the previous chapters and suggests areas where further 

work is required. 
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Chapter two Longitudinal Dispersion: an overview 

2.1 Introduction 

This thesis is concerned with the transport of conservative solutes in open 

channel flow. The concentration of a solute in a flow will, obviously, depend upon the 

nature of the source of the solute. The concentration of the solute as it enters the flow, 

the duration of the discharge of solute and how the solute enters the main flow, for 

example as a diffuse or a point source, will affect the concentrations measured 

downstream of the solute source. It is useful to split discharges of solute into two 

groups: continuous discharges and time varying discharges. For a continuous discharge 

of a solute into a flow the concentration of solute in the channel, after it has spread over 

the whole cross-section, can be predicted from a simple mass balance. For this case an 

understanding of longitudinal dispersion is not necessary. However for an instantaneous 

or time varying input of material to the channel an understanding of longitudinal 

dispersion is essential. 

Consider an m, jection of a discrete mass of dye into the middle of a long straight 

channel. As the dye is transported downstream, cross-sectional mixing (caused by 

secondary currents, turbulence and molecular diffusion) tends to spread it over the depth 

and the width. As the dye spreads vertically and transversely it is exposed to the vertical 

and transverse velocity profiles. The difference between the streamwise velocity of two 

adjacent dye masses tends to spread the tracer cloud longitudinally; this effect is termed 

dfferential advection. The interaction of dfferential advection and cross-sectional n-fixing 

spreads the cloud transversely, vertically and longitudinally. It also detennines the rate at 

which the peak dye concentration along the channel is reduced. An observer at a fixed 

position along the channel would note, for a given point in the cross section of the 
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channeL a rise and faH of the dye concentration; this curve of concentration against time 

at a fixed position is known as a temporal distribution of concentration. If instead of a 

single observer there are a number of observers spaced along the length of the water 

way, who all note the concentration at a given instant of time, we would obtain the 

spatial distribution. 

By making certain assumptions it is possible to derive an equation for the change 

in cross-sectional average concentration following a discrete input of solute to a uniform 

flow. The equation is only valid after the solute is well mixed in the flow and predicts 

that eventually the spatial distribution is a Gaussian whose variance increases linearly 

with time as the dye is transported downstream It was developed by Taylor (1954) and 

Fischer (I 966a, 1967) and is known as the Advection Dispersion Equation (ADE). It is a 

one-dimensional equation; i. e. it models the change in cross-sectional averaged 

concentration. The ADE has the same fonn as a diffusion equation, but the dispersion 

coefficient in the ADE includes the effect of diffusion, turbulent mixing and differential 

advection. To calculate the dispersion coefficient requires information on velocity and 

turbulent mixing that is often not known; it is therefore more common to estimate the 

coefficient from empirical equations (which are considered later in chapter three) or to 

use tracer experiments and the method of moments. In the method of moments 

concentration distributions of a tracer material are measured at two (or more) points 

along the channel and the dispersion coefficient is calculated from the rate of change of 

variance of the distributions. 

It was pointed out (Thackston & Schnelle 1970, Nordin & Thackson 1980) that 

the ADE is often unable to correctly model the tracer distributions observed in many 

natural waterways. Concentration profiles measured in natural open channels are often 

skewed whereas the ADE predicts a Gaussian distribution. One explanation for the 
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skewed concentration profiles is that they are commonly temporal rather than spatial 

measurements. This does not account for all the skewness in the measurements, 

however, and dead zones in the flow have often been considered to be the cause of the 

additional skewness. Dead zones are regions of the flow within which the tracer material 

can become temporarily trapped, and from which tracer is gradually released back into 

the main flow. Dead zones have been considered to be produced by the voids between 

individual stones of a gravel bed and also by recirculating eddies shed by obstacles or 

irregularities in the channel form. The ADE, when modified to incorporate dead zones is 

known as the ADE plus dead zone (ADE+DZ) model. 

The following sections describe the development of the ADE and ADE+DZ 

models and the problems that arise when the models are solved numerically, as well as 

three alternatives to the ADE (the random walk, Aggregated Dead Zone and two zone 

models). 

2.2 Derivation of Advection Dispersion Equation 

There are several excellent treatments of solute transport in texts such as Fischer 

et al (1979), Chatwin & Allen (1985), Holly (1985) and Rutherford (1994). The 

following is a brief account of the development of one-dirnensional models. Taylor's 

(1954) analysis for steady turbulent pipe flow is given in some detail below because it is 

necessary to have an understanding of the assumptions that underline the ADE when 

considering its application to natural waterways. 

Taylor begins his paper with an acknowledgement to another eminent fluid 

mechanist (G. K. Batchelor) who had recognised that one of Taylor's earlier analyses, 

namely that of the spread of a tracer in a homogeneous turbulence field, could be 

extended to pipe flow. This previous analYsis had shown that the spread of a tracer in 
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homogeneous turbulence could, after an initial thine interval, be described by a diffision 

equation, Batchelor noted that the analysis was valid for pipe flow if instead of a Eulerian 

fi-ame of reference a Lagrangian one was used. 

Taylor (1954) began his investigation by writing the conservation equation for 

solute mass in terms of the local time averaged solute concentration, c, in a pipe of 

radius, a. This equation is: 

at-, 

(9Z 
u + (2.1) 

where z is the non-dimensional radial distance, x is the longitudinal dimension, u is the 

time averaged local longitudinal velocity and c is the local cross-stream turbulent 

diffusivity. He then applied a Lagrangian co-ordinate systern, 4=x- Ut and r--t from 

which the following chain rule operators derive: 

40 
a- 

-U 
a or 

Here, W is the cross-sectional average flow velocity. An expression for the turbulent 

diffusivity was derived using Reynolds' analogy (which inVIies equivalence between 

mass and momenturn transport). Using this with a finear shear stress profile and an 

empirical logarithmic velocity profile for the pipe, the following equation was obtained. 

Z2 &a 
z (f (z) - 425)a +-- 

t94 u. af '(Z) CZ. 
) 1 (2.2) 

Here u. is the bed shear velocity, f(z) is the non-dimensional velocity proffie and f '(z) 

is its derivative. 

Taylor sought a solution for equation (2.2) for the case when 
CIX 

isindependent 

of x and z and the longitudinal concentration profile changes so slowly that it can be 
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assumed that 0. The concentration is considered to consist of two additive 

components; one a function of 4, the other a function of the radial position 

(i. e. c=c, +c-) 

The asswnption that cz # fn(4) requires a steady state radial concentration profile to 

have been set up which in turn implies a balance between longitudinal advection and 

radial diffusion. 

With these simplifications Taylor was able to find an expression for the radial 

concentration profile. This, along with u' the deviation of the local velocity from the 

cross-sectional average flow velocity, allowed him to write an equation for the solute 

mass transfer rateý Q, across a plane that moved with the mean flow velocity, namely: 

-10.067ra 
3 
U. 

dc 
(2.3) 

d4 

A Fickian diff-usion equation is one in which the mass transfer rate is given by the 

product of a (constant) diffusion coefficient and a (spatial) concentration gradient. The 

final step of Taylor's analysis was to note that equation 2.3 was synonymous with such a 

Musion equation and that the diffusion coefficient, more properly here the dispersion 

coefficient, D, was given by: 

I O. lau. (2.4) 

Equation 2.4 includes a correction Taylor applied to account for the additional mass 

transport caused by longitudinal turbulent diflusion. In Eulerian co-ordinates the Fickian 

diffusion equation is: 

a& 92C 

-+u-=D- (2.5) 
a& &2 

which is commonly termed the Advection Dispersion Equation. 
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Taylor performed experiments by injecting discrete doses of a salt solution into 

water flowing in a long straight pipe. The conductivity of the solution was measured at 

three locations along the pipe, and observed spatial concentration distributions were 

Gaussian which was consistent with the solution of equation 2.5 at large time scales. 

Taylor noted that as the flow rate in the pipe was reduced a longer length of pipe was 

required before Gaussian concentration profiles were measured; he believed that this was 

because at the lower flow rates some solute was trapped in the larninar sub-layer whose 

thickness was inversely proportional to flow rate. 

Elder (195 9) performed a similar analysis for a two-dimensional open channel 

flow with a logarithmic vertical profile for the longitudinal velocity; this two-dimensional 

flow is also known as wide open channel flow because in an infinitely wide channel the 

only velocity profile is in the vertical direction. The theoretical longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient, including longitudinal turbulent diffusion, was in Elder's case: 

5.93du. (2.6) 

Elder performed experiments to confirm his analysis and found that the longitudinal 

dispersion coefficient was D=6.3du.. Elder believed that the difference between the 

measurements and theory was due to the assumptions that were made about the 

turbulent diff-usivity. 

For a number of years engineers noted that dispersion coefficients measured in 

natural waterways exceeded those predicted by Elder's analysis. Fischer (1967) 

demonstrated that the reason for this discrepancy was due to the difference between the 

dispersion processes in wide, two dimensional, open channel flow and natural, three 

dimensional flows. Fischer argued that in natural waterways it is the transverse velocity 

shear and transverse mixing which dominates longitudinal dispersion and that the role of 

the velocity shear and mixing in the vertical dimension is secondary. His analysis 
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followed a sftnilar fine of reasoning to Taylor's and Elder's and began with a three- 

dhnensional transport equation, narnely: 

&&aa 
-+U-=- ey 22ý +-EZ (2.7) 

i9y) az 

where x, y, z, are the longitudinal, vertical and transverse dimensions respectively. The 

vertical and transverse eddy diffusivities are r., and i:, while the local longitudinal 

velocity is represented by u as before. Fischer wrote the time averaged longitudinal 

velocity and solute concentration as the sum of a cross-sectional mean value (indicated 

by an overbar) and a local deviation from the mean (indicated by a prime), ix: 

u=u +u' and c=c+c' 

'He also introduced a co-ordinate sygtem moving at the mean flow velocity 

(ý =x- Wt) as in Taylot's analysis and obtained: 

Cl a 19cr 
af (C + C') +u+ cl) a4 OY cy 

(2.8) 

In order tosimplify this equation Fischer assumed that c' << ZF. Furthermore, he assumed 

that 
& 

<< ut 
& 

&Uf 
&f 

<< U, 
& ag C'ý 

(2.9) 

and could be ignored. More detail of the justification of these assumptions was given by 

Fischer (I 966b) where he shows that their adoption is consistent with Taylor's 

simplification of equation 2.2. Fischer's assumption that eventually c' << J has the 

advantage of being testable. Sayre (1968) suggests that while c' << E is a necessary 

condition for the simplifications of equation 2.8 to equation 2.9 to be valid, it is possible 

(and there is experimental evidence fbr it being the case) that they are valid before 

<< e7. 

Fischer then assumed that the contribution of the vertical velocity and 

concentration profiles to the longitudinal dispersion was negligible compared to that of 
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the transverse direction. This and an application of the above simplifications to equation 

2.8 gives 

&ff au a acf (2.10) 
a4 az 

which has the following steady state solution if 
X 

is constant: 
(94 

cr = fn(z) 
&- 

404 

d(z) 

By defining q' = 
fu'(yý z)dy and integrating equation 2.10 over the depth Fischer 
0 

obtained the following integral equation for fn(z): 

zz 

fn(z) =i dz fq'(z)dz (2.12) 
0 czd(z) 

in which Ez is the depth averaged transverse diffibsivity. 

The mass transport rate, (), through a cross-section moving at the mean flow velocity is 

given by fu VdA in which A is the area of the cross-section. Substituting for 
A 

cr gives: 

fu ýffi(z) 
x 

&4 (2.13) 
A 104 

which implies that the mass transport can be represented by a diffusion equation, Le.: 

-DA (2.14) 
ag 

Equating equations 2.13 and 2.14 and rearranging gives: 

D=-I fuýffi(z)d4 
AA 

substituting for fn(-7) the dispersion coefficient is given by the following triple integral: 
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bzz 

Df q'(z)dz f--- -1--dz 
fq'dz (2.15) 

A00Ez d(z) 0 

in which b is the channel width and Ez is the depth average transverse mixing 

coefficient. Note that we use the term transverse mixing rather than transverse diflusivity 

in recognition of the fact that in natural open channel flows secondary currents, as wen 

as turbulent diffusion play a role in the transverse nixing. 

If the velocity field and transverse mixing in a river are known equation 2.15 can 

be used to estimate the longitudinal dispersion coefficient. Fischer also gave an equation 

for the length of time that would need to have passed before cross-sectional mixing had 

occurred and the analysis was valid. 

We can consider the passage of a discrete cloud of solute along a channel from an 

mstantaneous source as having three stages (see Figure 2.1). Initially advection 

dominates the transport and the longitudinal variance of the solute cloud changes non- 

linearly whilst the skewness rises; this is known as the advective zone. After some time, 

the change of variance becomes linear and the skewness fafls; this stage is known as the 

equilibrium zone. Eventually the spatial concentration profile becomes Gaussian in the 

Gaussian zone. Rutherford (1994) gives various workers' estimates of the non- 

dimensional length, a, of the advective zone in various flows. These range from 0.3 (for 

a smooth laboratory channel) to greater than 10 (for an irrigation channel with a rough 

bed and sides and the presence of dead zones). The non-dimensional length is defined as: 

La kz 
Lt Uq 

(2.16) 

In which L,,, is the length of the advective zone, k, is the transverse mixing coefficient, 

Lt is a transverse length scale (half the width for a symmetrical channel and central 

source) and uq is the cross-sectional average velocity. Fischer's time scale for cross- 
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2) 

z 
sectional mlxm*g - that was mentioned at the end of the preceding paragraph is 

i equivalent to assuming a is unity because cross-sectional M1XMg is required before the 

rate of change of variance becomes linear (at the end of the advective zone). From 

Rutherford's data a good estimate of a for rough channels with no dead zones would 

also appear to be unity. In Table 2.1 data given by Rutherford (1994) for transverse 

mixing has been analysed using equation 2.16 to estimate the length of the advective 

zone. The rivers were straight and assumed to be symmetrical; a was taken to be unity. 

The estimated length of the advective zone ranges from one to hundreds of kilometres. 

This table shows that whilst the ADE has a theoretical basis a long length of uniform 

flow is required before it becomes valid. In a natural stream it is very likely that the 

stream cross section wifl change before the equilibrium zone is reached and hence the 

ADE may never become valid. 

Fischer (I 966a) compared the predictions of equation 2.15 to longitudinal 

dispersion measurements performed in straight uniform channels of various regular cross 

sections. He used an empirical equation (E 
z=0.23du. 

)that was developed by Elder 

(1959) for wide open channels to estimate the depth averaged transverse eddy diffusivity 

in his channels. Fischer considered that equation 2.15 then gave good predictions of the 

measured longitudinal dispersion for both the rectangular and trapezoidal section 

channels. Interestingly it will be seen later (chapter six) that Elder's equation implies a 

greater rate of depth averaged transverse mixing than later worker's measurements 

which imply that a better estimate for a wide open channel is: -. 6 0.1 6du.. It will also 

be seen that greater rates of transverse ii are obtained in three-dimensional flows. MIXIng 

As the flow in Fischer's channels was not two-dimensional (he was after all interested in 
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confim-iing the analysis that led to equation 2.15) it is possible that the level of transverse 

mLxmg given by Elder's equation was appropriate. 

Fischer (1 966ab) demonstrated how the change of variance of measured 

concentration profiles could be used to calculate a longitudinal dispersion coefficient. 

This technique, caHed. either the method of moments or change of moments method, is 

valid as long as the rate of change of variance is linear. 

, dcyx 2 

2 dt 
2 du t 

dt 

where the suffixes x and t refer to the variances of the spatial and temporal 

concentration profiles respectively and u is the cross-sectional flow velocity. 

2.3 Modified Advection Dispersion Equation 

(2.17a, b) 

The Advection Dispersion Equation predicts a Gaussian spatial distribution of 

solute downstream (in the Gaussian zone) of an instantaneous input. The predicted 

temporal distribution is skewed but not to the extent seen in tracer work undertaken in 

natural streams and rivers (Thackson, Hays & Krenkel 1967) the distributions of which, 

typically, have long tails. 

Many workers (Thackston & SchneUe 1970, Nordin & Troutman 1980, 

Tjomsland 1983, Legrand-Marc & Laudelot 1985) have modified the ADE by 

incorporating the effect of dead zones which were believed to be the cause of the long 

tails. The equations for these ADE+DZ models are: 

x 
-X- 

92E 

=k (i-c ) c9t 
ad 

= Yka (Cd 
- Z) 

(2.18) 
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in which Wu is the volumetric flow velocity, y is the dead zone fraction (the fraction of the 

total flow area occupied by dead zones), ka is a transfer coefficient between the dead 

zones and the main flow zone, Cd is the concentration in the dead zone, C- is the cross- 

sectional average concentration and D is the longitudinal dispersion coefficient. Nordin 

& Troutman (1980) applied both an ADE and an ADE+DZ model to field data. For the 

ADE the longitudinal dispersion coefficient was calculated by using the change of 

moments method. The coefficients of the ADE+DZ model, however, were selected so 

that the model gave a best fit to the measured data. Nordin & Troutman found that the 

longitudinal dispersion coefficient suggested by the ADE+DZ model was lower than that 

implied by the ADE. They considered the difference to be due to the additional 

longitudinal dispersion caused by the dead zones in the ADE+DZ model. 

Valentine & Wood (1977), Purnama (1988) and Denton (1990) have shown that 

the incorporation of a dead zone term to a two-dimensional mass conservation equation 

increases the longitudinal dispersion. Denton's equations were: 

c1c i9c a (" ac) +a +u 

EY c1c = kR(cyo- Cdz 
Oy 

(2.19) 

where R is the ratio of the bed covered by bed zones, cyo is the concentration at the 

bottom of the channel, c,,, is the concentration in the dead zone and k is the transfer 

coefficient between the dead zone and main flow. Such analyses indicate an increase in 

the time required before the change of variance of the concentration profiles become 

linear and a reduction in the rate at which the skewness of the profiles die away. 

Equation 2.19 differs from equation 2.18 in that equation 2.18 is a cross-sectional 

averaged equation whereas equation 2.19 retains the vertical variation of longitudinal 

velocity and diflusivity. Valentine & Wood (1977) showed that equation 2.17b can be 
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used to calculate the effective longitudinal dispersion coefficient from temporal 

concentration profiles if the cloud velocity, u, is used instead of the volumetric flow 

velocity. The cloud velocity is calculated from the time taken by the centroid of the 

concentration profiles to travel between the two measurement positions. Valentine & 

Wood (1979a) also found experimentally that the incorporation of dead zones into a flow 

reduced the cloud velocity below the cross-section average velocity by an amount 

proportional to the dead zone fraction. 

Table 2.2 shows the results of a number of measurements and estimates of the 

transfer rate from dead zones. Valentine & Wood (1977) measured the dead zone 

transfer rate for a rectangular slot in a rectangular laboratory flume, and Seo & Maxwell 

(1992) measured the transfer rate from recirculation zones formed in a laboratory flume 

that was modified to simulate a series of pools and riffles. All the other data in Table 2.2 

were obtained by adjusting the coefficients of an ADE+DZ model until the best fit to 

measured concentration profiles was obtained. The dead zone fractions and transfer rates 

in Table 2.2 cover a wide range of values. It should be noted that Yu & Wenzhi and 

Nordin & Troutman both applied an ADE+DZ model to the same Mississippi data but 

got very Merent values for the dead zone fraction and transfer rate (the longitudinal 

dispersion coefficient reported is the sarne for both papers). Yu & Wenzhi state that their 

parameter estimation method led to a better fit between the model and the tracer data 

than that obtained using the coefficients suggested by Nordin & Troutman. The 

difference between the results that these two workers obtained demonstrates the 

difficulty of parameter estimation by fitting an ADE+DZ model to tracer data. Thackson 

& Schnelle (1970) attempted to find empirical correlations with other hydraulic 

parameters for the dead zone transfer rate and dead zone fraction. They were able to 
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correlate the dead zone fraction to the friction factor in the streams but were unable to 

find a correlation for the time tracer spent in the dead zones. 

2.4 Difficulties with numerical solutions of the ADE 

Whilst an analytical solution exists for the ADE, in practice numerical solutions 

are required. This is because real rivers are not uniform, and while it could be argued that 

the ADE is then no longer valid, it is often applied with the cross-sectional area and 

dispersion coefficient varying along the channel length. There are various solution 

schemes available which are discussed in standard texts such as Abbott & Basco (1989). 

The majority of numerical solutions of the ADE use a Eulerian co-ordinate scheme, 

although as described below semi-Lagrangian schemes have certain advantages. 

Lagrangian schemes are described by McBride & Rutherford (1984) and Schoellharner 

(1988). 

Two types of Eulerian schemes exist: explicit and implicit. Explicit solutions 

require the use of small time steps to ensure a stable solution (the Courant number which 

is the product of the time step and flow velocity divided by the spatial grid 

size 
( 

having to be <1). Implicit solutions do not have a stability restriction on the 

Courant number but their accuracy reduces significantly if the Courant number becomes 

too large. In this regard the work of Manson & Wallis (1995) indicates that their use is a 

fidse economy of effort. 

There are two other main difficulties with traditional Eulerian methods: numerical 

diffusion and grid-scale oscillations. The former is due to the truncation of the finite- 

difference or finite-element approximations to the governing equation which causes the 

numerical solution to display a different amount of dispersion to that prescribed by the 
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dispersion coefficient. The latter is caused by poor treatment of the advection term, 

particularly where the spatial resolution of steep concentration gradients is low, and 

results in non-physical effects such as 'saw-tooth' patterns (also known as 'wiggles') and 

negative concentrations. Numerical diffusion and grid-scale oscillations can be controlled 

(but not eliminated) by using small steps in time and space, although the computational 

costs can be high. 

In recent years, significant improvements over the Eulerian schemes have been 

obtained by using semi-Lagrangian (sometimes Eulerian-Lagrangian) schemes. These 

exploit the physical nature of advection and combine ideas from the method of 

characteristics (commonly used with L -4- schemes) and the fixed grid (Eulerian) 45 

finite difference or finite element methods mentioned above. The main advantage of such 

schemes is that they are unconditionaffy stable and can achieve comparable accuracy with 

Eulerian schemes when used with much larger time steps. The latest versions of these 

schemes (Manson & Waffis 1995; Waffis & Manson 1996; Leonard et al 1995a, 1995b) 

also incorporate techniques for ensuring mass conservation (which is a well known 

problem with characteristic based, particularly fully Lagrangian, methods) and the 
60 

elimination of the worst eff-ects of 'wiggles'. 

2.5 Alternatives to the ADE 

Several alternatives to the ADE and ADE+DZ models exist in the literature and 

three of these, namely; random walk models, the Aggregated Dead Zone model and two 

zone models are briefly descnl3ed below. 

2.5.1 Random walk models 

Random walk models are an alternative method of simulating dispersion (Heslop 

& Allen 1993, Heemink & Blockland 1995) and are discussed more fully in chapter 
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seven. In these models a large number of particles are tracked as they move through a 

numerical representation of the flow field. The particles follow the local time averaged 

velocity for each time step of the simulation and are given a random motion to model the 

turbulent mixing. The distribution of the particles can be taken as a representation of the 

spread that would be achieved by an injection of solute into the physical flow being 

simulated. Random walk models do not suffer from numerical dispersion or 

computational instability but they do require the velocity field and ii coefficients to mjxM9 

be known. Of course, in this regard, the ADE and ADE+DZ models require similar 

physical information if the longitudinal dispersion is to be correctly simulated. 

2.5.2 The Aggregated Dead Zone (ADZ) Model 

The derivation of the ADZ (Beer & Young (1983)) assumes that all the 

longitudinal dispersion in a river is due to the presence of dead zones that trap and delay 

solute. The model can be thought of as a move away from an attempt to model the 

detailed physical processes that cause the dispersion of a solute in a water course; it is 

rather a one-dimensional mass balance equation whose coefficients can be adjusted to 

allow it to describe concentration profiles. Wlilst it may seem odd to use an equation in 

this way it should be remembered that the ADE+DZ model is usually fitted to tracer data 

by an iterative adjustment of its coefficients. Also, in both cases the coefficients are 

representative, in some sense, of the physical processes. 

Beer & Young (1983) describe how a time series parameter estimation computer 

package can be used to identify the ADZ model coefficients that best describe data 

obtained from tracer experiments. For open channel flow the variation of the ADZ 

coefficients with flow rate was investigated (in the field) by Wallis, Young & Beven 

(1989) and (in the laboratory) by Wallis, Guymer & Bilgi (1989). The model was applied 
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to a poBution micident on the Rhine by Hottges, WaUis & Guymer (1992) and Waflis & 

Clarke (1995). 

The ADZ model can be derived from a consideration of solute mass balance over 

a particular reach of a river (Young & Wallis (199 1) and Wallis (1993)), to give: 

dc, 
(C. ci & lyt 

wbere, ci is the concentration at the input to the reach and c,, is the concentration at the 

reach output, T is the travel time, y, is the fraction of the reach volume involved in 

dispersion, known as the dispersive fraction, and r is the delay time. The travel time is 

the volume of water in the reach divided by the flow rate; it can be obtained from tracer 

tests as the time that the centroid of a tracer distnibution takes to travel through the 

reach. The time delay is the time that is required before solute at the input of the reach is 

observed at the output. The product of the dispersive fraction and the travel time, yf, is 

known as the residence time, T. The parameters of the ADZ are related (Wallis (1993)), 

by i=T+r which states that the travel time is equal to the sum of the residence time 

and the advective time delay. 

The ADZ model can be applied in a parallel or series mode. A series of ADZ 

elements could model a river with spatially varying dispersive properties, whilst a parallel 

application could model a biffircated river or a river with a porous bed. (Wallis, Young & 

Beven (1989); Young & WaUis (1993). 

0 Wallis, Young and Beven (1989) performed experiments in three rivers near 

Lancaster University as weR as a canalised stream that ran through the campus. Mean 

values of dispersive fraction ranged between 0.29 and 0.37 for the rivers and appeared to 

lbe invanant with flow rate. The dispersive fraction recorded for the canalised stream was 

lower at 0.12; this was thought to have arisen because the relatively straight and uniform 
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flow produced less dispersion. In all cases the travel time was inversely proportional to 

flow rate, being consistent with conventional channel flow hydraulics. There are 

similarities here to the findings of Sabol & Nordin (1978) who reported results using a 

form of ADE+DZ model where the ratio of time spent in the transit zone to the total 

time of travel was found to be approximately independent of flow rate. 

Laboratory data from a gravel bed flume was reported by Wallis, Guyiner and 

Bilgi (1989). A slight reduction in dispersive fraction with flow rate was noted with 

values ranging between 0.215 and 0.312. Data collected by Graasvoll (1992) in a fairly 

straight reach of a small stream again showed the travel time to be inversely proportional 

to flow rate and the dispersive fraction to be weakly varying with flow rate. Further 

discussion appears in Wallis (1993). 

2.5.3 Two zone models 

Two zone models are models in which the flow in a channel is divided into two 

parts, a zone where the water flow is fast and a zone where the flow is slow. Smith 

(1987) gives an analytical solution for a two zone model of a meandering stream. The 

paper builds on earlier work with two zone models and gives time lag functions that 

model the asymptotic form of the dispersion process. The non-uniformity of the 

concentration across the river section is represented. Smith was aiming to produce an 

expression for a generalised two zone model that had a similar form to the ADZ model. 

The advantage of such a model was claimed to be that hydrodynamic principles could 

enable changes in parameters to be calculated if the discharge of the river changed. 

Reichart & Wanner (199 1) also suggested that a two zone model could be used 

to model concentrations closer to the injection point of a solute without the complexity 

of a full two-dimensional model of the transport processes. An analytical investigation of 
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a two zone model was presented by Chikwenou & Ojiakor (1985) who found that the 

two zone model was able to reproduce the skewed nature of experimental data. 

2.6 Conclusions drawn from the literature 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the literature reviewed above. It has been 

shown that there are three stages to the mixing of a discrete dose of a solute added to a 

uniform open channel flow. In the first stage, known as the advective zone, the solute is 

mixed over the cross-section of the channel. During the second stage known as the 

equilibrium zone the longitudinal variance of the cross-sectional average concentration 

grows linearly in comparison to the non-linear growth in the advective zone. In the final 

stage, or Gaussian zone, the spatial longitudinal concentration profile is Gaussian. A 

theoretical model, the Advection Dispersion Equation (ADE) exists that can be used to 

predict the longitudinal dispersion in the Gaussian zone. The model (as developed by 

Fischer 1967) has a dispersion coefficient that represents the mixing due to the 

longitudinal velocity field and cross-sectional eddy diflusivity. Fischer gave an equation 

that allows the dispersion coefficient to be calculated if the velocity field and transverse 

eddy dfffusivity in a channel are known. 

Although the solution to the ADE predicts a Gaussian concentration profile, 

which is only actuafly seen in the Gaussian zone, the rate of change of variance of the 

longitudinal concentration profile is the same in both the equilibrium and Gaussian zones. 

The rate of change of the variance can be related to the longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient in the ADE and this provides a method for measuring the longitudinal 

dispersion coefficients in practical cases. 

It has been shown that a long length of channel may be required before the 

longitudinal variance of the cross-sectional average concentration profile grows linearly 
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and that for a given uniform flow field the addition of dead zones increases the length of 

channel that is required. Dead zones are considered to be zones in the channel that trap 

and slowly release solute and have been suggested as the reason why the ADE is often a 

poor model for dispersion in natural open channel flows. For a given uniform flow field 

the addition of dead zones increases the longitudinal dispersion above the value predicted 

by Fischer's equation. 

Few measurements of transfer rates into and out of dead zones have been made; 

most of the data has come from fitting an ADE+DZ model to measured concentration 

profiles. No quantitative measurements of the transfer rates from the interstitial volumes 

of a gravel bed river have been given in the literature. 
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River Width 
(M) 

uq 
(nVs) 10-4 Mý/ 

La 

Atrisco 18.3 0.63 102 5.2 
18.3 0.66 102 5.4 
18.3 0.67 93 6.0 

Bemado 20 1.25 130 9.6 
South 18.3 0.24 140 1.4 

18.3 0.18 47 3.2 

, 
Athabasca 373 

' 
0.95 930 355 

Table 2.1 Length of the advective zone in several US rivers (data from Rutherford 
1994) 

Reference River Y 
_k,,. 

(s-1) 
Valentine & Laboratory 0.04 to 0.25 0.02u/d 

. 
Wood (1977) 
Valentine & Laboratory 0.5 0.02u/d 
Wood (1977) (0.05 to 

0.15) 
Seo & Maxell Lab' 0.45 to 0.59 0.008 to 
(1992). Pool & Riffle 0.019 
Valentine & New Zealand 0.40 to 0.45 0.02u/d 
Wood (1979b) rng ion canal 
Legrand-Marc Small forest stream 0.20 0 . 61 

.& 
(19&5) 

Bencala, McKnight U. S. mountain 0.21 25e-6 
& Zeflweger_ (1990) stream to 0.5e 
Nordin & Wind Bighorn 0.045 0.326e-3 
Troutman (1980) to 0.754e 

Bear Creek 0.025 17 
Missouri 0.042 70.16e-6 

Yu & Wenzhi Mississippi 0.28 24.1 e6 
(1989) 

Missouri 0.17 14.1 e"6 
Saline 0.055 56.1 e-6 

Tjosmsland (1983) Lena 0.20 0.02u/d 
(0.007 to 
0.021) 

Table 2.2 Dead zone transfer rates. 
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Chapter Three Measurement of longitudinal dispersion 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the measurements of longitudinal dispersion in a 

laboratory flume that was intended to simulate a natural open channel flow and whose 

bed was covered in depressions that were intended to act as dead zones. Fluorescent dye 

was used as a tracer during the longitudinal dispersion experhents. The longitudinal 

dispersion coefficient was measured as a fimetion of flow rate and compared to those 

measured by other workers in laboratory flumes and natural waterways. 

3.2 Experimental Facilities 

3.2.1 Laboratory flume 

The recirculating flume was 28m long and 0.75m wide; it had a nominally 

horizontal bed and was fitted with rails for depth gauge carriages. The header tank for 

the flume was approximately 25m above the flume entrance to which it was connected by 

polythene pipe of about 154mm internal diameter. The entrance to the flume was filled 

with filter material (short lengths of 40mm plastic tubing) which served to break up any 

I- -- large eddies in the flow. Water from the main sump under the laboratory floor was 

pumped at a fixed rate up to the header tank and water not required by the flwne 

overflowed from the header tank and entered a smaU sump at the end of the flume. The 

flume water exited the flume over a fixed tail gate and entered a second smaH sump 

adjacent to the first. Both sumps discharged into the main sump via weirs. 
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A bed of sand with a nominal slope of 1: 1000 was laid in the flume, wooden 

spacers at 2m intervals being used to produce the slope. The slope was chosen (after 

referring to the data in Young & Wallis 1993) as representative of a natural open channel 

. a- 

now with the aspect ratios that could be obtained in the flume. A pattern (see Figure 3.1) 

of depressions was impressed into the sand using a number of 38mm diameter baUs cut in 

two and glued to a board. The longitudinal spacing between the. staggered rows was 

27.5nun and the transverse spacing was 37mm. On average there were 450 'dimples', as 

the impressions were known, per square metre, with an average depth of 14mm A 

general view of the flume is shown in Plate I while Plate 2 shows a close up of the bed. 

In Plate I the fluorometers, can be seen in position for dye tracer work and in the centre 

of Plate 2 the intake to the fluorometer can be seen. The process of impressing the 

dimples led to local deviations in the sand level of ± 3mm. The dimple diameter was 

chosen to represent the interstitial volumes of a gravel/cobble bedded stream: the number 

of dimples being chosen so that their volume expressed as a ratio of the volume of water 

carried by the flume, was similar to the dead zone fractions found in natural open channel 
n- 

nows. Valentine & Wood (I 979b) used a dead zone depth of 3 Onun in numeric 

simulations of the longitudinal dispersion in a straight rectangular water race. The depth 

was choosed after a detailed survey of the channel bed. Bray (1979) gives data on the 

characteristics of a number of Canadian rivers. Considering only those rivers whose bed 

slope and width to depth ratio is approximately the same as the laboratory flume 

. oil-- 

suggests that uny percent of the bed material had an average diameter less than 38mm 

and ninety percent less than 96mnL It was believed that the adoption of a semi-spherical 

dimple would be a better model of natural dead zones than the rectangular slots used in 

previous laboratory measurements of dead zone transfer rates and longitudinal 

dispersion. 
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After impressing the dimpies the sand was then hardened by spraying with a 

solution of an adhesive (Aerolite 306) which had previously been used by Khahil (1972) 

to preserve sand beds formed by flowing water. Tests allowed the quantity per square 

metre used by Khahil to be cut by a half and a durable bed stiff obtained. The bed, after 

the adhesive dried, consisted of sand covered by a hard sand/adhesive crust. The crust 

was porous so the bed was painted with oil based paint and any gaps caused by shrinkage 

of the sand/adhesive crust filled with a silicon sealant. 

3.2.2 Survey of, and stage discharge relationship for, the -flume 

The flume was surveyed and bed and water surface pTofiles along the channel 

were recorded. These are plotted in Figure 3.2; imperfections in the bed are evident as is 

ý1- - we draw down as the flow approaches the horizontal tail gate. The draw down and 

hence the degree of longitudhW non-uniformity can be seen to increase with increasing 

flow rate. 

The smaU sump supplied by the flume was surveyed and two float switches were 

installed to give a measurement volume of 1.573mý (the uncertainty in the volume was 

estimated as 0.2%). The switch outputs were sampled. at I OHz by a computer controDed 

data logger. This sump was also fitted with submersible pumps so that steady flow could 

become established in the flume before the pumps were switched off, "owing the water 

level to increase and operate the float switches. In this way the time required to fill a 

known volume could be determined and hence the flume discharge calculated. A vernier 

depth gauge was used to measure the stage (defined as the centreline depth at a position 

6m from the flume inlet) and a series of thirty eight stage and discharge measurements 

were taken. The flow rate in the flume was varied between 2 and 3011s; the upper limit 

bei. ng set by the capacity of the submersible pumps; the lower limit by the need for a 
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muumum depth of flow in the flume in order to operate the fluorometers (see section 

3.2). The stage discharge data is plotted as Figure 3.3; a linear regression was applied 

between the depth, in mm, of flow at 6m (46. ) from the inlet and the flow rate, Q, in the 

flume in I/s. The regression gave: 

1.9203 log,,, (d,,,, )-2.421 

with a coefficient of detennination of 0.998. 

(3.1) 

The uncertainty implied by the 0.1 mm precision of the vernier gauge was insignificant. 

The maximum scatter of the data was 10% about the flow predicted by equation 3.1; 

only around a tenth of the data points showed such extreme scatter, the majority laying 

with 5% of the regression. Equation 3.1 was used in all subsequent experimental work to 

derive the flow rate in the flume. 

3.2.3 Dye tracing equipment 

Two Turner Designs fluorometers operating in the continuous sampling mode 

were used to measure the concentration of Rhodamine WT dye introduced into the 

flume. In the continuous sampling mode water is pumped through a glass euvette in the 

fluorometer. Light from a mercury lamp is used to excite any fluorescent material in the 

water and the amount of fluorescent material is measured from the strength of the 

fluorescence. Two Jabsco Water Puppy pumps were used to draw water through the 

fluorometers at a fixed rate of 0.241/s via 13mm diameter inlet tubes. The sampling, 

because it was not isokinetic, will have distorted the flow field around the inlet tubes but 

the effect was localised and would not have altered the longitudinal dispersion in the 

flume significantly, if at all. The more important effect of the sampling was the removal 

of water from the flume by the first fluorometer system. This water was not retumed to 

the flume in order to avoid disturbances to the flow in the measurement reach. The 

fluorometers sampled water at 9 and 22m from the flume inlet while the stage was 
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measured at 6m from the inlet, so the discharge calculated for each experiment, from 

equation 3.1, was larger than that which actually existed between the two sampling 

stations by an amount equal to the quantity removed by the first fluorometer (0.241/s). 

This reduction of the flow in the flume due to the extraction for the fluorometer was 

allowed for in the analysis of the data. 

The fluorometers were calibrated by introducing five doses (each of 20pg) of a 

2g/l solution of Rhodamine WT into 201 of flume water contained in a drum. The change 

in output voltage with concentration was plotted over the range of concentrations used 

(0 to 5gg/1) and the change in voltage was found to be linear. Calibrations were 

performed at the beginning and end of each day's work and this data for a number of 

days are shown in Figure 3.4 for the upstream fluorometer. The calibration applied to the 

fluorometer voltages recorded during a day's experiments was obtained by fitting a linear 

regression to the average calibration data from the morning and evening calibrations. In 

Figure 3.4 the morning and evening calibration data are indicated by different symbols. 

3.3 Experimental technique 

Each fluorometer sampled the flume water at mid span and mid depth through a 

13mm internal diameter brass inlet tube. The swnpling positions were 13m apart and a 

CED data logger swnpled the output of the fluorometers at I OHz. The first sampling 

position (9m from the flume inlet) was chosen to ensure that the flow was fully 

developed. Prelftninary work (which was subsequently repeated by Downs 1994) with a 

sampling position closer to the flume entrance suggested that several meters of 

development reach were required if consistent dispersion coefficients were to be 

obtained. 
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Having set up the desired flow rate in the flume a dose of Rhodamine WT tracer 

was introduced into the flume's header tank. The tracer was introduced into the header 

tank so that it became well mixed before entering the flume, this reduced the length of 

flume required before the Advection Dispersion Equation became valid compared to that 

required if it was introduced at the flume inlet. At each flow the tracer experiment was 

undertaken five times. After each experiment, time was aflowed for each dose of tracer 

to become well mixed throughout the water supply system. Although the fluorescence of 

Rhodamine WT is temperature dependent the difference in temperature of the water in 

the calibration tank and flume was less than 0.5C, as was the temperature variation over 

the duration of a set of runs which was considered insignificant (Smart & Laidlaw 1977). 

3.3.1 Data analysis; Chatwin's method 

Chatwin (197 1) gave a method of plotting temporal concentration profiles that 

enabled their adherence to the ADE to be detennined. The solution of the ADE for an 

instantaneous source of tracer is (Rutherford 1994): 

C(x, t) =e 
(x -uq *t) 

Aýi- 7r -D-t 
xp 4-D. t 

(3.2) 

where M is the. mass of solute added at time t=0 (& at x =0) and A is the cross sectional 

area of the flow. Equation 3.2 implies a Gaussian spatial concentration profile. Chatwin 

plotted 
[t 

In(- 
1/2 

against time t; in the transfonnation c is the concentration and 
ct 

A is a constant related to the peak concentration, c.. which occurs at t.., 

Cmax 
A 

-1/2 ý Using the transformation Gaussian tracer data plots as a straight Wme 
max 

whose slope is proportional to the longitudinal dispersion coefficient. The. peak 

concentration occurs where the. transformed data changes sign. 
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Howeverg in practise, few measured data plot as a straight line (Rutherford 1994) 

because the ADE (and hence equation 3.2) is not valid for some distance downstremn of 

an injection point (until the Gaussian zone; see Figure 2.1) and most data has not been 

collected far enough downstream. In Elder's (1959) expe. rimnts, undertaken in an 

essentially two-dimensional flow, the spatial concentration profiles were not Gaussian, 

which Elder reasoned was because tracer material became trapped in the laminar sub- 

layer and extended the tails of the profiles. Elder fitted a Gaussian curve to the forward 

part of the measured profile and used this to obtain the longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient. Elder's observations of skewed spatial concentration profiles were similar to 

those reported from flows with dead zones. In chapter two it was described how the 

addition of trapping, either in a sub-layer or dead zones, increases the length of channel 

required fbr a Gaussian spatial concentration to become established. 

Some data from experiments at flow rates of 6.7 and 25.41/s in the author's 

flume are plotted in Figure 3.5 & Figure 3.6 using Chatwin's transformation. The data 

did not plot as straight lines. However the slopes of the data from the forward part of the 

profiles were the same at the upstream and downstream sampling positions (the forward 

part of the tracer curve plots positive on the transfonned (vertical) axis). If we follow 

Elder and use the forward part of the tracer plots (Figures 3.5 & 3.6) to evaluate the 

longitudinal dispersion coefficient, then the longitudinal dispersion coefficients evaluated 

at the upstream and downstream sampling locations are equal. Furthermore, it will be 

realised. that a change in slopes of the transformed data would imply that the data mi the 

forward part of the plots had not been collected in the equilibrium zone. The plots show 

a good deal of scatter on the tails which is due to noise. The longitudinal dispersion 

coefficients implied by the slopes of the forward part of the transformed tracer data are 

significantly smaller than those obtained from the rate of change of moments method. 
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Chatwin's transformation implies a longitudinal dispersion of 0.04mý/s and 0.04mý/s for 

the downstream and upstream traces in Figure 3.5 compared to 0.11 mý/s from the 

change of moments method. For Figure 3.6 the equivalent figures are 0.03mý/s, 0.03mý/s 

and 0.22mý/s. The difference between the longitudinal dispersion coefficients obtained 

from Chatwin's transformation and the change of moments method could have a number 

of causes. It is known that the change of moments method can be strongly influenced by 

the data in the tails of the concentration profiles (Fischer 1966a), but rather than the 

difference in the coefficients being due to an error in the moments calculation the 

Merence was probably due to only using the data from the forward part of the tracer 

curve to find a slope and hence the longitudinal dispersion coefficient. Repeating the 

longitudinal dispersion calculation using the slopes of the trailing part of the data gives, 

for Figure 3.5,0.54mý/s and 0.54mý/s for the upstream and downstream data 

respectively. For the data shown in Figure 3.6 the longitudinal dispersion coefficients are 

0.52mý/s and 0.44mý/s for the upstream and downstream data respectively. Although 

only two data sets have been analysed using Chatwin's transformation the method can be 

seen to have serious weaknesses. It is only valid for data collected in the Gaussian zone. 

For data collected in the equilibrium zone (where the method of moments allows the 

longitudinal dispersion coefficient to be measured) it is difficult to obtain consistent 

results because the slope of the transformed data and hence the. dispersion coefficient 

depends on the portion of the data used. 

The. concentration data in Figure 3.5 & Figure 3.6 is plotted again in Figure 3.7 

& Figure 3.8 as concentration profiles. The reduced duration of the concentration pulse 

seen in Figure 3.8 will be seen later (section 3.2.3) to make the task of calculating the 

moments of the concentration pulse more difficult. 
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3.3.2 Data analysis; test data sets 

In order to calculate the longitudinal dispersion coefficient from an experiment 

using the change of moments method the variance of the concentration profiles was 

required. 

The fluorometers gave an output voltage before tracer was added to the 

calibration tank or flume. This background voltage was not constant but consisted of a 

mean with multifrequency noise superimposed. Typical examples of the background from 

the upstream and downstream positions are shown in Figure 3.9 & Figure 3.12 

respectively. In Figures 3.10 & 3.11 the data of Figure 3.9 is shown processed with a Is 

and a 6s moving average filter. Figures 3.13 & 3.14 are the data of Figure 3.12 after 

promsing with the same moving average filters. The plots include lines rnarking the 

mean, v, and ±2 and 3 times the standard deviation, cr, of the unfiltered data. The rise of 

the voltage from zero seen in the figures is a feature of the moving average filter. It will 

be noted that the downstream trace has noise of a greater magnitude and higher 

fi-equency than the upstream The noise can be seen to have low fi-equency components 

of 40s or more. As would be expected the filter is able to remove the high frequency 

noise and gives a smoother trace with less extreme variation about the mean. The data i 

i logger recorded voltages to 4 decinW places,, but it was decided to limit the precision of 

ý1- - we data to 2 decimal places (approximately 0.25% of the M scale voltage of 5V) 

because this was considered to be a reasonable estfinate of the precision of the 

fluorometer and helped to filter out noise. The fluorometer was designed to hold a steady 

output signal for one second between measuremnts of fluorescence. Any frequency 

higher than I Hz in Figures 3.9 & 3.12 is therefbre noise introduced by the fluorometer or 
*4 

the signal cables. The ongins of the low frequency component of the signals in Figures 

3.9 to Figure 3.4 are uncertain but were probably caused by the fluotometer. The wide 
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range of noise frequencies made the selection of a f9tering technique a compromise 

between the desire to remove as much noise as possible whilst not effecting the shape of 

the tracer concentration profiles. The technique eventually chosen was to filter the data 

record with aIs moving average filter prior to analysis. This did not appear to affect the 

low frequency components of the data. 

In order to test the software that was written to analyse the data records two 

dummy data sets were created that were representative of the extreme forms of data that 

were expected. One was a Gaussian with a peak of 5 units and standard deviation of 33s. 

The other, taken to represent the type of skewed data usuaRy obtained in the field, was 

derived from a Cells in Series (CIS) model (Rutherford 1994, Wallis & Clarke 1995). 

The CIS model was c=a 
5t5 

20exp(-at) in which a was taken to be 0.3892s-' . The 
5! 

variance of the resulting distribution was 33S2 and the centroid was 12.9s from the 

beginning. A lead-in and lead-out of I 00s was provided and noise from the upstream 

fluorometer was added to both data sets. The two data sets are plotted in Figure 3.15. 

Experience with the dummy data sets showed that the definition of the points where the 

trace rose above and returned to the background was important. The accuracy with 

0 which the moments of the data could be found was much improved if the noisy lead-in 

and lead-out data were removed. This was because the noise on the background signal 

that remained after the Is moving average filter had been applied unduly influenced the 

calculation of the moments. 

The software developed to find the moments of the tracer data files used the 

following algorithm: a length of the lead-in background was examined and the mean and 

variance of the data calculated. The mean, V, and a number of standard deviations, na, 

was used to determine a trigger level. If a local average of the data exceeded this level 

the tracer concentration was considered to have risýn above the background and the 
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concentration profile had begun. The same method was used to find the finish of the 

trace except that the data was examined from the end of the data file working backwards 

in time. The average of both the lead-in and lead-out data was calculated and the two 

values compared to ensure that a long enough record had been recorded to enable all the 

tracer profile to be measured. When the start and finish times of the concentration curve 

had been determined the background was removed from the trace and the calibration 

applied. The software gave the area, centroid and variance of the data between the start 

and finish times. A copy of the software is included in Appendix C. 

Tests with the dununy data files showed that a local average over 2s and a trigger 

level of three times the standard deviation of the background data gave good results. 

Using these the variance of the Gaussian curve was found to within 2.2% of the actual 

value and for the CIS data it was found to within 3.0%. The centroid of the data was 

found to within 1.9% for the CIS and 0.2% of the aetual value for the Gaussian data set. 

Uncertainty in the calibration only effected the area reported by the software, the 

percentage change in reported area being equal to the percentage change in the 

calibration. This was consistent with the, calibrations of the fluorometers being linear. 

The effect of using a poor estimate of the background voltage was investigated. 

The true background voltage of the dummy data was 0.60V with a standard deviation of 

0.006V so the trigger level was 0.62V. Using a lead-in trigger voltage of 0.61V and the 

correct lead-out trigger voltage resulted in the variance reported for the Gaussian data 

being in error by 3.8% and the centroid error being 0.4%. For the CIS the sarne lead-in 

trigger voltage resulted in a 6% error in the reported variance and a 1.7% error in the 

centroid. If both lead-in and lead-out trigger levels for the Gaussian data set were 0.01V 

lower than the true background voltage the effect was a 4.2% error in the value of 

variance and value for the centroid 0.4% too low. The CIS data was extremely sensitive 
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to the value used for the mean background voltage; if the lead-out trigger level was 

0.61V the software gave a variat= 51 tirnes the true value, while, the centroid was in 

error by 6%. If the lead-out trigger was 0.83V the program reported a variance 25% and 

a centroid 1.3% lower than the true value. The reason for the sensitivity of the CIS data 

to the choice of background was because, if the mean of the lead-out data was set too 

low, the software found the trace to be longer than it should have and then subtracted 

less background voltage than necessary. The effect on the data was to leave a small 

voltage in the tail. These tail voltages, being far from the centroid, had a large 

contnibution to the moment calculation. The calculation of the centroids of both data sets 

was less sensitive to the estimate of the background voltage than the variance was. 

Using the dummy data files allowed the software to be tested and gave an insight 

mto the possilble wrertainty that might be expected when analysing experimental data 

sets. It was found that the definition of the lead-out background voltages was fiWortant 

and that It was better to overestimate the background voltage rather than underestimate. 

It was also found that skewed data (CIS data set) was mre difficult to analyse than 

syrmnetrical data (Gaussian data set). 

3.4 Results of the tracer experiments 

Tracer experiments were performed five times at each of eleven flows between 2 

and 261/s. The data was analysed using the software and techniques descn'tbed in the 

previous section and the resuhs are given 'In Table 3.1. Work with the durmny data sets 

demonstrated the sensitivity of the variance calculation to the definition of the 

background. Several data sets gave negative longitudinal dispersion coefficients; these 

were generally those where the lead-out voltage was 0.01 to 0.02V greater than the lead- 

in voltage. For flow 16 several sets are marked "Poor" in the table; fbr these the lead-out 
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voltages were 0.02V greater than the lead-in; although the analysis gave positive 

longitudinal dispersion coefficients these were considered to be doubtful. 

The cloud velocity (see section 2.3), u, was found to within 10% of the cross- 

sectional averaged velocity, u., for all the experiments. The cloud velocities were greater 

than the cross-sectional averaged velocity for 23 of the 55 experiments and equal for 20 

for the experiments. As the flow approached the tail gate it accelerated and this 

longitudinal non-uniformity was the reason for the difference between the cloud velocity 

and the cross-sectional average velocity (which was evaluated at 6m from the flume 

inlet). 

The longitudinal dispersion coefficients calculated, for a given flow rate, 

appeared to be more scattered at the higher flow rates. A comparison of the data for 
I- 

F8T4 and F12T3 plotted as Figures 3.7 & 3.8 respectively shows that the profiles 

recorded at the higher flow rate were shorter and more highly skewed than those at the 

lower flow rate. It is therefore possible that the Oficulty in analysing skewed data sets 

that was seen with the dummy data sets was the cause of the increased uncertainty with 

flow rate. 

The average of the reliable measurements of the longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient taken at the same flow rate are given in Table 3.2. Figure 3.16 shows this data 

plotted against the product of the depth and side wall corrected bed shear velocity 

(evaluated at 14m. from the flume inlet). The plot shows error bars equal to one standard 

deviation of the data used to calculate the average, one standard deviation being about 

50% of the average. A linear regression fitted to the data gave the following 

relationship: D=0.02 + 65.39du-bwith a coefficient of detennination of 0.84. The 

regression implied that longitudinal dispersion could occur in the flume with no flow; this 

is clearly ridiculous and results from the limited range of experiments that were 
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performed. An alternative estimate of the uncertainty in an individual calculation of a 

longitudinal dispersion coefficient can be obtained if we assume that the uncertainty in 

calculating the variance of a measured concentration profile was the same as the 

accuracy with which the variance of the dummy data sets could be found; namely 25% 

which implies an overall uncertainty in the longitudinal dispersion coefficients of 50% of 

the true value. This value for the uncertainty is similar to that actually found in the 

measured data. 

There was no evidence of the non-dimensional longitudinal dispersion coefficient 

(%du*b) being a function of the flow rate. 

3.5 Comparison to previous data 

Table 3.3 gives the results of previous measurements of longitudinal dispersion 

coefficients for straight rectangular laboratory flumes. Fischer's experiments were 

performed in a smooth sided flume whose bed was roughened with 5/8 inch (I 5.3mm) 

gravel. Fischer analysed using the change of moment method the average concentration 

data from four runs. Miller & Richardson performed experiments in a flume whose bed 

was roughened with rectangular blocks. The flow was notably three-dimensional; Miller 

& Richardson also mentioned the possibility that the tracer may have been trapped in the 

wakes of the roughness elements which extended the tails of the solute traces and led to 

I- -- a large value of longitudinal dispersion coefficient be' measured. Valentine & Wood's Mg 

data was measured in a flume whose bed had rectangular slots that formed dead zones. 

The tabulated data is plotted in Figure 3.17 along with the averaged data 

measured by the author. All the data show an increase in longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient with increasing du. but that is the limit of agreement between the data sets. 

The longitudinal dispersion coefficients measured during the present work were larger 
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for a given value of du. which was probably due to the particular nature of the flow in 

the flume. It will be showr4 in chapter four, that the longitudinal velocity field in the 

author's flume was three-dimensional and longitudinally non-uniform. Furthermore in 

chapter seven it will be shown that the longitudinal non-uniformity led to increased 

longitudinal dispersion compared to that which would exist if the flow was three- 

dimensional but longitudinally uniform. 

An idea of the nature of the flows used for the experiments in Table 3.3 can be 

obtained by considering their aspect ratios. For Valentine & Wood the width to depth 

ratio varied between 8.7 and 5 8.4, for Fischer it was 5.9 to 11.6, for MiHer & Richardson 

4.5 to 4.8. Webel & Schatztmarm (1984) found that a width to depth ratio greater than 

five was necessary to avoid secondary flows increasing the rate of transverse mixing. 

MiHer & Richardson measured rates of transverse mixing greater than those found in 

wide (two-dimensional) open channel flows probably because their flow was three- 

dimensional. In general, for a uniform flow, an increase in the rate of transverse mixing 

would lead to a reduction in longitudinal dispersion (see equation 2.15), an increase in 

the transverse velocity shear in a three-dimensional flow would lead to increased 

longitudinal dispersion. Dead zones are also known to increase the longitudinal 

dispersion in a channel. Unless the transverse ii coefficients, the degree of mIxmg 

transverse velocity shear, longitudinal non-unifon-nity and magnitude of any dead zone 

effects are known it is difficult to compare longitudinal dispersion coefficients between 

experiments. 

In view of the differences in values of longitudinal dispersion coefficient 

measured in straight rectangular laboratory flumes that are plotted in Figure 3.17 the 

wide range of coefficients reported in natural and man made waterways is not surprising. 

Rutherford (1994) tabulates data from a number of sources, for canals the ratio 
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91 has values between 3 and 469; for rivers the range is even wider 47 to 1060; the "du* 

dispersion coefficients measured in the present work faH within both these bands. The 

reason why the longitudinal dispersion in the author's flume was greater than that 

previously measured in a straight rectangular laboratory flume will be discussed in detail 

in chapter seven. 

Rutherford (1994) gives three empirical equations, due to McQuivey & Keefer 

(1974), Jain (1976) and Liu (1977), that allow an estimate of the longitudinal dispersion 

coefficients in a river to be made. 

McQuivey & Keefer (1974) have: 

D=0.058 Q 
sb 

where Q is the flow, s the channel slope and b the channel width. 

Jain (1976) gave: 

Uq 

D=a- 
kz 

Where uqis the discharge velocity, k, the transverse dispersion coefficient and 0.001<a 

>0.016 

and Liu (1977) had: 

D=b 
U. R' 

U. 
where R is the hydraulic radius and b=0.18 - 

( 

Uq 

Rutherford stated that these fbrmulae will predict the longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient in a flow to within a factor of 10; they were applied to the laboratory flume 

with the results given in Table 3.4. None of the equations were particularly accurate. 

McQuivey & Keefer's equation over predicted the dispersion by a factor of 6 to 7. The 
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measured --- 
data W within the range of predictions given by the equation due to Jain but 

A- - then the range for each flow rate varied by more than a factor of ten. The equation due 

to Liu predicted a fiffl in dispersion with increasing flow rate which was opposite to the 

measured trend. Although it will be seen in chapter four that the bulk hydraulics of the 

flume had some skiffarifies to a natural channel it will be appreciated that the 

correlations were developed using field data and that they might not be expected tp 

predict dispersion in a laboratory flurne. Whether the uncertainty in dispersion coefficient 

that the use of an empHical. equation finplies was acceptable would, of course, depend on 
A- - the appfication. 

3.6 Conclusions 

The non-dimensionalised longitudinal dispersion coefficients measured in the 

laboratory flume are larger than those measured in previous dispersion experiments in 

straight rectangular flumes and at the lower end of values measured in natural open 

channel flows. The coefficients were regressed against the product of the flow diýpth and 

the side wall corrected bed shear velocity to give: D=0.02 + 65.39du.,,. There was a 

goo ,-d deal of scatter to the data which increased with increasing flow rate. 

The longitudinal dispersion coefficients were evaluated using the method of 

moments. It was found that the calculation of the variance of a concentration profile was 

very sensitive to the definition of the background concentration, a skewed proffle being 

more sensitive than a Guassian. The increased skewness of the concentration profiles at 

the higher flow rates probably led to the greater degree of scatter in the dispersion 

coefficients at higher flow rates. The calculation of the centroid of the distributions was 

insensitive to the definition of the background concentration. 

Existing empirical equations gave Poor predictions of the longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient in the author's flume. 
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Exp. Q O/S) u, 
(M/S) 

uc 
(n-t/s) 

Upstream 
Variance 
(S) 

Downstream 
Variance 
(S) 

D (mý/s) 

F6TI 2.55 0.12 0.10 15206.3 7878.67 -ve 
F6T2 2.44 0.11 0.11 16544.8 16892.5 0.0199 
F6T3 2.36 0.11 0.11 17634.1 17961.6 0.017 
F6T4 2.64 0.12 0.11 16130.2 16738.1 0.034 
F6T5 2.46 0.11 0.14 22915.0 21052.6 -ve 
F7TI 4.37 0.15 0.15 8437.6 9053.6 0.086 
F7T2 4.42 0.15 0.15 8044.6 8406.9 0.046 
F7T3 4.46 0.15 0.14 7301.1 8053.9 0.087 
F7T4 4.39 0.15 0.16 8929.0 7448.9 -ve 
F7T5 4.42 0.15 0.11 7692.2 7877.5 0.006 
F8TI 6.78 0.18 0.18 4789.4 5150.1 0.085 
F8T2 6.68 0.18 0.19 4195.7 4419.3 0.055 
F8T3 6.71 0.18 0.18 3692.2 4366.5 0.148 
F8T4 6.76 0.18 0.18 3466.3 4063.8 0.131 
F8T5 6.73 0.18 0.18 3533.7 4201.1 0.149 
F9TI 10.14 0.22 0.23 2567.7 2609.3 0.020 
F9T2 10.14 0.22 0.22 2286.7 2556.4 0.116 
F9T3 10.11 0.22 0.22 2459.3 2062.7 0.039 
F9T4 9.89 0.22 0.22 2234.9 2818.6 0.227 
F9T5 10.11 0.22 0.22 2461.2 2557.9 0.056 
FIOTI 13.25 0.25 0.27 1580.7 906.3 -ve 
FIOT2 13.00 0.25 0.25 1082.7 1335.1 0.158 
FIOT3 13.07 0.25 0.25 1025.8 1240.0 0.137 
FIOT4 13.03 0.25 0.24 1061.8 1643.9 0.327 
FIOT5 13.03 0.25 0.25 1055.2 1324.1 0.168 
Fl ITI 16.47 0.28 0.30 794.5 929.4 Poor 
Fl IT2 16.51 0.28 0.30 861.3 895.8 Poor 
Fl IT3 16.51 0.28 0.30 812.4 782.1 

_-ve Fl IT4 16.51 0.28 0.30 829.2 853.5 Poor 
Fl IT5 16.47 0.28 0.30 849.7 892.6 Poor 
F12TI 19.50 0.30 0.31 564.7 715.1 0.176 
F12T2 25.33 0.34 0.37 361.6 450.4 0.170 
F12T3 25.33 0.34 0.36 419.4 541.1 0.222 
F12T4 25.38 0.35 0.36 383.1 588.5 0.366 
F12T5 25.43 0.35 0.37 382.1 458.2 0.144 
F12T6 25.48 0.35 0.35 439.5 728.9 0.489 
F13TI 19.50 0.30 0.32 627.7 717.8 0.117 
F13T2 19.50 0.30 0.32 626.8 729.6 0.128 
F13T3 19.45 0.30 0.32 576.8 6 9.2.8 0.143 
F13T4 19.45 0.30 0.31 562.0 884.0 0.361 
F14TI 10.62 0.23 0.21 1810.2 2356.0 0.195 
F14T2 10.62 0.23 0.22 2026.2 2130.4 0.045 
F14T3 10.59 0.23 0.21 1617.0 1766.3 0.073 
F14T4 10.62 0.23 0.23 1703.9 1944.9 0.189 
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F14T5 10.59 0.23 0.25 2166.5 1644.8 -ve 
Fl 5TI 9.54 0.22 0.21 1810.2 2356.0 0.195 
F15T2 9.48 0.22 0.22 2026.2 2130.4 0.041 
F15T3 9.51 0.22 0.21 1878.7 2329.5 0.159 
F15T4 9.51 0.22 0.26 2015.1 2329.5 0.203 
F15T5 9.45 0.22 0.21 1962.0 2326.9 0.129 
F16TI 8.51 0.20 0.20 2591.6 2644.9 Poor 
F16T2 8.45 0.20 0.20 2498.9 2463.8 Poor 
F16T3 8.46 0.20 0.21 3406.5 2977.8 Poor 
F16T4 8.43 0.20 0.19 2567.5 3660.3 0.290 
F16T5 8.43 0.20 0.20 T 2383.1 1 2419.6 1 Poor 

Table 3.1 Longitudinal dispersion coefficients. 

Q (I/s) D (mý/s) du* (rný/s) unc' in D 
2.48 _ 0.024 5.23e-4 9.00e-3 
4.42 0.073 8.36e-4 0.023 
6.73 0.120 1.191 e-3 0.050 
9.50 0.172 1.62e-3 0.082 
10.08 0.115 1.68e-3 0.082 
10.61 0.111 1.76e-3 0.065 
13.04 0.198 2.12e-3 0.087 
25.39 0.261 3.88e-3 0.146 
19.49 0.185 -T 3.05e-3 0.101 
Table 3.2 Averaged longitudinal dispersion data. 
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Author du., (mý/s) D (mý/s) 
Fischer (1966) 0.00377 0.058 

0.00291 0.043 
0.00449 0.0785 

Miller & Richardson (1974) 0.00381 0.052 
0.00670 0.262 
0.00675 0.067 
0.01027 0.633 
0.00821 1.263 
0.01464 0.148 
0.01461 1.080 
0.02138 6.128 

Valentine & Wood (I 979a) 0.00205 0.0101 
0.00340 0.0113 
0.00496 0.0125 
0.00764 0.0147 
0.00912 0.0160 
0.01231 0.0186 
0.02506 0.0268 
0.05968 0.0349 

Table 3.3 Previously measured values of longitudinal dispersion coefficients. 

Q 
O/S) 

McQuivey & 
Keefer (m2/s) 

Jain 
/S) 

Liu 
(m2/s) 

Measured 
/S) 

71 0.42 0.05 to 0.75 0.23 0.07 
1 . 78 0.04 to 0.60 0.24 0.17 
26 1.55 0.05 to 0.85 0.13 0.23 

Table 3.4 Predicted longitudinal dispersion coefficients. 
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Plate 1 View of the laboratory Hume 
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Plate 2 Close up of the flume bed 
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Figure 3.4 Typical fluorometer cafibration curves 
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Figure 3.5 Data plotted using Chatwin's transformation for a flow of 6.81/s 
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Figure 3.6 Data plotted using Chatwin's transformation for a flow of 25.31/s 
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Figure 3.7 Concentration profiles from a flow of 6.71/s 
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Figure 3.8 Concentration profiles from a flow of 25.31/s 
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Figure 3.10 Upstream data: Is moving average filter 
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Figure 3.11 Upstream data: 6s moving average filter 
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Figure 3.13 Downstream data: ls moving average filter 
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Figure 3.14 Downstream data: 6s moving average filter 
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Chapter Four Measurement of the velocity field 

4.1 Introduction 

TWs chapter describes the results of velocity measurements undertaken in the 

lAboratory flume used for the longitudhW dispersion experiments. Both the time 

averaged and instantaneous velocity fields were investigated. The time averaged 

longitudinal velocity is required for the random walk model of the dispersion process 

described in chapter seven. Velocity measurements have not previously been reported for 

the form of bed roughness used in the author's flume and therefore the work resulted in 

unique data. 

4.2 VelociltY ini-easurements w-i- OPCU Channel flow$ 

This section gives a brief outline of the commonly used terminology oý and 

literature for, velocity profiles in open channel flow. 

Consider the flow in a uni rm channel; as the rate of flow is increased from zero 

the flow moves from a Laminar to a turbulent condition. For the fbrmer, viscosity gives 

rise to shear stresses in the flow while for the latter the turbulent fluctuations of the 

velocity give rise to apparent shear stresses known as Reynolds stresses. In turbulent 

flow over a smooth wall there exists a thin layer close to the wall, where viscosity is of 

importance, known as the laminar sub-layer. Further away from the wall the turbulent 

fluctuations are of a magnitude such that the apparent Reynolds stress is of greater 

significance: this is the turbulent part of the flow. The thickness of the laminar sub-layer 

reduces as the flow rate increases. If all the roughness elements on the wall are 

subnwrged by the Lmninar sub-layer then the flow is considered to be hydraulically 
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smooth; if on the other hand the roughness elements exiend beyond the sub-layer the 

flow is considered to be hydrauhcaUy rough. 

The turbulent part of a flow can also be considered to be split into two main 

zones, the inner region and the outer region. The inner region is that closest to the bed 

and within which the flow is influenced by the bed, it extends for approximately 20% of 

the depth, d. The remainder of the flow can be considered as the outer region. Now 

obviously the influence of the bed does not suddenly cease at y1d >0.2 (y being the 

-1 
. 

-. custance measured from the bed) but graduaRy becomes less important; the free surface 

also has an influence. For this reason the outer region can be subdivided into an 

intermediate (0.2<y/d<0.6) and a free surface region (y/d>0.6). The velocity is found to 

vary in a logarithmic fashion over the both the inner and outer regions. 

The theoretical development of the logarithmic velocity profile is given in many 

textbooks e. g. Goldstein (1938), Hinze (1975), Nezu & Nakagawa (1993) and only an 

outline is given here. Goldstein shows how the logarithmic velocity profile can be 

derived using three Merent approaches, one of which is the momentum transfer (or 

mixing length) theory. A mixing length is a conceptual length over which elements of 

fluid are considered to be exchanged by turbulent fluctuations. In a high Reynolds 

number flow the viscous sub-layer is very thin and the velocity gradients within it are 

very large. This suggests an approximation in which the viscous sub-layer is ignored and 

an infinite velocity gradient at the. wall is used as the boundary condition. Using the 

momentum trans er theory, which allows us to model the Reynolds stresses in turbulent -f 

flow, and assuming that the miixiing length is proportional to the distance from the wall 

gives a logarithmic velocity profile. This profile is sometimes known as the log-law: 

YU* = Yk In y+ const' 

This equation is more often written as: 
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u=I ln(yu. /v)+ B 
/YU IK 

to highlight the important length and velocity scales. In equation 4.1 v is the kinematic 

viscosity, y is vertical distance from the (smooth) bed, K is von Karman's constant and 

u. is the bed shear velocity. 

Fitting this equation to the pipe flow data of Nikuradse measured close to the 

wall (Goldstein 193 8) giVeS K=0.417 ;B=5.8 and if the equation is fitted to the 

velocity profile measured to the pipe centreline K=0.4; B=5.5 The difference in the 

constants, depending upon which portion of the velocity profile the log law is fitted to, 

reflects the fact that the assumed mi=g length distribution is valid only close to the wall. i 

In the outer region of open channel flow it is found that measured velocity 

profiles in a boundary layer deviate from the logarithmic profile (Nezu & Nakagawa 

1993). This deviation can be accounted for by use of Coles' wake fimetion which is an 

empirical correction to the log-law. This corrected profile is sometimes known as the 

log-wake law. 

For rough channels the height above the bed is often scaled using the equivalent 

sand grain roughness, k, which gives the Mowing form of the log law; 

7 U/ =: Y ln(ylk,, ) + B' 
U* Ic 

(4.2) 

This equation was originally developed for pipe flow and fitted to the 

experimental data of Nikuradse (Goldstein 1938). In Nikuradse's experiments sand grains 

were. glued to the inside of the pipes and it was found that for high roughness Reynolds 

numbers ( u. k, /v ý! 100 ) the friction factor was a function only of the sand grain size. 

The flow in the outer region is often fitted to a velocity defect law. This equation 

is obtained by assuming a log law describes the velocity profile in the outer region as 

well as the inner. In a two-dimensional flow the maximurn velocity occurs at the free 
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surface, and the equation is written as the difference between the maximum velocity in 

the flow and that at a given depth. It can also be developed using a log wake law as 

shown below; the second term on the right hand side of the equation contains the wake 

correction (Nezu- & Nakagawa 1993). 

Umax -u In( (y - Yoýjd + 
2n 

COS2 
( (y - YO) Y2 

gd) U, KK 
(4.3) 

In the above equation it will be noted that the scaling factor for y has been 

g changed from k. to the flow depth d, This change can be achieved by rewriting the lo 

law and incorporating the length scale into the constant, which then cancels. It has 

however more significance than this and shows that the flow in the outer region does not 

directly depend upon the inner region. This independence of the outer region is known as 

ID ah Lwynolds number simiMty (Raupach et al 1991, Krogstad et al 1992). The waU 

roughness is held to influence the turbulent motions within a roughness sub-layer which 

extends vertically to a height of about five times the roughness height. The turbulence 

intensities, nomialised with the bed shear stress, should be independent of the roughness 

outside the roughness sub-layer according to the sitnilarity hypothesis. 

The wall or bed roughness controls the bed shear stress and the velocity offset, 

y, in the flow. The velocity off-set expresses the difference between the geometric datum 

taken (often for rough open channels the top of a roughness element) and the origin of 

the velocity profile. Raupach et al (1991) state that, for flow over a plane surface with 

isolated roughness elements, the velocity profile is shifted upwards from the wall by a 

distance equal to the mean height of momentum absorption of the roughness elements. 

VAiilst they give data for the, velocity shift encountered in boundary layer flow over sand 

grain, wire mesh and natural vegetation roughness the bed roughness studied in this 

work is not represented. Kironoto & Graf (1994) working with open channels whose 
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beds were roughened with sand or gravel took the velocity pro6le offset to be, 20% of 

the equivalent sand grain roughness below the top of the roughness elements. The same 

offiet was used successfiffly by Dong et al (1995) for closely packed marble roughness. 

Whilst the log laws are good models of the time averaged velocity profiles in 

wide open channel flows two ffirther concepts need to be addressed: secondary flows 

and coherent flows. Secondary flows are flows in directions other than the longitudinal, 

they are in general low velocity ( with a magnitude only a few percent of the longitudinal 

velocity). The term coherent flows is used to describe structures in the flow that are 

irregular, in time and space, but are seen to be repetitive and have a definable life cycle. 

Both phenormna will be descniibed below. 

Secondary flows can be split into two groups according to their cause: 

longitudinal non-uniformity of the flow such as bends and meanders give rise to 

secondary flows know either as strong secondary flows (French 1985) or secondary 

currents of Prandd's first kind (Nezu & Nakagawa 1993). Anisotropy of turbulence 

causes the secondary flows known as either weak secondary currents (French 1985) or 

secondary currents of Prandtl's second kind (Nezu & Nakagawa 1993). The laboratory 

flwne was straight and therefore secondary flows induced by anisotropy of turbulence 

wiR be concentrated on here. 

In narrow open channel flows the velocity field is complex, Figure 4.1 shows the 

resultant of the vertical and transverse ve. kwity vectors in a channel with a width equal to 

twice the flow depth. The rnaxtmum cross sectional velocity is about two percent of the 

. longitudinal velocity. It will be seen that each half of the channel contains two 

contra-rotating flows and that there is an up flow at the side walls and a down flow at the 

4 centreline. The maximum longitudinal velocity does not occur at the free surface but 

some distance (approximately 40% of the depth) below it. 
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k 

Figure 4.1 Flow in a narrow open channel (after Nezu & Nakagawa 1994) 

It is (Nezu & Nakagawa 1994) the anisotropy of the turbulence caused by the presence 

of the side waH and free surface that drives the secondary flows. 

It is found in wide open channel flow (where the width to depth ratio is greater 

than five) that the time averaged velocity field in the central section of the channel is two 

dimensional. However close to the side walls anisotropy of the turbulence field leads to 

secondary flows as in narrow channels. Nezu & Nakagawa describe how in natural 

straight open channels contra-rotating cells which scale with the flow depth are 

observed. It is known that changes in bed roughness and depth can promote secondary 

flow ceRs; where a ridge or rough area exists there is an up flow and a corresponding 

down flow occurs between the ridges/rough zones. It has also been observed in the 

laboratory that the comer flows in a sand bedded wide open channel are able to produce 

longitudinal ridges and that longitudinal ridges whose lateral spacing scales with the flow 

depth are developed. The inference is that these ridges stabilise and strengthen the 

secondary flows and that a feedback occurs where the secondary flow close to the wall 

produces a ridge, the presence of the ridge in turn strengthens the secondary flow and 

allows the development of ridges across the width of the channel. In a natural channel 

Nezu & Nakagawa suggest that vortices shed by boulders or other bed features can give 

rise or enhance secondary flow cells. 

Coherent flow structures differ from secondary flows in that they are temporally 

and spatially irregular. Coherent flows were first seen during flow visualisation studies of 
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the near wall zone of a turbulent boundary layer (Smith 1996). Low speed streaks were 

seen to exist in the wall layer. Although the streaks were not fixed in time or space it was 

found that they had a fairly well defined span wise spacing. The low speed streaks are 

probably caused by the. interaction of the wall layer with hairpin or horse shoe shaped 

vortices passing over the top of the wall layer (Smith 1996). Whatever the cause of the 

low speed streaks they are observed to undergo brief periods of vigorous interaction 

with the main flow. These periods of interaction are divided into bursts and sweelps. I--- 

During bursting the. low speed streak is seen to erupt into the outer layer. This is 

followed by a sweep where high speed outer layer fluid moves towards the wall an 

penetrates the wall layer. The ejection of low momentum fluid during the bursting 

process can result in the development of a hairpin/horseshoe vortex. The strong 

interaction between the wall layer and outer layer that coherent flows provide mean that 

they are very important to the transfer of vorticity from close to the bed where shear is 

greatest to the outer layer where the turbulent energy is dissipated. Although low speed 

streaks have been observed in the flow over rough beds (Defina 1996) Smith suggests 

that they rmy not be necessary because eddies shed by local irregularities in the bed 

would be sufficient to cause the cycle of bursts and sweeps. Defina working with a bed 

covered with spherical roughness elements observed near wall low speed streaks whose 

widthways spacing was about four times the equivalent sand grain roughness for the bed. 

As the vertical size of the streak grew the. inter streak spacing also grew. Both Defina 

and Nezu & Nakagawa (1994) suggest that there is a relationship between the streaks 

and secondary flow ceUs. Defina, noted that when the streaks had grow over the fuH 

depth they were very persistent and he suggested that this was because they coincided 

With secondary current ceUs. 
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4.3 Experimental techniques 

The time averaged velocities in the flume were measured using a pitot tube and a 

hot film anemometer was used to investigate the instantaneous velocities. The methods 

adopted with these two measuring instruments are described in the fbHowing two 

sections. 

4.3.1 Pitot static tube 

An Airflow Developments pitot static tube with a dymamic port diameter of I mm 

was used with an inchned nwometer. The pit. ot tube was not suppUed with a caRbration 

certificate but the manufacturer stated that the isentropic efficiency would be unity to 

within 2%. The overall uncertainty in a velocity measurement was calculated using the 

equation given in BS 1042 (1983). As BS 1042 was written as a guide to discharge 

measurements in 
-- th closed conduits some of the uncertainties given in 

Ie 
Standard are not 

relevant to open channel flow; using those that were relevant to open channel flow the 

overall uncertainty was estimated as ±1.6% of a measured value. The minimum velocity 

for which the pitot measurements were reliable was 0.2m/s according to BS 1042. 

4.3,2 Hot film anemometer 

A Dantec 55M constant temperature anemometer incorporating a 55MIO 

standard bridge and a 55R42 conical probe was used to measure the longitudinal 

component of the instantaneous velocity field. 

Hot film probes have been used to measure velocities in liquid flows since the 

1960's. A description of the technique can be found in Lomas (1986), McQuivey (1973) 

and Nezu & Nakagawa (1993). The. frequency response is such that they can be used to 
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measure turbulent quantities. The hot fihn probe is sensitive to the temperature of the 

fluid in which it is used and it can become contaminated; to obtain meaningful data care 

must be taken in its use. As an example of the problems that can be encountered, it was 

found that the hot fdm probe could not be used close to the channel inlet because tiny 

transient air bubbles that existed in the water there rapidly coated the hot film element. 

It was found that the best method of calibrating the hot film probe was to measure 

a velocity profile with a pitot for the flow rate under investigation, and to bring the time 

averaged hot film data into agreement with the pitot measurements. This insitu 

calibration technique was also used by McQuivey (1973) and Kironoto & Graf (1994). 

The output from the 55MIO bridge was recorded using a CED 1401 intelligent 

wterface and Spike2 logging software at a sampling frequency of 20OHz for one minute. 

The sampling frequency was chosen after referring to Nakagawa & Nezu (1993) and was 

selected to ensure that all the turbulent frequencies were recorded. The records were 

checked for stationarity by splitting the record into four 15 second sections; the mean 

voltage of these sections was calculated and compared to the mean of the whole record. 

The length of record used for the stationarity check was an order of nvignitude longer 

than the t-ftne required for an eddy of the size of the flow depth to pass the probe at the 

cross-sectional average velocity. If the mean of the whole record and each section 

differed by (an arbitrary) 2% or more the record was assumed to be non stationary and 

the data discarded. if the data was stationary the data was cafibrated using: 

B) (4.4) 

where c is the output voltage of the probe, and A and B are constants obtained by 

bringing the velocity profile measured with the. hot film into agreement with that of the 

pitot. This equation is known as King's law (McQuivey 1973, Perry 1982). 
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The instantaneous velocity was calculated using the usual linear approxirmtion, see 

Perry (1982 ) and McQuivey (1973). It is known that the. linear approximation leads to 

errors in the value of the instantaneous velocity. For example, Perry (1982) measured the 

error for a hot wire and found that using the linear assumption lead to errors in the mis, 

velocity of about 1% for a ratio of 20%. between the, fluctuating and mean velocity. For 

a fluctuating velocity to mean ratio of 30% the error was 2% rising to 5% for a ratio of 

40%. The author's calibration software incorporated a check on the number of 

conversions perfonned for which the velocity fluctuations were greater than 30% of the 

mean. This information was only noted as Perry's work suggested that the errors arising 

from the use of the linear approximation to King's law were smaff. 

4.4 Results 

The time averaged and instantaneous velocity measurements are described in turn 

below. 

4.4.1 Time averaged velocity 

A main group of nine traverses of the flurne using the Pitot static tube were made 

at distances from the flume inlet of 9m, 15.5m and 22m; these longitudinal positions are 

referred to below as L9, L 15.5 and L22 respectively. The traverses were perfonned at 

three flow rates of nominally 71/s, 131/s and 261/s (equivalent to a depth at 6m from the 

inlet of approximately 50mm, 70mm and I 00mm, respectively) as these spanned the 

range of flows used in the longitudinal dispersion experanents, The longitudinal velocity 

was measured at approximately ten equispaced locations over the depth. The transverse 

positions used were the same at all longitudinal sections namely 125nim, 225mm, 

325mn-4 375mn-4 425=4 525mm & 625mm measured from the left hand side wall of the 
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flume when looking in the direction of flow. The prefix TP (e. g. TP125) is used to refer 

to these transvm e positions, 

Figure 4.2 shows typical velocity profiles measured during the main group of 

traverses of the flume. These show the complexity of the flow field: the maximum 

velocities occurred at TP125 and TP325 and the mmiimum velocity occurring at the mid 

span position (TP375). it had been expected that the velocity field in the flume would 

have been two-dimensional because the aspect ratios of the flows were large, however 

the data does not support this. Similarly, the velocity data in Figure 4.3 (an additional 

traverse undertaken at 11.5m from the flume inlet) also shows that the velocity field was 

three-dimensional, Here, the velocities recorded closest to the wall of the flume show a 

retardation of the flow close to the free surface, this phenomenon is known as a velocity 

dip and is taken to be, evidence of secondary flows set up by the wall (Nezu & Nakagawa 

1993). As a check on the accuracy of the pitot velocity measurements the data collected 

at L9, L 15.5 and L22 from the inlet were integrated over the channel cross section and 

compared to the flow implied by the stage discharge curve. The variation of the velocity 

between the. walls and the nearest measurement point was treated in two ways: firstly, 

(Method 1), it was assumed to be zero at the wall and to vary Hnearly up to the 

measuring position, this method tended to under predict the flow rates. Secondly 

(Method 2) it was assumed that the velocity was constant up to the walls, this over 

predicted the. flow. These flows are given in Table 4.1 along with their average and the 

percentage difference between the actual flow rate (equation 3.1) and mean integrated 

flows. The measurements taken at L15.5 for a flow of 13.31/s are anomalous in that 

Method I gave a flow rate greater than that from the stage discharge curve. The velocity 

measurements for this case were performed in the same manner as A the others and no 

explanation for this difference can be given. The average of Method I&2, for the 
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13-31/s experiments at L22, differs from the flow rate by 9.8%. For aH the other 

measurements the agreement is better than 3%. 

In order to quantitatively compare the transverse velocity profiles recorded at 

each of the different flow and longitudinal position combinations the transverse velocity 

variation, u' , was calculated for each of the measured flow fields using the following 

equation: 

AW 
(4.5) 

w 

in which the width w is divided into a number of transverse slices of width AW each 

with a depth averaged velocity u; the cross sectional average velocity is -U. The log-law 

fits to the measured vertical velocity profiles were used to calculate the depth average 

velocity at each of the seven transverse measurement positions. The transverse velocity 

variation calculated in this way are given in Table 4.2 and show that the transverse non- 

uniformity of the. flow at all three locations increased with increasing flow rate. At the 

lowest flow rate the transverse non-uniformity is approximately constant down the 

flume. At a flow of about 13 I/s the transverse non-uniformity is 10% higher at L 15.5 and 

L22 than at L9. At 261/s the transverse non-utffonnity increases down the flume. This 

probably was due to the. increasing influence of the draw down as the. flow rate increased 

which caused the flow to accelerate along the. flume. It is shown in chapter seven that the 

longitudinal increase in transverse non-uniformity of the flow effected the longitudinal 

dispersion in the flume. 

Right angle bends have been known to introduce swirl into a flow. WUlst the 

pipework leading from the. header tank to the flume included a number of bends, it is 

unlikely that the transverse velocity profiles measured downstream are due to large scale 

eddies entering the flume from the feeder pipework. This is because the vertical velocity 

profile was measured at three transverse locations at the flume entrance and it was found 
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that the velocity was constant over the cross-section. It is more Rely that the transverse 

profiles were generated by the irregularities in the bed profile. Laying a half metre long 

level across the channel at one metre intervals showed that at the majority of sections a 

slope existed up from the left to right hand wall. Using aI 00mm. diameter disc as a local 

average at TP125, TP375 & TP625 showed the right hand side to be lower than the 

centre fine for three out of eight cases; while the left hand side was lower than the centre 

for seven of the eight cases. On average the left hand side was 2.3mm lower than the 

centre, and the right 0.5mm higher. The method used to form the bed is probably the 

reason for this slope because of the difficulty of applying even pressure to the pattern 

used to impress the dead zones into the sand. 

The shear velocity is conmionly used to nondimensionalise velocity, longitudinal 

dispersion and transverse iig measurements. It can be. obtamied in a number of ways 

but two methods were possible with the equipment available: the velocity profiles in the 

inner region could be fitted to a log-law; and the bed or energy slope could be used with 

the assumption of uniform flow. Kabir & Torfs (1992) found that with the former 

method. the calculation of shear velocity over a rough bed was sensitive to the definition 

of the origin of the velocity profile and suggested that the bed slope be used to calculate 
A- - the shear velocity. The flow in the, author's flume was gradually varying and the water 

surface slope was more appropriate t1m the. bed slope in the calculation of the shear 

stress. A second order polynomial was fitted to the water surface profiles and 

differentiated to obtain the slope at the longitudinal position of interest. The walls of the 

flume used for this work were smooth and a correction, due to Vanoni & Brooks 

(French 1985) was applied. The correction was less than 10% of the value obtained from 

0 assuming the flow to be two din-ensional. An alternative side wall correction due to 

Knight et a] (1994) was also applied to the bulk flow data at 15.5m from the flume inlet. 
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The difference between the two side wafl corrections was less than 5%; Vanoni & 

Brooks' correction giving slightly lower values of bed shear stress. As the average of the 

bed shear velocities calculated by fitting a log-law to the pitot measurements was lower 

than those of either correction method; Vanoni & Brooks' correction was used to 

calculate all the average bed shear velocities reported in this thesis. 

A log-wake law (equation 4.3) was regressed to the data from L 15.5, the 

parameter rl took values between -0.006 and -0.1 for a range of Reynolds number 

(du, lý between 878 and 4272. There was no dependence of 11 with Reynolds nwnber. v 

In contradiction to these results Nezu & Nakagawa (1993) plotted data from three 

-1 - workers for which 1-1 was positive and increased with increasing Reynolds number from a 

minimum of 0 for a Reynolds number of about 400 to a maximum value of 0.2 for a 

Reynolds number greater than 2000. Cardoso et al (1989) fitted a log-wake law to 

velocity profiles collected in a smooth bedded flume; the wake term was weak and 

secondary flows were considered to have been the cause of the weak wake. Kirgotz 

(1990) found that a log-law fitted velocity profiles measured over both a smooth and a 

rough bed better than a log-wake law. The majority of Kirgotzs' results were obtained in 

low aspect ratio flows so that secondary flows may have existed. Cardoso et al and 

Kirgotzs' results suggest that the transverse. non-uniformity of the velocity found in the 

author's flume was the. reason for the smaHness of the wake correction required in 

equation 4.3 and why a log-law was a good fit to the. entire velocity profile. 

It was decided to plot the velocity data in the form of a velocity defect law: 

u 
max 

ýuI Lljy 

U. --k. I(d 0) (4.6) 

in which u., is the maximiun velocity in the flow, u the local longitudinal velocity at a 

height Y above. the bed, yo is the velocity offset and C is a constant (see Figure 4.4). It 
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will be realised that equation 4.6 is equation 4.3 with the wake correction tenn replaced 

by a constant. In order to obtain the velocity offiet and bed shear velocity a log-law was 

regressed to each velocity profile: 

In(y) b,, 
b, b, 

(4.7) 

assuming that von Karman's constant takes a value of 0.41 the bed shear velocity can be 

calculated by analogy with a log-law. 

14 1 
y) +A 

U. k 
(4.8) 

The height, or velocity offset, at, which the velocity profile has its origin, yo, can also be 

calculated by rearranging equation 4.8. The velocity off-set increased with increasing flow 

rate having an average value of 0.37mm, 0.47mrn, and 0.51mm for the 71/s, 131/s and 

261/s flows respectively. The bed shear velocities implied by fluing equation 4.7 to the 

velocity profiles measured at the seven transverse locations are given in Table 4.3 along 

with their mean value and the side wall corrected bed shear velocity (the regression 

coefficients for aU but two of the fits were greater than 0.9). The mean of the bed shear 

velocities evaluated from the log-law fits was lower than the side wall corrected bed 

shear velocity at all longitudinal locations and flow rates. In general the difference 

between the two values decreased with increasing flow rate. 

The bulk hydraulics of the flow in the flume were investigated by comparing the 

measured flow to a rough law resistance equation (ASCE 1963): 

a log 
12R] 

-- 

[ 

ks 
(4.9) 

where ks is a roughness parameter (the size of equivalent densely packed sand grains 

that would give the same head drop as the actual roughness and known as the equivalent 
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sand grain roughness), R the hydraulic radius and when von Karnian's constant is 0.4 a 

takes a value of 2.04. Equation 4.8 can be derived from a log-law if the flow is assumed 

to be two-dimensional, for such a flow it can be argued that the flow depth is the correct 

parameter rather than the hydraulic radius. Plotting the side wall corrected friction factor 

and depth in the form of equation 4.9 implied an equivalent sand grain roughness height 

of 27mm. The equivalent sand grain height is known (Goldstein 1938, Kay & 

Nedderman 1979) to be difficult to relate to a physical dimension of the roughness 

elements and it was not therefore surprising that it was greater than the depth of the 

dimples. An equivalent sand grain roughness of 20mm would be expected for flow over 

rubble masonary (French 1985). 

Manning's equation is often used to predict flow rates in open channel flows. The 

equation takes the following form: 

R Yl 
-ýa (4.10) 

in which u is the average velocity, R is the hydraulic radius, n is a coefficient and (x is the 

bed slope. The value of n for the flume was evaluated by rearanging equation 4.10 and 

equating it to equation 4.9, this gave a value of 0.028 Wmy' 
. This is the figure expected 

(French 1985) for a straight channel excavated in coarse gravel and at the lower end of 

the range expected for natural streams without pools or riffles. 

Unfortunately the velocity measurements were not detailed enough to allow an 

investigation into the structure or magnitude of any secondary flow ceUs that may have 

existed in the channel. Ideally measurements of the transverse and vertical velocity are 

required in order to quantify secondary flows although some understanding of the flow 

can be gained by plotting isovels. 
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4.4.2 Instantaneous velocities 

AR hot film measurements were made at TP50, TP125, TP225, TP325, TP375 and 

TP425 from the left hand wall of the flume and at L 15. S. 

Plotting the turbulence intensity, defined as the rms of the fluctuations divided by 

the time average ( u'l u ), against depth showed the turbulence intensity to be a fimtion 

of position and flow rate. For a given flow rate the turbulence intensity was highest at 

those transverse positions that had the lowest thne averaged velocity and highest local 

bed shear stress (see for example Figure 4.5 which shows the data for 261/s) and the 

spread of the turbulence intensity profiles increased with reducing flow rate. While for a 

given transverse position the highest turbulence intensity occurred at the lowest flows 

(see for example Figure 4.6 which shows the data for TP375). This dependence of the 

turbulence intensity on flow rate can be explained by the work of Nezu & Nakagawa 

(1993) who showed that an increase in relative roughness led to an increase in turbulence 

intensity. The equivalent sand grain roughness was 27mm and the relative roughness was 

greater fbr the lower flow rates because the the flow depth was lower. 

In section 4.1 it was stated that the shnilarity hypothesis (Raupach et al 1991 9 
Vý 

. K. ogstad et al 1992) states that away from the bed the turbulence iniensities non- 

dimensionalised by the bed shear velocity should be independent of the form of the bed 

roughness. Nezu & Nakagawa (1993) gave a semi-empmical equation for the variation of 

this definition of turbulence intensity with depth. - 

ur 

=A exp(-By / d) 
U, 

(4.10) 

The scatter of the data was reduced if the local bed shear velocity was used rather than 

the bed average obtained from the. surface slope. A regression of equation 4.10 to the 

author's data is shown as a solid line in Figure 4.7. The degree of scatter of the data 
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plotted as Figure 4.7 is comparable to that of previous workers. Figure 4.7 also shows 

(as a dashed fine) equation 4.10 with the coefficients found by Nezu & Nakagawa. Table 

4.4 gives the coefficients, of equation 4.10, obtained by the author along with those 

values found by previous workers. There is good agreement between different workers' 

correlations of turbulence which lends further supports to the sinilarity hypothesis. 

4.5 Conclusions 

Manning's n (0.028) for the flume was within the ranges reported for straight 

natural open channels with no pools or riffles and straight channels excavated in coarse 

gravels. 

The time averaged longitudinal velocity profiles showed that the flow was three- 

dfinensional, the three-dimensionality being ascribed to irregularities in the bed of the 

flume. Because the flow was three-dimensional a log-law fitted the measured velocity 

profiles, except close to the. side walls, without the need for a wake correction term 

The transverse non-uniformity of the flow, which was a measure of the velocity 

shear, increased with flow rate. As the flow rate increased from 71/s to 261/s the 

transverse non-unifonnity began to increase with longitudinal position in the flume. 

The turbulence intensity defined as the rms of the instantaneous longitudinal 

velocity non-dimensionalised with the local time averaged longituditW velocity was a 

function of depth and transverse position. However the turbulence intensity defined as 

the rms of the instantaneous longitudinal velocity non-dimensionalised by the local bed 

shear velocity was a fanction of depth only. The data was well fitted by an exponential 

law and was similar to that coRected by previous workers over a variety of different bed 

roughnesses. This sftnilarity of the turbulence structure over different roughnesses 

demonstrates that away from the bed the flow is unaware of the form that the roughness 

takes. 
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Distance 
from inlet 
(m) 

Flow rate 
(1/s) 

Method I 
(I/s) 

Method 2 
(I/S) 

Average 
(I/S) 

Percentage 
difference 

9 7.1 6.4 7.7 7.1 0.7 
9 13.4 11.2 15.9 13.6 1.5 
9 25.7 23 27.7 25.4 1.2 
15.5 7.1 6.4 7.7 7.05 0.7 
15.5 13.3 13.7 16.5 15.1 -16.0 
15.5 26 23 27.7 25.4 2.3 
22 7 6.5 7.8 7.2 -2.9 
22 

-- ------------ --- ---------- 22 
13.3 

------ --------- -- --------------------- 26.0 
13.2 

-------- - ----------------------- 24.2 
_ 

1_5_. 9 

1_28.9 

14 .6 
26.6 

ý9.8 
-2.3 

Table 4.1 Discharge calculated from velocity profiles. 

Sect Flow rate (1/s) Variance ((M/S)2) 
9 7.1 0.0031 
9 13.4 0.0049 
9 25.7 0.0082 
15.5 7.0 0.0032 
15.5 13.5 0.0055 
15.5 26.0 0.0095 
22 7.0 0.0032 
22 13.3 0.0055 
22 ---T 26.0 0.0152 

Table 4.2 Variance of transverse velocity profiles. 
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Flow U* (m/s) U* (m/s) U* (m/s) U* (m/s) us (m/s) U* (m/s) U* (m/s) Mean Side 
(I/s) (TP125) (TP225) (TP325) (TIP375) (TP425) (TP525) (TP625) U- (m/s) wall 
Position corr'ed 

(m/S) 
7.1 0.015 0.023 0.008 0.018 0.013 0.018 0.012 0.015 0.025 
L9 
7.1 0.026 0.023 0.011 0.020 0.019 0.026 0.021 0.021 0.026 
L15.5 
7.0 0.017 0.019 0.023 0.021 0.020 0.027 0.030 0.022 0.029 
L22 
13.4 0.019 0.021 0.011 0.015 0.018 0.016 0.014 0.016 0.031 
L9 
13.3 0.027 0.025 0.023 0.035 0.033 0.037 0.033 0.030 0.034 
L15.5 
13.3 0.027 0.014 0.028 0.030 0.031 0.030 0.040 0.029 0.037 
L22 
25.7 0,02.9 0,040 0,031 0,043 0,036 0,044 0,036 0,037 0,043 
L9 
20,0 0.034 0.036 0.031 0.042 0.044 0.045 0.0 42 0.039 0.044 
L15.5 
26.0 0.026 I 0.043 0.043 0.045 0.041 I 0.044 0.043 0.041 0.049 I 
L22 

Table 4.3 Bed shear velocities. 

D'a 

. t. wference A B Bed 
Present work 2.27 0.87 Rough 
Nezu & Nakagawa (1993) 2.3 1100 Rough & smooth 
Kirono & Graf (1995) 2.04 0.97 
Nezu & Rodi (1986) 2.26 0.88 Smooth 
Cardoso et al (1989) 2.28 1.08 Smooth 
Salazar (1993) 2.17 1.23 Rough 
Wýmg et al (1995) 2.14 0.80 Rough 

Table 4.4 Comparison of turbulence intensities measured by different workers. 
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Chapter Five Measurement of dead zone transfer rates 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes experiments carried out in the, flume which were designed 

to quantify the transfer rate of solutes between the dimples in the flume bed and the main 

flow. In order to achieve this a number of individual dimples were dosed with a solution 

of Sodium Hydroxide, and the temporal change in concentration measured with a 

conductivity probe. The work measured the transfer rates as a function of position in the 

flume as well as flow rate. This ensured that the effects of local variations in the flow 

velocity and dimple dimensions were sampled. 

5.2 Review of experimental techniques 

Conductivity probes were used in the earliest dispersion experiments. Taylor 

(1954) used a twin probe design with a sodium chloride solution as the tracer. The 

operation of the probe was simple: an ac potential was applied across two electrodes that 

protruded into the pipe in which water flowed. The. change in resistivity as the salt 

dispersed in the flowing water was taken as a measure of the salt concentration. 

Gibson and Schwarz (1963) used a conductivity probe and hot film anemometer 

to measure the spectra and decay of a random homogeneous field of concentration and 

temperature behind a grid. Their probe. consisted of a fine platinum wire that was 

encased in epoxy resin apart from one end which formed part of an electrode pair with a 

much larger plate. The. platinum wire/plate pair had an ac potential applied across it and 

concentration fluctuations were registered as a change in impedance. McQuivey & 
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Keefer (1972) used a Gibson & Sch z war- type conductivity probe (with a salt solution as 

the tracer) in conjunction with a hot film probe to examine velocity-concentration 

covariance in a rough open channel flow. Fischer (I 967a) also used a salt solution as the 

tracer in his experiments. The probe he used consisted of three small platinum plates 

which were arranged such that the electrostatic field was concentrated between the two 

outer plates and the. inner plate. Alonso (1970) described a twin probe, design in which 

the electrodes are formed by 1.5 mm long lengths of 0.05 mm diameter platinum wire; 

the wires being separated by 0.6 mm. An experimental investigation by Ncube et al 

(199 1) suggested that better spatial resolution and drift characteristics were obtained by 

cleaning the probe electrode with Aquia Regis. Platinum black was used by earlier 

workers (Gibson & Schwartz, Fischer 1966) to reduce the effects of poWisation at the 

electrode surfaces. Neube et al found that the response of a Gibson & Schwatz type 

conductivity probe to a change in concentration of a solute was a complex function of 

supply frequency, water temperature and probe. design and materials. 

The use of a fluorescence technique to measure concentration was reported by 

Patterson (1986), Barrett & Van Atta (199 1) and Hannoun & List (1988). AU of these 

workers used LIM systems to measure velocity, with a laser also providing the light 

necessary for the fluorescence measurements. The main problem with the use of 

fluorescence as a method of measuring concentration is that the intensity of the light at a 

given point needs to be known so that it can be compared to the intensity of fluoresced 

light. A method of accounting for the attenuation of the fight as it passes through the, 

. a- 

now field therefore needs to be developed. Shnilar problems could be. expected with the 

approach taken by Hishida et al. (1992) who used the intensity of the light scattered by 

particles in the flow as a measure of their size (larger particles scatter more light). Two 

particle sizes were used, small particles to measure velocity as in a conventional LDA 
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system and a larger size that acted as a tracer and were used to measure the rate of 

mlxmg- 

Bousgarbies et al (1982) studied mi mig in a shear layer, the velocity being 

measured with a LDA system and concentration with a conductivity probe. The 

conductivity probe design was sftnilar to a hot wire anemometer, 

It was concluded that for the current project the relative simplicity of the 

conductivity probe outweighed the advantages of the non instrusive optical methods of 

concentration measurement. The development of a fluorescent concentration probe 

would have required a great deal of development time, as would the use of Particle size 

differentiation in a LDA system. The fluorometers used for the longitudinal dispersion 

measurements could not be used to measure the dead zone transfer rates, or indeed the 

transverse nm'xm'g coefficients described in chapter six, because they required water to be 

extracted from the flume and had too low a frequency response. 

5.3 Development of the conductivity probes 

A single wire probe, after Gibson & Schwarz (1963) was built. This consisted of 

a length of platinum wire coated in epoxy to provide insulation and mechanical strength 

(see Plate 3). As described above, the second electrode in this design takes the form of a 

relatively large plate some distance away from the single wire probe. Assuming that the 

probe formed a spherical electrode an infinite distance away from an infinitely large 

electrode, Gibson & Schwarz produced an analytical expression for the spatial resolution 

of the probe. This analysis suggested that the prototype probe would have a 

measurement volume of the order of 250 gn, 4 and the application of Kohnogorovs' 

length scale equation to a flow of 25 I/s in the laboratory channel suggested a snmIlest 
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turbulence length scale of around 150 pm. Turbulence is known to be produced over a 

wide range of length scales so this conductivity probe could be expected to aN-erage the 

scales between 250 and 150gn-4 but should have had an abfity to distinguish motions 

with a larger scale. 

Sodium chloride had been used as a tracer by all the preýioLis workers. However 

its use was not permitted in the present work because of potential corrosion problems 

with the valves and pumps that form the return path for the recirculating flume. It vvas 

known that alkaline solutions can have an ffiMbitive effect on corrosion. so sodium 

hydroxide was considered for the tracer. Experiments showed that the probe was more 

sensitive to equal mass additions of sodium hydroxide than NaCl, and that sodium 

hydroxide did not cause any signs of corrosion apart from a slight discolouration of the 

test piece involved. Araldite epoxy resin was used to encase the platinum wire of the 

conductivity probes, it was found that the rapid curing epoxy resins tended to sweH in 

sodium hydroxide solutions and use of the standard epoxy resins was necessary. 

A common method of using conductivity probes has been to arrange for the 

probe to form one arm of a four arm bridge network. Assuming the bridge is balanced at 

the zero concentration point any change in concentration wifl cause the bridge network 

to go out of balance. The potential difference across the centre of the bridge is then a 

measure of the solute concentration. It was found that a commercial signal generator had 

a sufficiently stable output voltage to aflow its use as the osciIlator in such a bridge 

network. Trials showed that the circuit could be simplified and an operational amplifier 

circuit was designed by the Electronics Workshop. In this design the ac voltage over the 

probe was amphfied and converted to a dc level (see Figure 5.1 below). 
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Figure 5.1 Circuit diagram of probe electronics 

The electronic circuits were cheap enough to allow each probe to have its own circuit. 

This avoided the problems that multiplexing can cause. Tests showed that an oscillator 

frequency of 25Khz and a peak to peak voltage of 1.5V across the probe/plate 

combination avoided probe output drift, which can occur (Nube et al 1991) when a 

probe is placed in a salt solution and polarisation occurs at the probe tip. 

5.4 Experiments 
t 

Dimples at three longitudinal and up to four transverse positions were used to 

investigate the variability of the dead zone transfer rates. It has been shown (chapter 

four) that the velocity in the flume varied with transverse and longitudinal position and it 

was believed that this variability would effect the dead zone transfer. Table 5.1 gives the 

distance from the left hand wall of the flume, looking downstream of the centre of each 

dimple together with the depth and dkimeter. The depth recorded in the table is the 

Merence between the deepest part of the dimple and an average height of the bed 
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around the dimple. In Table 5.1 LP15.5_TP I means: longitudinal position 15.5m, 

transverse position one. A single conductivity probe was used for these experiments. The 

probe was calibrated after each set of experiments using seven standard solutions of 

sodium hydroxide; the maximum concentration used was 0.1%. A third order polynomial 

was regressed to the calibration data; in general the. coefficients of determination were 

better than 0.99. After a couple of days of testing, the sensitivity of the probe became 

noticably reduced. Examination under an optical microscope showed the normally shiny 

surface of the exposed platinum wire to have become dulled. The. surface was cleaned, 

and the original response to the calibration standards regained by using the. platinum tip 

as the anode in a 5V cell of dilute (15%) sulphuric acid. 

As sta . -ted previously an application of Gibson & Schwarzs' analysis suggested 

that 98% of the electric field was concentrated within a sphere of radius 250gm; taking 

this as the effective measurement volw-ne of the probe the frequency implied by a step 

change in concentration moving across the measurement volume at the mean flow 

velocity was calculated. This of course depended upon the flow rate in the flurne and 

took values between 20 and 60Hz. The output from the conductivity probe was input to 

a CED 1401 datalogger the sampling rate used was between 50 and 100 Hz to ensure 

enough points were recorded to fuRy describe the probe output. 

The sodium hydroxide solution used as a tracer was injected using a syringe with 

a tube attached. The tube aflowed the syringe body to remain out of the water and 

reduced the disturbance to the flow in the flume. Whilst a 1.5mm diameter tube was 

tried, it was found to be impossible to inject tracer rapidly enough into a dimple, tracer 

solution being removed more rapidly than it was injected. Hence a 4mm diameter tube 

was used for these experiments, care being taken to avoid disturbing the flow in the 

dimple with a high velocity jet of sodium hydroxide. 
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An initial set of experiments was undertaken to examine the variation of the 

transfer coefficient measured at different positions in a dimple. Three positions were 

studied, the probe on the bottom of the dimple., and 4 and I Omm above the bottom. No 

appreciable difference was noticed between the rates measured at these three positions so 

for the remainder of the work the probe was held as close to the bottom of the dimple as 

possible. The transfer rates were measured between five and seven times for each dimple 

at every flow rate. 

5.5 Data anatysis 

Examining the traces captured following an mijection of Sodium Hydroxidc tracer 

solution showed the output from the probe to be 'noisy. The noise appeared to be of two 

sorts: one with relatively high frequency and low amplitude; the other of lower 

frequency but higher amplitude and of short duration. The low frequency disturbance to 

ý1- -i the trace was believed to result from the injection process upsetting the normal flow in 

the dimple. Some traces were not analysed because they did not exhibit a definite trend, 

again, this was befieved to be due to disturbances during the Mier-tion process. 

Sections of the data record where the initial disturbance of the tracer injection 

had died away were cut from the whole using a facility of the Spike2 data logging 

software. After calibration and the addition of a thm base the Minitab software package 

was used to fit a linear regression equation to the natural logarithm of the concentration 

measurements. This was consistent with the assumption (in equation 2.18) that the rate. i 

of change of concentration in the dead zone, c,, , was equal to the product of a constant, 

k,, , and the difference in concentration between the dead zone, Cd and main flow, c. 

i. e.: 
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dcd 
=-k a 

(Cd 
-Ca) 

dt 

which is the dead zone transfer equation used in the ADE+DZ model described in 

chapter two. The data from those curve fits that had a regression coefficient of over 90% 

is given as Table A. I in appendix A; files C72 1, C742, C261 and C262 gave regression 

coefficients of over 83% and were included because it was felt that a linear regression 

was a good fit to the trace but that noise had reduced the regression coefficient. As the 

concentration reached the background levels high frequency low amplitude oscillations 

produced scatter around the fitted fine. A ten point moving average filter was found to 

improve the regression c-oeffi . ecause of the limited but not to alter the fitted curve; b 

improvement none of the. data was filtered. 

The. resolution of the transfer measurements were estimated as follows. A typical 

change in voltage for these experiments was about 0.2 V for which the data logger 

resolution was 0.15% The shortest time dur 
- trace was around two s cond ation of aW-s; the 

data logger resolution was +/- 0.012s which implies a resolution of +/- 0.6% of fiffl scale. 

5.6 Results 

The transfer coefficients derived from the experiments are plotted in Figures 5.2 

to 5.5. At the 11.5m station (Figure 5.2) a general trend was evident, fro m. 0 to 71/s the, 

transfer coefficient rose for both dimples it was then fairly steady at about 0.9s- -1 for 

flows up to about 20Vs; it rose again at 24.51/s. 

The data for the 13.5m section (Figure 5.3) showed a similar trend, it was 

however more complicated as both dimples exhibited low transfer rates at particular flow 

rates. LI3.5_TP2 had low transfer rates at flows of I and 16 I/s; whilst LI3.5_TP I had 

a low transfer rate for flows between for 7 and 8 I/s. The low transfer rate data was 
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repeatable, it was thought that the flow structure local to a dimple was changing with 

flow rate in the flume and that this gave rise to the low dead zone, transfer rates. There 

were small differences in the dimensions of the, dimples and in the bed geometry around 

each dimple, these differences probably accounted for the variety of flow rates at which 

the low dead zone transfer rates were observed. 

The data collected at the 15.5m section (Figure 5.4) again showed an initial rise 

in transfer coefficient between 0 and 71/s. falling slightly between 71/s and 91/s and then 

slightly rising with increasing flow rate for the, remaining flows used. The data from 

LI5.5_TP2 for a flow of around 131/s feR out side this trend, the transfer coefficient 

being around half that of the other dimples. 

The plot of all the experimental data (Figure 5.5) shows a good deal of scatter. 

The scatter being increased by the existence for some of the. dimples of flows for which 

the transfer rate was much reduced. In order to obtain a value that could be used in the 

modeHing work (see chapter seven) it was decided to average the transfer coefficient 

over all eight dimples at a particular flow rate. As the flow rate, for each of the dimples, 

varied around a nominal value a bin was used. The width of the bin (0.2 to 0.81/s) was a 

compromise between the desire to include all eight dimples in an average and the need to 

have a narrow bin to resolve the. flow rate. The. overall average transfer rate, for a given 

bin, was calculated from the average of the mean transfer rates for each dimple. The 

results of the. averaging are shown in Table 5.2 and plotted as Figure 5.6 (which includes 

error bars that represent the average percentage range of the transfer rates). Figure 5.6 

shows that the average transfer coefficient increased with increasing flow between 0 and 

7 I/s. The transfer rate then appears to drop slightly before remaining fairly steady at 

about 1.0 s-I 
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The transfer rates measured during the present work were two to three times 

greater than Valentine & Woods' (1977) data for a rectangular slot and two to ten times 

greater than Seo & Maxells' (1992) values for a recirculatiOn zone. Of the transfer rates 

obtained by fitting an ADE+DZ model to tracer data obtained in the field those of 

Legrand Marcq & Laudelot (1985) lay within the range measured for the dimples. AR of 

the other transfer rates (with the. notable exception of Bear Creek: Nordin & Troutman 

1980) were, lower by at least four orders of magnitude. 

A'sasurning that all the dimple. volume acted as a dead zone, the dead zone fraction 

(the dead zone volume divided by the volume of flowing water) in these experiments 

increased from 5 to I I% as the flow rate decreased from 26 to I I/s. These values are 

similar to those reported by Nordin & Troutman (1980) and Yu & Wenzhi (1989) for 

I- -- large U. S. rivers, based on fitting the. ADE+DZ model to longitudinal dispersion data. 

As the dimples were designed to represent the interstitial volumes on a gravel bed 

river the difference between the transfer rates measured in the flume and those obtained 

I--- 
by previous workers suggests that the dimples did not represent the dead zones in a 

natural stream. The measurements showed that the transfer rates differed between 

dimples and it was suggested that this was due to differences in the flow local to the 

dimple. It is possible that in a natural gravel bed river larger interstitial dead zones occur 

because of the existence of a range of gravel sizes. Also the flow close to the bed in a 

natural river would be. expected to be more complicated than in the author's flume. For 

example, Bergeron (1994) measured longitudinal velocity profiles in a number of U. S. 

and Canadian gravel bed rivers and found that the, flow separated from large cobbles or 

boulders and became reattached at a position finiher along the channel. These 

recirculation zones could act as dead zones. Seo & Maxell (1992) measured the transfer 

rates from interstitial volumes for gravel and for recirculation zones and concluded that 
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the trapping within the interstitial volumes was insignificant compared to that in the 

recirculation zones. Another possible way in which the trapping in a river may differ from 

that in the flume is that in a river the bed can be porous, water may flow through the bed 

as well as over it. Wallis, Young & Beven (1989) fitted an ADZ model to tracer data and 

suggested that there was someevidence for bed flow effecting the solute transport. 

Jackman et al (1984) also considered bed flow as a possible dead zone storage 

mechanism. It is therefore possible that in natural gravel or cobble bed rivers the dead 

zone mechanism is due to large scale recirculation zones and/or bed flow. The, bed in the 

author's flume was designed to be impervious and further experiments would be 

necessary to investigate bed flow as a storage mechanism 

5.7 Conclusions 

The transfer rates for eight dimples were averaged to obtain the information that 

would be needed for a numeric model of the mixing in the flume. The general trend was 

for a increase in dead zone transfer rate with flow rate. The average transfer rate from a 

dimple to the main flow ranged from around 0.4 s-I to I. Os-Ifor flows between II/s & 

261/s. 

The transfer rates measured for the dimples are in general higher than those 

obtained by previous workers regressing ADE+DZ models to field tram data. The dead 

zone fraction in the present flume was simMr to that reported in large U. S. rivers. 

those of Valentine The Jugh rates of transfer from the dead zones, in comparison to 

Wood, suggest that they will make a relatively small contribution towards the 

longitudinal dispersion in the flume. 
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Label Distance from 
wall (mm) 

Depth Diameter 

LP 15.5 TP 1 225 13 34 
LP 15.5 TP2 3 76 13 

__ _ LP 15.5 TP3 __ 528 13 34 
LP 15.5 TP4 686 13 35 
LP 13.5 TPI 225 13 36 
LP13.5 TP2 356 15 33 
LPI 1.5 TPI 230 15 36 
LIN 1.5 TP2 --- 13 83 14 

Table 5.1 Details of the dimples used in the dead zone transfer experiments. 

Range of flows in the 
bin 
(I/s) 

Central flow rate 
(I/s) 

Average Transfer 
Coeff 
(I/s) 

Num- ber of Dimples 
in the Bin 

0.92 to 1.11 1.11 . 38 8 
2.28 to 2.44 2.44 . 69 7 
4.37 to 4.59 4.48 . 87 2 
6.34 to 6,36 6.36 1.18 3 
7.00 to 7.88 7.44 . 723 5 
9.05 to 9.45 9.25 . 81 5 
12.78 to 13.58 13.18 . 91 8 
I 5. 9 5 to 16467 16.31 . 88 8 

---- -- - ----- ------------------ - -- --- 20.07 to 20.6 --- ---- 20.35 ------------------------ - ------------ ------ ----- 1.0 --- ----------------- ----- ------ --- ---- ----- - ------ --- -- ------------- 7 
24.45 to 24.79 24.47 . 99 4 
26.23 to 26.23 26.23 1 1.42 

11 
4 

Table 5.2 Averaged dead zone transfer rates. 
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Plate 3 Conductivity probes 
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Chapter six Measurement of mixing coefficients 

6.1 Introduction 

in mportant to an The transverse and vertical rates of mix'. -g 
for solu tes are 

understanding of longitudinal dispersion in a flow. Measurements of the vertical and 

transverse rates of nuxm*g were undertaken in the laboratory flurne to provide 

infbrmation needed to model the longitudinal dispersion process in chapter seven. The 

work also provided new data on ii coefficients in open channel flow, mlxmg 

The problem of diffusion in a homogeneous turbulence field was analysed by 

Taylor in 192 1. Taylor showed that the spread of a scalar such as concentration could be 

calculated if the nns of the turbulent velocity and the correlation between turbulent 

velocities at successive moments of time were known, In Taylor's analysis the velocities 

were initially correlated and the, degree of correlation died away with increasing time. 

This implied that: immediately after their release the spread of a large munber of marked 

particles was proportional to the time they had been in the flow; at later times, when the 

correlation between the velocity at the beginning of the experiment and the time of 

interest became zero, the rate of spread became a constant and was proportional to the 

square root of time (Taylor 192 1, Hinze 1975). The spread of the marked particles was 

therefore analogous to a difflasion process. A coefficient of eddy diffusion (or a 

turbulent diffusivity) can be defined as half the rate of change of the variance of the 

particle positions with time. For example the eddy diff-usivity in the y-direction, r, , is 

defined as: 

1 dcr P2 

2 dt 
(6.1) 
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where a yý' is the variance, of a Musing solute cloud, in the y-direction. Equation 6.1 

relates the eddy diffusivity to the rate of change of the second spatial moment of the 

solute cloud. If the solute is Musing perpendicular to a unifom velocity, u, and the rate 

2 

of change of the temporal moments, C7 of the solute cloud are measured equation 

6.1 becomes: 

dcy 
0 8y=-. U.. 

2 dx. 
(6.2) 

Equations 6.1 and 6.2 can be used to measure and, assuming the diSusivity is 

known, predict the spreading of a solute. Taylor's analysis concerned mixing in 

homogeneous turbulence. Analyses of mixing in non-homogeneous turbulence are 

avabble for several special cases (Hinze 1974, Okoye 1970, Holley et al 1972), wide 

(two-dhnensional) open channel flow being one, but in general equations 6.1 and 6.2 can 

not be used to measure eddy diffusivities in open chamel flows. The methods that can be 

used to calculate or measure the rates of vertical and transverse mviding in open channel 

flows wiH be discussed in the following two sections, but it is instructive to consider the 

mbang of a solute discharged into a wide open channel flow. First binagie a transverse 

line source of tracer; because there is no transverse nuiximg (the fine source precludes a 

transverse concentration gradient) the only MIXM*g will occur in the vertical direction and 

should be possible to use an equation such as 6.1 or 6.2 to obtain an averaged measure 

of the diflusivity over the height of the tracer plume. Now imagine that the dye issues 

. C. 
- from an outfall at the mid-depth of such a flow, it will spread in the vertical and 

horizontal directions and we map the concentration of the dye over a plane perpendicular 

to the direction of flow at a given distance downstream of the out&H. We wiH assume 

that the dye has not spread over the fidl width or depth so as to avoid the additional 

complexity of a boundary condition. The flow is slower close to the bed than at the free 
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surface, so that the dye measured at the base of our mapped plane will have been in the 

flow longer than that at the top. Now if in our imaginary flow the transverse diffusivity is 

constant over the depth then we might assume that the dye plume would be wider close 

to the bed than at the free surface because of the difference in the time that it takes for 

dye at these two depthwise positions to reach our measurement plane. VAiilst this may be 

plausible we have ignored the effect of the vertical diflusivity which would be to reduce 

any vertical concentration gradient that was set up. Therefore the rate of change of the 

variance of the transverse concentration profiles that we see at two, or more, of our 

measurement planes can not be used in equation 6.2 to calculate the transverse diffusivity 

because it does not incorporate the effect of the vertical mixing. It will be appreciated 

that in a natural river a transverse velocity is likely to exist and that this will further 

complicate the problem of measuring and predicting mbdng processes. In this thesis the 

tenn eddy diffusivity will be used to describe the mbdng characteristics of turbulence in 

situations where equations 6.1 and 6.2 are valid. Often the rate of change of the variance 

of the concentration is used to quantify the mixing rates in cases where the non- 

homogeneity of the velocity field invalidates the use of equations 6.1 and 6.2. Mixing 

rates determined from such measurements are termed mixing coefficients in this thesis. 

A distinction can be draw between a diffusion and a mixing coefficient because 

while di1fusivity is a fundamental feature of turbulence; a transverse (or vertical) mii mig 

coefficient incorporates all the processes that transport material in the transverse (or 

vertical) direction. Thus a mixing coefficient will represent the mixing due to secondary 

flows as weU as diffusivity. 
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6.2 Methods of calculating and measuring the mixing coefficients in open 

channelflows 

In the fbHowing two sections the methods that previous workers have used to 

detennine the vertical and transverse rates of n-u*xm'g in open channel flows are described. 

6.2.1 The vertical mixing coefficient in open channel flows 

1D, a Reynolds' analogy (which assumes equivalence between the transport of 

momentum and a scalar which in turn implies that the eddy viscosity is equal to the eddy 

diff-usivity) has b men used in the past to calculate the rate of scalar transport (Taylor 

1954, Elder 1959). The eddy viscosity/diffusivity for the log-law region of a wide open 

channel flow is given by (Nezu & Nakagawa 1993 , Rutherford 1994): 

cy= Kdu. (I - y1d) y1d (6.3) 

If equation 6.3 is depth averaged it yields a depth averaged vertical Musivity, -9, , of 

0.068du. if von Kaman's constant (K) is taken to be 0.41. 

fKalinske & Pien (1944) measured the vertical mixing coefficient in an open 

2d 

channel flow. The rate of change of variance, dcr ./x9 of a spreading plume of 

hydrochloric acid and alcohol was measured, the diffusion coefficient being given by 

equation 6.2. Kalmiske & Pien state that the measured diff-usion coefficients compared 

well with calculated values of the eddy viscosity; which is probably explained by the fact 

that their experiments were carried out around the mid depth where the velocity field 

was probably fairly homogeneous. 

Rutherford (1994) presented a simplified model of mixing in open channel flows 

from which the vertical mixing coefficient can be inferred from the degree of mixing, 

over the, depth, of a solute from a continuous source. 
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,e mm in open channel flows 6,2,2 The tr-ansvers i 
--ing coeflici-ent i 

Elder (1959) used a photographic technique to evaluate transverse and 

longitudinal nU =*g in a two-dimensional (wide) open channel flow. Photographs of a 

spreading drop of dye were taken and the concentration inferred from the darkness of the 

image (which gave a measure of the average concentration over the depth). Elder's 

transverse diflusivity, given by Ez = 0.23du., was about three times his longitudinal 

diffusivity. This transverse diffusivity is somewhat higher than the value recommended by 

later workers, for example Nokes & Wood (1987) and Rutherford (1994) suggest 

Ez=0.1 3du. , It is possible that this was because of the rather shallow flows used by 

Elder (10 to l5mm). Webel & Schatzman (1984) suggested that a depth of greater than 

30mm was necessary to avoid surface tension being unduly influential although they did 

not state what the effect of surface tension would be. Also Okoye (1970) stated that 

Elder made an error in the analysis of his data and that the diffusivity should have been 

0.1 6du* , which is closer to the value suggested by Nokes & Wood and Rutherford. If 

Okoye is correct and Elder's method of calculating the transverse diffusivity was in error 

then the implication is that his measured longitudinal dispersion coefficient should also be 

reduced (to D=5.3du. ). 

Okoye (1970), beg' i from a three-dimensional mass conservation equation MM9 

for a wide open channel flow showed, using Aris' method of moments, that if both the 

concentration and the rate of growth of the second moment of the transverse 

concentration profile of a tracer plume was uniform over the depth, then the depth 

averaged transverse diffusion coefficient could be evaluated from equation 6.2, if the 

depth averaged velocity was used instead of u. The assumption that the second moment 

does not vary over the depth, which was demonstrated experimentafly to be valid once 

the plume was well mixed over the depth, was also shown to imply that the transverse 
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diffusivity varied over the depth in the same way as the longitudinal velocity. Okoye also 

showed how the vertical distribution of the transverse diffusivity could be measured for a 

wide open channel flow if the two-dimensional concentration profile were tmpped at a 

di number of pla irel, 
For Okoye's nes, perpen -cular ection of flow, along th . to the dir e cbann 

experiments in a smooth bedded flume the depth averaged transverse diff-usivity was: 

sz = 0,16du. ý Nokes & Wood (1987) also inferred that the transverse diffusivity bas the 

sarne vertical variation as the longitudinal velocity for a two-dftnensional flow. They 

obtained an analytical solution for the three-dimensional mass conservation equation and 

compared the results of three different assumptions for the variation of transverse 

Musivity over the depth. This comparison suggested that if, as found experimentaUy, 

the transverse diffusivity was insensitive to the depth at which it was measured, then the 

transverse diffusivity varied with depth in the same way as the longitudinal velocity did. 

In Nokes & Wood's smooth bedded flume the depth averaged transverse Musivity was 

found to be: -E 
2=0.1 

3du. The work of Okoye and Nokes & Wood is important because 

it shows how, for the special case of a wide open channel flow, the transverse eddy 

diffusivity can be measured. 

Miller & Richardson (1974) performed mWing and velocity measurements in a 

rectangular fluMe, whose bed was roughened with rectangular blocks. The aspect ratio 

used for Miller & Richardson's experiments was less than five which is held by Nokes & 

Wood (1987) to, have influenced their results by setting up secondary flows that would 

have increased the transverse mixing rate. Miller & Richardson evaluated the transverse 

mming coefficient from the rate of change of the. transverse variance of a Rhodamine WT 

tracer cloud using: 

dz 
Uqa ýs 

ch 
(6.4) 
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in which kz is the transverse niixm*g coefficientg cr zs 
2 the spatial variance in the 

transverse direction and u, the cross-sectional averaged velocity. A regression to their 

.e n-uxm data gave a transvers ii coefficient k, = 0.23Ru. in wlu'ch R is the h 
-g ydraulic radius, 

The ii coefficient was found to increase with cross-sectional average velocity, slope MmIng 

and turbulence intensity. 

Lau & Krishnappan (1977) analysed the results of their own and other workers 

transverse mixing experiments (they mistakenly include Kalinske & Pien's (1944) vertical 

mixing experiments among their transverse mixing data). Lau & Krishnappan concluded 

that secondary currents are the dominant mechanisms causing transverse transport in 

open channel flows with the width being the dominant length scale. For two-dimensional 

flows, where secondary currents do not exist, other workers, notably Nokes & Wood 

987), have found that the depth averaged lateral diflusivity was best non- 

dirnensionalised using the product of the depth and bed shear velocity as a parameter 

which suggests that the depth is the dominant length scale. 

Webel and Schatzmann (1984) conducted transverse m*xm*g measurements in a 

straight flume of rectangular cross-section, for plumes of solute that did not cover the 

full width. Dimensional analysis was used to suggest suitable parameters with which to 

correlate the experimental data. It was found that the effective roughness could be used 

to describe the effect of the shape, distribution and height of the roughness elements. 

Away from the walls the mixing coefficient was independent of the aspect ratio of the 

channel. For fully rough flow (Darcy-Weisbach friction factor greater than 0.08) the 

mixing coefficient non-dimensionalised with the product of the depth and bed shear 

velocity was considered to be a constant with a value: k, = 0.1 3du. . Although Webel & 

Schatzmann use the term mixing coefficient it is clear (because the flow was two- 

dimensional) that they measured the depth averaged eddy diffusivity. They contradict 
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Lau & Knishn 's assertion that secondary flows are the most important driving force 

behind transverse nu*xm'g and criticise their experimental techniques suggesting that the 

shallow flows used by Lau & Krishnappan would have been unduly influenced by surface 

tension. Webel & Schatzmann found that turbulence generated secondary flows 

increased, the nu*xm*g coefficient close to the wall but the effect was considered small for 

channels with an aspect ratio greater than five. When the aspect ratio was less than five a 

large part of the channel was affected by secondary flows and the transverse mixing was 

a function of aspect ratio. 

Rutherford (1994) tabulated a large amount of transverse nu*xm*g data from 

laboratory flumes. Rutherford stated that a lower bound estimate for the transverse eddy 

diffusivity was i6 z=0.1 
Mu. but does not say how the estimate was obtained (He also 

includes the vertical mixing data of Kalinske & Pien 1944). In order to ensute that only 

data coRected in wide My rough flumes for which the depth averaged transverse eddy 

diff-usivity, -C.,, could be measured (Okoye 1970, Nokes & Wood 1987) and in which it 

was not a function of friction factor (Webel & Schatzmann 1984) the author examined 

the data referred to by Rutherford. That data which met these criteria are given in Table 

6.1. A regression to the data, Figure 6.1, suggested -e, = 0.1 6du.. It can be seen that the 

data of Sayre & Chang had a strong influence on the regression. The data of Engelund 

was not plotted because it was measured using floats (other workers used a solute as a 

tracer) and Sayre & Cbang state that the spread of surface floats was greater than that of 

neutrally buoyant tracer by an amount equal to the ratio of the surface to the mean 

velocity. 

There are several conclusions that we can draw from the work reviewed in this 

section. For a two-dimensional open channel flow Okoye's (1970) and Nokes & Wood's 

(1987) studies showed how the transverse diffusivity can be measured either as a depth 
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average or as a fanction of the position in the depth. Again for a two-dimensional flow 

the vertical diffusivity can be calculated, for the log-law region of the flow, from 

equation 6.3 or measured using a line source and equation 6.2. The, depth averaged 

transverse eddy diflusivity obtained from an analysis of the data of four previous workers 

showed: -, 6 z=0.1 6du. . In the work reviewed above the transverse eddy diffusivity was 

non-dimensionahised by the product of the flow depth and bed shear velocity (du. ). This 

is sensible for plain shear flows where the turbulence is generated by velocity shear at the 

bed and the depth is the only length scale. For three-dftnensional flows it is not obvious 

that A. is the be, the correct scaling for the. mixing processes because of the influence of 

secondary currents. However du. has been commonly used to non-dimensionalise 

transverse mixing coefficients (see, for example, the treatment by Rutherford 1994). It 

will also be noted that secondary flows in straight open channels have been found to 

scale with the. flow depth (see Chapter 4, section 4.2). 

in three-dimensional flows it is not possible to obtain the depth averaged 

transverse eddy diffusivity from equation 6.2, however an equation of a similar form 

(equation 6.4) has been used to quantify the. rate of transverse mixing. 

6.3 Vertical mixing measurements in the laboratory flume 

6.3,1 Experimental technique 

Two sets of experiments were performed to measure the rate of vertical mixing in 

the, experimental flume. The first group of vertical mixing experiments were carried out 

to determine how far down stream from a source it was necessary to go before a tracer 

tic, a Ie trans big 

. ecame ver verse mixm By weH jnixed, This information being required for th 

experiments of section 6.3. The second set of experiments were designed to measure the 

rate of vertical spreading of a tracer as it issued from an outfall, from which the vertical 
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0. mwng coefficient could be inferred. Both sets of experiments were performed using a 

Peristaltic pump to supply a constant flow of tracer via a small outfiffl pipe to the 

laboratory flutne. The tracer used was an aqueous (flumewater) solution of sodium 

ation f hydroxide, the maximum concentr or these experiments being 3%, The peristaltic 

pump fed the outfall pipe via an accwnulator which removed the pulsations inherent in 

the flow. The accumulator consisted of an air tight vessel with a volume of 600ml. The 

inlet and outlet were in the bottom half of the vessel, vertically separated by 25mm and at 

right angles to each other. Flow visualisation using Rhodamine dye showed that the 

I-A accumulator removed the flow pulsations created by the peristaltic pump. The outfall 

consisted of a stainless steel tube of 3mm outside and 2.5nun inside diarneter held in a 

simple traverse. The tube was fort-ned into a right angle with a horizontal length of 

150rmn between the vertical stem- and the open end and oniented so that the tracer 

discharge was 'M the flow direction. 

The concentration of the sodium hydroxide tracer in the flume was measured 

using the conductivity probe described earlier (Chapter five). The probe was operated 

with a 25kHz signal of less than IVA nns. The output of the probe was sampled at 

I OOHz fbr one minute at each measurement position using either the SPIKE or CHART 

data logging package for the CED 1401 data logger; trials showed this to be long 

enough to coHect a stationary record. 

Before each run the probe was calibrated using eight to ten standards, The 

concentration of the standards, for the first set of experiments, ranged between zero and 

0.04%; fbr the second set the maximum was 0.018% The wider range of standards 

re-flects the greater range of lon9itlWiIW positions used for the first set of experiments 

and the, consequently greater dilution of the tracer. The range of concentrations used for 

the first set of experiments was such that a third order curve was regressed to the. 
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calibration data; for the second set a first order curve was used. The coefficient of 

determ-mition was generaUy between 0,96 and 0,99, The accuracy with whiich the 

concentrations of the standards were known was estimated to be ±0.00005% on a given 

value, i. e. 0.018% lay between 0.01795% and 0.01805%. The high level of accuracy 

reflects the method used to create the standards: a relatively large volume of flume water 

(21) was dosed with sodium hydroxide weighed using a high quality balance, Software 

was written to apply the calibration to the sampled voltage data and to calculate the 

mean and rms concentrations. During the experiments the background concentration was 

monitored and when the calibration was applied the background was removed from the, 

concentration profaes, 

The highest time averaged solute concentration recorded in the experiments was 

less than 0.012% which indicates that the buoyancy of the solute had a negligible effect 

on its transport. The influence of buoyancy upon measured rates of mixing is referred to 

again in s tion 6,3,1 

The peristaltic pwnp was set to deliver tracer at the local longitudinal velocity for 

the chosen mijection position in order to reduce the outfaH's disturbance of the nonnal 

flow field in the channel. Having set up the required flow in the flume a pitot tube, 

latterly a total head tube, was used to measure the local velocity without the outfall 0 

present; the outfall was then placed about 5 to I Omm upstream of the pitot tube and the 

pump flow rate adjusted until the previously recorded velocity was repeated. 

The conductivity probe was held in a traverse system comprising screw driven 

dies moving in the vertical (Y) and transverse (Z) directions. One revolution of the sad 

vertical screw moved the probe I mm and one revolution of the Z traverse screw moved 

the probe 2mm in the transverse direction. The YZ traverse ran on rails along the top of 

the flume. The rails had scales attached that in conjunction with indicators on the 
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traverse allowed the longitudinal position of the probe to the set. As both rafls had a 

scale it was possible to ensure that the traverse remained perpendicular to the flume's 

longitudinal axis at all times. It was estimated that the uncertainty of positioning in the 

vertical was less than 0.25mm For the transverse and longitudinal positions the 

uncertainty was +/-0.5 and +/-I. Omm respectively. 

6.3.2 Results 

The first. set of experiments consisted of a series of six measurements designed to 

deten-nine the distance from the outfafl at which the tracer became weR mixed over the 

depth. Three flow rates and two outfaH positions were used. AR the experiments were 

carried out on the centre line of the flume, with the outfall being at either a quarter of the 

distance from bed to free surface or at mid depth. The outfaU was set at 14m from the 

inlet to the flum. e, a position close to where velocity measurements were previously 

perfonned. 

Figure 6.2 shows a typical plot of the vertical time averaged concentration 

proffies recorded (symbols). This particular run had a flow rate of 261/s and the outfall 

was at the mid depth position. The legend shows the distance downstream from the 

outfall at wbicb eacb profile was taken. Cubic spline fits (lines) to the data are also 

shown. Figure 6.3 shows the time averaged profiles recorded at a sftnilar flow rate but 

with the outfall at the quarter depth position. Both plots show that the peak 

concentration fell and the vertical concentration profile became more uniform with 

distance downstream. of the outfafl. It was also found, see Figure 6.4 which shows the 

intensity of the concentration fluctuations for the data of Figure 6.2, that the intensity of 

the concentration fluctuations reduced as the downstream distance increased and that the 

fluctuations also became more uniform over the depth. Close to the outfiffl (3.3 times the 
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flow depth) the rms of the fluctuations were 70% of the mean value. Further downstream 

at 900mm (9.9 times the flow depth) this ratio reduced to about 16%. The statistics Of 

the concentration fluctuations are important (Rutherford 1994). For example. it could be 

possible to have a case where the mean nu an r saf b- t Is pU m-twe eu concentratio ! eve of a0eI 

the fluctuations about the mean were fatal to aquatic life. Only the time averaged C7 -- 

concentration profiles were required to calculate the ii coefficients that were, the mIxm9 

aim of this part of the work. Detailed analysis of the intensity and duration of the, 

fluctuations ; about the mean is left for the future, 

In order to obtain an estimate of the rate of vertical mixing in the laboratory 

flume the concentration data was compared to the predictions of a constant coefficient 

model of vertical diflusion, which assumes that both the eddy diffusivity (r,, ) and velocity 

(uq) are constant over the depth (d), given by Rutherford (1994). Rutherford's model 

was developed to predict absolute concentration downstream of a transverse line source. 

However, as demonstrated by Rutherford, if the ratio of the minimum to maximum 

concentration over the depth is calculated then the model can be used to analyse data 

measured downstream of a point source. Data collected in the laboratory flume has been 

analysed in accordance with the model and the results recorded in Table 6.2. The non 

dimensional distance, x*, is given by: 

XE 
y 

uqd2 
(6.5) 

and the degree of mixing by the ratio of the miný to maximum concentrations in the 

depth, 

fýn = 
Cmin 

(6.6) 

In equ s given by the depth average of equation 6,3 in w ch the ce tre 
,e ation 6.5 i6y wa bi 

id the side wall corrected bed shear velocity was used, The data of Table 6.2 is depth an 
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plotted, as symbols, in Figure 6.5 which also shows, as lines, the degree of nu*xm'g 

predicted by the constant coeffi cient model, The dashed 
-be 

is the predicted M9 for 
A- - -! -1 the ima depth outfall while the solid line is that fbr an outfall at the quarter depth 

position. 

The constant coefficient model predicts that the degree of vertical nuixig in a 

flow win o* depend on the location of the outfall, The change in slope of the constant 

coefficient model predictions show an initially rapid rate of mWing with distance that 

reduces as the vertical concentration profile becomes more uniform finiher downstream 

. C. - A- - froln me outfal The reason for this reduction in the rate of change of P. with distance 

is that as P. becon aes closer to unity the reduced concentration gradients over the depth 

lead to reduced mass transfer. The measured data agrees with the predicted reduction in 

ii the degree of M=g with distance from the outfiflL However, contrary to the constant 

coefficient model predictions, the degree of miLxxing in the flwne appears to be a function 

of flow rate; as the flow rate is increased so the non dimensional distance at which a 

particular value of P. is achieved is reduced. At the highest flow of about 261/s the 

position of the outfaU does not seem to affect the degree of nuixing. For a flow of about 

a 71/s the tracer from a mid depth outfial mixes more rapidly than that from a quarter depth 

outfall; whHe for the lowest flows (2,51/s to 2.71/s) the opposite is true. 

Figure 6.5 was used during the transverse mbiding experhnents to predict the 

degree of mbi wi ig at a given downstream of the outfall. For flows of 261/s approximately 

9 flow depths were needed to achieve 95% mmiing (ie a value of P. =0.95), for flows of 

2,5Vs and Vs the same degree of ii was acbieved approxhnately 16 s nuxmg flow deptb 
ý 

downstream of the outfaR. 

A possible cause of the scatter of the data in Figure 6.5 may be the transverse 

a vanation in the bed shear velocity that was discussed in Chapter four. In Table 6.3 the 
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bed shear velocities obtained by fitting a log law to the pitot measurements at the 

centreline are compared to the side wall corrected bed shear velocity, u.,, calculated 

from the surface slope at the position where the velocity measurements were performed. 

The change in the magnitude of the centreline shear velocity relative to the bed average 

value as the flow reduces is evidence of a change in the structure of the flow field. 

Whether a change in flow structure altered the vertical mi; xing or not, a consideration of 

equations 6.3 and 6.5 shows that a rise in the local bed shear velocity above the average 

value would cause a x* based upon the local conditions to be higher than the bed 

averaged value. Therefore a value of x* based on the bed shear velocity obtained from 

the velocity profiles would be lower than that ftnplied by the surface slope at 71/s and 

higher for 131/s and 261/s, which would reduce the scatter of the data plotted in Figure 

6.5. This idea was not tested because the aim of the first set of experiments was primarily 

to detetn 'me the distance downstream of a source that it was necessary to go before a 

tracer became acceptably well mixed over the depth. It was also felt that to allow for the 

transverse variation of the bed shear velocity went against the spirit of an approximate 

model such as Rutherford's constant coefficient model. 

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the concentration profiles, for outfalls at mid and 

quarter (measured from the bed) depths respectively, from the low flow experiments. 

The concentration for both outfall positions was at a maximum close to the bed. This is 

in contrast to the concentration profiles developed for the high flow/mid-depth 

experiments shown in Figure 6.2 where it wiH be noted that the maxunwn concentration 

seemed to remain at the mid-depth (the data measured at 280/300mm for the low flow 

experiments and at 900mm for the high flow experiments were an equal number of flow 

depths downstream of the outfall). There was evidence of the local flow around the 

tracer outfaR being directed towards the bed for the low flow experiments. It was noted 
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during some flow visualisation experiments that the plume issuing from the outfall was 

deflected vertically and tra nsversely towards the centre of a dimple, Obviously if the 

dimples caused the local flow upstream of a dimple to be into a dimple there must have 

been a corresponding outflow towards the free surface from the downstream edge of the 

dimple. This could not be seen during the flow visualisations be-cause the tracer plume 

was very rapidly mind over the depth and the vertical concentration profile could not 

been seen by eye. 

There were therefore three factors that caused the vertical data collected in the 

author's flume to be poorly represented by the constant coefficient model, firstly the 

constant coefficient model is only an approximation to the mixing processes even in a 

two-dimensional flow, secondly the data plotted in Figure 6.5 was calculated using an 

average bed shear velocity and thirdly there was some evidence of the dfinples deflecting 

the flow towards the bed at the lower flow rates. 

The depth averaged eddy diffusivity required by the constant coefficient model to 

give the. degree of ii actually measured can be, calculated using equation 6.5. This MIXIng 

was done for the experimental flows referred to above and the results are given in Table 

6.5. The average of the eddy diffusivities (in Table 6.4) implied by the constant 

coefficient model was -E = 0.1 02du*bwhich is larger than the depth average difiUsivity 
y 

implied by integrating equation 6.3 over the flow depth (-! uy = 0.068du*b ). The increased 

vertical J ing is consistent with enhanced i ing due to the dimples effecting the M=9 - MMIng 

velocity field. There is a large amount of scatter of the. data in Table 6.3; the individual 

values laying within -39% and +54% of the average. There is no evidence of the depth 

averaged eddy diffusivity being a function of flow rate. 

The serond set of ver C. MWng -he 
ti al ii experiments measur dt rate of change of 

variance of the tracer plume at two transverse positions and for three flow rates. A 
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vertical *, coefficient was then inferred from the rate of spreading. The range of MMM9 

flows that could be used was limited by the necessity to avoid the plume impinging on 

the free surface or bed. Flows of approximately II I/s, 171/s and 221/s were used. The 

transverse positions were 215mm and 375mm from the left hand waU of the flume. These 

positions were chosen because the pitot velocity profile work described in chapter four 

had shown them to be areas where the local longitudinal velocity was faster (215mm) 

and slower (375mm) than the cross-sectional average velocity. 

The analysis of the data took the following form The time averaged i;;? -- 

concentration profiles were plotted and a Gaussian fitted to them, the variance for each 

curve fit was then plotted as a function of distance from the outfall. A linear regression 

of this data gave the rate of change of the variance, which was used to calculate a 

vertical MIXIng coefficient from: 

1 da 
(6.7) 

2 
where u,, is the cross-sectional average flow velocity and du 

Y 
/dr is the rate of change 

of the variance of the vertical concentration profiles. As was previously stated the term 

ixing coefficient is used to reflect the fact that an equation like equation 6.2 cannot be 

used to obtain eddy diflusivities in a three-dimensional flow. A typical data set is shown 

in Figures 6.8 & 6.9. 

When the tracer reaches the free surface and bed, equation 6.2 is no longer valid 

even for homogeneous turbulence. Any concentration profiles which showed evidence of 

A- - the plume having reached the boundaries were rejected. The vertical coefficients mIxM9 

calculated using equation 6.7 are given in Table 6.5 which includes the height of the 

outf4U above the bed, y, non-dftnemionalised with the flow depth. In Table 6.5 the side 

II corrected bed shea. velocity, u, is used, The average of the vertical nibdng wall -r 
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coefficients was ky = 0.1 09du., which is 7% greater than that inferred from the constant 

coefficient model and nearly 63% greater than the depth averaged eddy diffusivitY 

calculated from equation 6.3 0.068du., ). The individual vertical mming Y 

coefficients were within - 17% and +I I% of the average; the scatter was less than with 

the constant coefficient model. 

The parabolic eddy viscosity distribution (equation 6.3) has a value at mid depth 

of ýy = 0.1 025du., , This seeming agreement between the mid depth eddy viscosity and 

the measured ii coefficient was coincidental as the mixmig coefficient tabulated MMM9 

above was an average value over the depth of the tracer plum. The high vertical mmmg 

coefficients, compared to the depth averaged eddy diffusivity, reflects the increased, 

compared to a two-dimensional flow, vertical nu'xmg that exists in the laboratory flume. 

The flow visualisation work, although limited, suggested that the time averaged 

longitudinal velocity can have a vertical component which would be expected to enhance 

vertical nuixting. 

Rutherford (1994) tabulates the results of a number of experimental measures of 

the vertical eddy diffusivity in laboratory flumes for which: 0.042( Y (0.067. 
du. 

Rutherford's own measurements in a New Zealand river gave: 0.055(I-y (0.099 which du* 

ftnpUes that vertical nn*xm*g is greater in natural open channel flows than in laboratory 

channels. It would be expected that the flow in Rutherford's river was ftee-diniensional 

and that this is the reason for the vertical mbdng to be greater in natural open channel 

flows than in laboratory flumes. 
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6.3.3 Conclusions 

To conclude, these mixing experiments showed the vertical mixing to be greater 

(by 63%) than that expected for a two-dimensional flow of equal volumetric flow rate. 

The average vertical mixing coefficient calculated from a constant coefficient model 

mterpretation of measured concentration profiles and that calculated from the change of 

variance of profiles agreed to within 7%. The scatter of the, mWng coefficients obtained 

from the constant coefficient model was much greater (three times) than that found from 

the rate of change of variance of measured concentration profiles. The better estimate of 

the mixing coefficient from the change of moments method compared to the constant 

coefficient model would reduce the number of experiments needed to obtain a reliable 

value. Therefore the use of the change of moments method would lead to a time saving. 

The distance downstream from the outfall at which tracer became weR mixed 

over the. depth was a fimetion of flow rate and the height of the outfafl above the bed 

whereas Rutherford's constant coefficient model predicted that the non-dimensional 

distance required for a desired degree of mixing would be a fi=tion of outfall position 

only. The difference between the model predictions and experiments reflects the 

simplifications in the, constant coefficient model. From the experimental data it can be 

seen that at 261/s a distance of nine times the flow depth was required to achieve a ratio 

of the minimum to maximum concentration of 0.93, A distance of approximately sixteen 

flow depths was required to achieve an equal degree of mixing when the flow rate was 

2.71/s. 
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6.4 Transverse mixing experiments in the laboratory flume 

6,4,1 Experimental technique 

The conductivity probe used for the vertical transfer work was used to measure 

the change of transverse variance of a plume of sodium hydroxide solution 14m from the 

entrance to the laboratory flume. The experimental procedure was similar to that used 

for the vertical mixing work. The outfaR was set tip at either half or a quarter of the 

distance from the bed to the free surface. The spread of the, plumes was measured over a 

distance of between 0.5m and 0.8m at 4 to 6 longitudinal positions. 

More than one probe was used in order to speed up the experiments. Although an 

array of six probes was u on sed for the first experiment in- general . 
1y two probes were 

used. Using two probes had two practical advantages over the array of six probes used 

Unitially: two probes could be calibrated at the same time but six could not, and with only 

two traces on the, data logger display during an experiment the concentration fluctuations 

could be seen more clearly, The visual indication of the concentration from ! he data 

logger display was very helpful in deciding how far in the transverse direction it was 

necessary to go in order to survey the. plume adequately. 

The concentration of the. injected tracer was much stronger than that used 

previously (5% to 15%, depending on the flow rate in the flume) because it was desirable 

to allow the tracer to become vertically well mixed before measuring the rate of change 

of transverse variance. The. tracer was buoyant at the. injection site but it wiH be 

appreciated that the concentration at the. measurement stations, which were nine to 

twenty-seven times the depth downwream of the outfall, were much lower than this and 

any momentum or buoyancy effects were negligible ( Bruno et al. 1990). It would have 

been possible. to have injected a solution with the same density as the flume water by 

adding a low density liquid such as alcohol, but then a greater volume of fluid would 
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have needed to have been pumped with perhaps a need for a larger nozzle that would 

have caused more disturbance to the flow. 

The concentration profiles were plotted and a Gaussian curve fitted through the 

- ation curves was then plotted against longitudinal data, The ve of the concentr 

distance and a linear regression applied. As was discussed previously, only for two- 

dimensional flow can the rate of change of variance of a tracer plume be related to the 

eddy diffusivity; as the flow in the flume was not two-dimensional the eddy diffusivity 

-ge of van' n could not b 
.e measured. However the rate of chan ce does give a measure of 

the transverse mixing that includes the effects of the turbulent eddy diffusivity and 

secondary flows. Accordingly the transverse ii coefficient was calculated from MIXIng 

equation 6.8. 

k1u 
duz 

Zqd 2x 
(6.8) 

2 

where Uq is the cross-sectional average flow velocity and du 
z 

ldx is the rate of change 

of the variance of the vertical concentration profiles. 

Typical plots of the concentration profiles and the rate of change of variance are shown 

in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 respectively. Ten to fourteen points were used to define the 

concentration profile and five to six points used to define. the longitudinal rate of change. 

6.4.2 Results 

The transverse mixing coefficients measured in the flume are shown in Table 6.6; 

the position of the outfaff as a fraction of depth is given, as is the, relative depth of the 

conductivity probe, the flow depth and the side wall corrected bed shear velocity at the 

i location of the outf4ll, Although the flow in the flume was gradually varYM9, it was 

found that the product of the centreline depth and the. side wall corrected shear velocity 
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varied by less than 4% over the masurement reach. As it was known that much larger, 

of the order of 20%, transverse variations in the local 
-bed shear velocity would occur 

because of the three-dimensional flow it was not felt necessary to allow for minor 

longitudinal variations in the flow conditions. 
rm- 
I I= coefficients of detennination for the least squares fit used to find the rate of 

chm 'a ge of the van -n re generaRy better than ce of the transverse concentration proffles we 

0.94; data set Res53b had a coefficient of 0.79, while data set Res49b had a coefficient 

of 0.90. 

When the concentration profiles were analysed some of the tails of the profiles 

were not well fitted by a Gaussian, Because confidence was lower in the low 

concentration measurements the taits were removed. This resulted in reduced scatter in 

the rate of change of variance plots but did not significantly alter the transverse nu'xm*g 

coefficients implied by the rate of change of variance. The relative insensitivity of the 

Gaussi d f, 0 the tail a point in techm an curve tt ii 
ý of thi ique. in contrast, the 

estimation of variance from the moments of a measured concentration profile is very 

sensitive to the noise and the accurate detemAnation of background levels (see Chapter 

three and Sayre & Chang 1968). It is important to note that the curve fit technique 

ecau e in worked b. easured data. se a Gaussian was a good model of th . 
The mi mig coefficients mi Table 6.6 represent a measure of the nwing over the 

tracer plume. The influence of the plume width and the height above the bed at which 

concentration profiles were measured on the mixing coefficients was investigated. The 

-y covered up to a -it 
50% of the flume width. There was no evidence for plumes typicall - 

boi 

a plume width effect: e. g. Res37 used a plume grid half that of Res56 which had a 

similar flow rate but the, non-dfinensional mixing coefficients agree within 8%. For six of 

ý1- - die flow rates used experiments were pmformed at two or more depths in the flow. Of 
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these four have a lower rate of mixing at the lower depth; however when the degree of 

scatter, for nominally similar flow rates and positions, is considered it seems unlikely that 

this is significant. 

Experiment Res56 was undertaken in order to investigate the transverse variation 

of the transverse mL*xmg coefficient. For this run the outfall was moved to 200mm from 

the left hand side of the flume (looking downstream), the longitudinal position being still 

14m from the flume inlet. The plume in this case was measured for a transverse distance 

of 120mm either side of the outfall, Previous longitudinal velocity measurements 

suggested that the presence of the side wall would not have influenced the longitudinal 

velocity field. The non-dimensional ii coefficient for Res56 was within the range of mIxMg 

values measured for similar flows over the central section of the channel, which implies 

that there was no detectable transverse variation in nu'=* g. The method used to evaluate 

the mixing coefficient, fitting a Gaussian, was only valid in the absence of reflections of 

the plume from the boundary. If experiments were to have been made closer to the side 

wall a technique such as the generalised method of moments (Holley et al 1972) could 

have been used to cope with reflections. However, the problems experienced with 

defining tails of distributions when applying the method of moments to the longitudinal 

dispersion measurements suggested that it was better to ensure the plume did not reach 

the walls of the flume. Therefore transverse variation of the transverse mixing coefficient 

was not investigated further. 

Supplementary experiments were carried out to investigate the sensitivity of the 

transverse mixing coefficients to a 25% change in the tracer injection rate and the use of 

a larger outfall pipe (4mm OD, 3.5nun ID). The results for both of the investigations fell 

within the scatter of the original data indicating that these features were relativellf 

unimportant. 
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The transverse mbdng coefficients measured by the author are plotted in Figure 

6.12. A linear regression gave: k, = -1.4e-4 + 0.40du *b (with a coefficient of 

determination, r2 , of 0.76). These coefficients are greater than those obtained by 

previous workers for laboratory flumes ( 0.1 6du, see section 6.1). It will be recalled from 

Chapter four that the flow in the author's flume was three-dimensional and it is likely 

that this increased the rate of transverse mixing over that found in two-dimensional 

.a- lluows. It wiR be noted from Figure 6.12 that the scatter increases with increasing flow 

rate, this was probably because the concentrations of tracer in the flume were lower at 

the higher flow rates making the task of measurement more difficult. Also, at the higher 

flows the concentrations reduced more rapidly with downstream position. The 

dependence of the transverse mixing coefficients on the flow rate was investigated 

because the aspect ratio of the flow depended upon the flow rate. If the transverse 
.. i 

mixing coefficient were found to be a function of flow rate it would imply that the mixing 

coefficients may have depended upon the aspect ratio. Figure 6.13 shows the non- 

dimensional mixmig coefficient measured in the flume plotted against flow rate; at the 

95% confidence limit there was no relationship between the flow rate and the transverse 

mixing coefficient. Previously it has been suggested, Lau & Krishnappan (198 1), that the 

width is the dominate length scale in transverse rnixmig. It would appear, because the 

ii aspect ratio did not affect the measured mixing coefficients, that the flow depth is the 

correct length scale for the mbdng processes in the laboratory flwne. For a two 

dimensional flow the depth is the obvious length scale but the question arises why it 

should be the correct length scale for a three dimensional flow. Unfortunately the 

velocity measurements reported in Chapter four did not allow allow any secondary flows 

to be quantified. It is, however, interesting to note that the secondary flow cens 

described in Chapter four scale with the flow depth. 
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Rutherford (1994) and West & Cotton (1980) tabulate the results of transverse 

mLxmg experiments undertaken in natural channels. A regression to the straight channel 

data of both West & Co and Rutherf mon -ord gave: k, = 0.39du., (with a coefficient of 

determination, r, of 0.65). Adding the data for meandering channels gave: 

kz = -0.02 + 0.61du*b (with a coefficient of determination, r2 , of 0.87). That data from 

meandering channels dominates this last regression can be seen by comparing the 

regression for data from straight and meandering natural channels with that for 

ým meandering cham--els alone: kz = -0.03 + 0.59du*b (with a coefficient of determi ation, 

r2, of 0.86). This is because there are 27 values from meandering channels compared to 

14 from straight channels. 

It has been stated that the transverse mixing coefficients measured during the 

present work were greater than previously measured in laboratory flumes and that this 

was due to the three-dimensional flow in the author's flume. It will also now be noted 

that the relationship between the mixing coefficients and product of the depth and bed 

shear velocity measured in the flume. were very similar to that for straight natural open 

channel flows. Figure 6.14 shows the author's data along with the straight channel data 

of Rutherford and West & Cotton. A regression gave: kz = 038du*b (with a coefficient 

of detem-ýination, r2, of 0.73). The author's data were obtained at lower values of 

A. than existed in the natural open channel flows. 

West & Cotton (1980) analysed transverse mixing data obtained for laboratory 

flumes and from field measurements in straight channels and obtained the following best 

fit to the data: k, = 0.399(du. )1.12 
. West & Cotton used data (twenty points) from wide 

smooth bedded laboratory flumes, given by Lau & Krishnappen (1977) for which we 

might have expected to have measured the transverse eddy diff-usivity, and seven from 
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field work. It is not correct to mix eddy diffusivities and mWng coefficients because they 

are different phenomena. 

6A3 Conclusions 

The threeadimensional flow field in the author's flume led to enhanced transverse 

mixing (kz = 0.40du. ) compared to that previously measured in two-dimensional flows 

(kz 

The transverse tmxm*g coefficients were not a fiWion of flow rate, which for 

the fixed width used in this work implies that the mixing was not a function of the aspect 
ii ratio. The transverse M=g coefficients did not vary over the depth or the width of the 

flume. 

The relationship between the transverse " coefficient and product of the nUM9 

flow depth and bed shear velocity is shnilar to that obtained by a regression to transverse 

mixing data obtained in straight natural open channel flows (kz = 0.39du. ). 
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Author du* (*e-4) 
Mý/s 

E, (* e-4) 
Mý/s 

&. Idu* 

Webel & Schatzmann 
(1984) 

10.911 2.215 0.131 

9.204 1.206 0.131 
5.012 0.652 0.130 
16.911 2.249 0.133 
9.204 1.215 0.132 
5.012 0.657 0.131 
13.374 1.779 0.133 
7.278 0.961 0.132 
3.964 0.519 0.131 
10.359 1.378 0.133 
5.640 0.744 0.132 

Lau& Krishnappen (1977) 6.740 0.878 0.130 
4.159 0.592 0.142 
4.004 0.601 0.150 
6.780 1.162 0.173 
4.302 0.850 0.197 
3.416 0.883 0.259 
2.926 0.335 0.114 
5.242 0.915 0.175 
3.705 0.740 0.199 

Prych (1970) 14.547 1.98 0.136 
Sayre & Chang (1968) 56.4 9.57 0.170 

122.3 21.4 0.175 
223.7 35.8 0.160 

Engelund (1969) 19.8 14.0 0.202 

ild- g coefficientst se m Table 6.1 Previously measured transver an 
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Q O/S) y1d I x (mm) x pm 
2.15 0.26 0.027 0.65 

450 0.031 0.71 
500 0.034 0.76 
600 0.04 0.80 
700 0.048 0.87 
800 0.054 0.88 
900 0.06 0.88 

2.69 0.49 300 0.104 0.41 
340 0.118 0.52 
400 0.139 0.62 
440 0.153 0.70 
480 0.167 0.76 
520 0.183 0.73 
560 0.194 0.76 
600 0.208 0.81 
700 0.241 0.93 
800 0.278 0.94 

6.84 0.50 300 0.051 0.74 
350 04059 0 . 77 

- ------ ---------- ---------- -------------------- ------------- --- 450 ---- ------------- 0.076 --- - ---- 0.84 
550 0.093 0.85 
650 0,110 0,93 
750 0.130 0.95 
850 0.140 0.93 

2.51 0.25 200 0.073 0.45 
240 0.087 0.57 
280 0.102 0.73 
320 0.117 0.75 
360 0.131 0.83 
420 0.153 0.94 
360 0.131 0.85 
500 0.182 0.98 

7.05 0.27 300 0.058 0.13 
350 0.068 0.22 
400 0.078 0.26 
450 0.087 0.42 
500 0.097 0.52 
550 0.107 0.65 
600 0.116 0.64 
650 0.126 0.77 
750 0,146 0.76 

25.78 0.51 300 0.022 0.66 
400 0.031 0.81 

-- ------ -------- -- ---- -- --- --------- - -- 500 -- - --- -- ----- 0.0.3 8 ------ - ---------- 0.68 
600 0.046 0.86 
700 0.054 0.90 
800 0.061 0.91 
900 0.069 0.93 

Table 6.2 Ratio of maximum to minimum concentration measured over the flume 
depth. 
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Q (I/S) U*h 

(MIS) 
U. 

TP375 
(m/s) 

% 

7.1 0.0226 0.0202 -10.6 
13.3 0.0295 0.0349 18.3 

125.7 0.0349 0.0421 20.6 

Table Q ComparisQ 
i-a of bed averaged shear velocities, 

Q (L/s) y/d Idub 
2.51 0.25 0.157 
2.69 0.49 0,030 
7.05 0.27 0.137 
6.84 0.5 0.062 
27.15 0.26 0.107 
25.78 0.51 0.121 

Table 6.4 Depth averaged eddy diffusivity implied by the constant coefficient 

modeL 

Q O/S) TP 4J(du,,, ) 
21.56 0.52 375 0.107 
16.67 0.52 375 0.115 
10.95 0.57 375 0.091 
21.93 

. 
0.44 215 0.121 

17.12 0.46 215 0.105 
110.77 0.48 1 215 1 0.114 

Table 6.5 Vertical mM**ng coefficient. 
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No. 
_ 

Outfall 
y1d 

Probe 
y1d 

Flow 
I/S 

du*b(* 10-) 
Mý/s 

kz (* 10-6) 
Mý/s 

kzldu,, 1, 

37 0.5 0.68 2.81 574.9 109.4 0.19 
37b 1 0.5 0.5 2.81 574.9 110.06 0.19 
39 0.52 0.52 7.54 1309 810.38 0.62 
41 0.5 0.07 7.49 1305 444.17 0.34 
42 0.5 0.53 13'. 59 2201 592.0 0.27 
43b 0.45 0.33 13.7 2220 791.1 0.36 
44 0.52 0.52 17.2 2410 742.27 0.31 
44b 0.52 0.25 17.2 2410 570.87 0.24 
45 0.5 17.95 2449 817.7 0.33 
46 0.47 0.47 4.95 792.5 108.99 0.14 
47 0.46 0.46 4.65 757 148.4 0.20 
47b 0.46 0.19 4.65 757 117.99 0.16 
48 0.46 0.46 4.82 776 168.88 0.22 
50 10.53 0.53 21.06 2305 1041.93 0.45 
51 0.51 0.51 20.94 2806 1512.75 0.54 
52 0.5 0.5 20.34 2734 850.01 0.31 
53 0.51 0.51 10.43 1515 692.64 0.46 
53b 0.51 0.33 10.43 1515 313.17 0.21 

, 54 0.52 0.52 5.74 $97.3 238,22 0.27 
54b b 0.52 0.15 897.3 153.16 0.17 L 
56 0.52 0.52 497.7 130.64 0.26 

Table 6.6 Transverse mu'ding coefficients. 
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Chapter 7 Random Walk Modelling 

7.1 Introduction 

Random walk models for longitudinal dispersion were introduced in chapter two. 

Compared to other numerical solutions for longitudinal dispersion in open channel flow 

random walk models have several advantages. They are computationally simple and they 

do not suffer from numerical difficulties such as numerical dispersion. This chapter 

begins with a review of previous work with random walk models and then describes the 

models that were developed to simulate longitudinal dispersion in the author's laboratory 

flume. 

7.2 Review of previous work 

The literature on random walk models extends back more than 70 years. The 

earliest reference found in the course of this survey dates from 1922 , although the 

nwnber of references increases from the early 1980's. A number of papers relevant to the 

present work are discussed below and conclusions are drawn about the potential of the 

random walk technique for modelling longitudinal dispersion in streams and rivers. Four 

main types of random walk models are evident in the literature. Each type of model is 

described in a sub-section below. 

7.2.1 Simple random walk models 

These models track the progress of a large number of particles as they move 

through a representation of a flow field. Let us consider a model for the vertical mixing 

in a plane shear flow (where the longitudinal time averaged velocity, u, is a fimetion of 
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the distance, y, measured in the direction, Y, perpendicular to the bed only). In a simple 

random walk model a particle is moved longitudinally for each time step, At, a distance, 

x, given by u- At, and the vertical mbdng is simulated by giving the particle a step, Ay, 

in the Ydirection, and it is the direction of the step, either towards or away from the bed, 

which is the random element in such a model. 

For a homogeneous turbulence field it is possible (Goldstein 1938) to derive a 

relationship between the step lengtk Ay , and the mixture lengtI4 Po of mixing length 

theory (Goldstein 1938, Kay & Neddemm 1979): 

2. I'-v'. T= Ay-v- T (7.1) 

in which Y' is the mean square distance, from the origin, of the particles after a time T, 

v' is the rms of the turbulent fluctuations in the flow and v is the velocity at which the 

particles make their random step. Equation 7.1 shows that if there is equivalence 

between the velocity at which a particle is considered to make its random step (the 

random step velocity) and the mis velocity of the turbulence then the random step length 

should be twice the mixture length. The product II-vI is the Idnematic eddy viscosity 

(Kay & Nedderam 1979). Using equation 7.1 we can write; 

Av- v 
EV 2 

(7.2) 

in which E, is the eddy viscosity. The velocity at which a particle makes each step ts 
AY 
At 

so that Ev=2- At . If Reynolds' analogy between momentum and mass transfer is 

invoked it is now possible to calculate the step length necessary to simulate a desired 

eddy diffusivity, .6Y, assuming that the step velocity and time step are given: 

Ay = J-ýsip; 7A-t (7.3) 
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We choose to refer to this random walk model as Taylor's random walk because 

Goldstein's treatment of dispersion in homogeneous turbulence built upon the work of 

Taylor 0 92 1). 

It is possible to derive the relationship between the mixture length, P, and 

Prandtl's mL*xm'g length, 1, by writing the equation for the turbulent shear stress, z, in a 

plane shear flow using both mixing length approaches: 

du 
r=Pel'-v'- - 

(7.4) 
dy 

taking the mixture length approach in which p is the fluid density; and 

2 

)9.12 . 
(dul 

,r= (7.5) 
dy) 

i using Prandtl's MIXIng length. Equations 7.4 and 7.5 show that: 

r2 dU 
v =1 - dy 

(7.6) 

If the velocity and shear stress profile in the flow is known the right hand side of this 

equation can be evaluated, and knowledge of the nus turbulent velocity allows the 

mmture length to be obtained. This method of calculating the step velocity and step 

length for a random walk model of mixing in a flow is attractive because experimental 

data for turbulent and time averaged velocities are more widely available than 

measurements of eddy Musivity. 

pproach to the problem. of si- -u -in -n a flow was taken A diftrent a -M ulating the a ixi gi 

by Suffivan (197 1). Suffivan reported an extensive series of experiments concerned with 

dispersion in a two-dimensional shear flow. One part of the work was a simulation of the 

dispersion using a simple random walk model. Sullivan's algorithm tracked the position 

of up to 5000 particles as they moved in a numerical representation of the flow field. The 

vertical profile of the time averaged longitudinal velocity was described by a log-law. At 
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each time steP the particles were advected longitudinally at the local time averaged 

velocity and given a vertical movement which modelled the effect of the. turbulence. The 

vertical motion had a randomly positive or negative direction and a step length size 

which depended on the position in the flow. For positions lower than the bottom 20% of 

the depth the step length was equal to the distance from. the bed. For the rest of the 

depth, d, the step was fixed at 0.21d. Sullivan noted that his step length distribution was 

a simplifleation of the actual motion in turbulent flow but his intention was to produce an 

ap roximate simulation. The, model results were considered by Sullivan to agree JI-P 

qualitatively with his experimental data. Sullivan's model at first sight was very similar to 

the Taylor model but it has a very different basis. The step length in Sullivan's random 

walk model was chosen to represent a length scale of the turbulent motion rather than 

being based on the desired turbulent eddy diffusivity via equation 7.3. Sullivan's model is 

therefore closer in concept to the Langevin equation which attempts to model the motion 

of particles as they are affected by a turbulent flow. The. Langevin equation is discussed 

in section 7.2.2 below. 

Sullivan (1974) later published the results of particle tracking experiments in 

open channel flow that were performed in order to obtain data for use in his random 

walk models. Sullivan filmed the motion, in three dimensions, of 150 0.5mm diameter 

neutrally buoyant spheres in a 0.46m wide laboratory flume. The depth of flow was 

about 0.09m. Approximately 200 instantaneous positions were recorded at intervals of 

0.07 seconds for each particle track. Sullivan observed that the particles followed radial 

paths through the water as they were being advected downstream and tried to measure 

the, radius and angular velocity of the radial motion as fanctions of depth. The probability 

distribution of the radius of the particle tracks was found to be a Gamma function whose 

coefficients vaned with the height above the bed. The angular velocity was a function of 
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the track radius but not of height. The average track radius was 0.097d which implied an 

average angular velocity Qf 1 .2 -u ( u. being the, be d- shear ve-10cit d 

Allen (1982) developed a random walk model based upon Sullivan's ideas for 

modelling dispersion in estuaries. Allen's first formulations of the model used a random 

step length and step velocity that were functions of the height above the bed. Both the 

step length and step velocity reduced as a particle approached the bed. Allen stated that 

the reduced vertical auixmig close to the bed that this implied caused two problems, 

Firstly the simulations did not give a uniform probability distribution of particles 

positions across the depth even when run for times such that the equilibrium zone should 

had been reached. Allen, referencing Batchelor et al (1956), stated that in a steady (two- 

dimensional) flow, once the particles have become 
-mixed across the depth, a particle 

should have an equal probability of being at any position in the depth. This is equivalent 

to saying that the number of particles at a given depth should be constant along the 

flume. For a given longitudinal position a depth-wise concentration profile can exist but 

when averaged along the whole flutne the concentrations should be equal, Clearly, such a 

particle concentration distribution can be used as a check on the validity of a given 

random walk model. Secondly the program spent a long time tracking those particles that 

were close to the bed because of the small step lengths and step velocities that the 

particles were subjected to, Allen overcame these problems by using a model with a fixed 

vertical step length and fixed step velocity derived from Sullivan's (1974) measurements. 

The vertical step velocity was Mu, and the vertical step length was 0.1 d. Allen 

considered that her model gave qualitative agreement with other analyses of dispersion in 

estuaries. 

Brockie, Allen & Guymer (199 1) extended Allen's model to three dimensions in 

order to simulate, mixing experiments in a large laboratory channel. Initially the 
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transverse step velocity was set to 1.2 times the vertical step velocity; this ratio bei 

suggested by the LDA experftnents of Knight & Shiono (1990). It was found that the 4;: p 

particles rapidly reached the transverse limits of the channel and the transverse step 

velocity was reduced. Brockie et al do not give details of their model but for a fixed 

transverse step length and time step this would have had the effect of reducing the 

transverse mbixing. With the reduced transverse step velocity the model under predicted 

lateral spreading compared to their experimental data. It was, however, considered to 

provide good qualitative agreement with the experimental data sets. This work is 

Mteresting because it attempted to make use of Sullivan's Lagrangian length scales 

a (which it will be recafled were originally the radfi of particle paths) and Knight & 

Shiono's Eulerian velocity measurements which were linear velocities. Unfbrtunately 

Brockie et al's paper was only a preliminary report and the impfications of the reduction 

in transverse mixing implied by their lowering of the transverse turbulent velocity from 

ud-w- ini ial estinate was not addressed. 

Heslop & Allen (1993) used a two-dimensional (longitudinal and vertical) 

random walk model to simulate dispersion in a reach of the river Severn. The model 

included a viscous sub layer at the bed into which the particles were not allowed to 

penetrate. The vertical step length was 0.1 d and the vertical step velocity was 

0.4u. which was derived from measurements of the turbulent velocity perpendicular to 

the bed of the river. The agreement with concentration measurements was not good. 

Heslop & Allen believed this to be due to the three dimensional nature of the flow in the 

river and the effect of dead zones, They reported better agreement when dead zones 

were included in the model, particles being trapped and released from these zones caused 

the tails of the distributions to become longer. Heslop & Allen do not conu=nt upon the 

effect of their choice of the vertical time step and step length, It is clear from equation 
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7.2 that a reduction in the step velocity while the mixture length is held constant leads to 

a reduction in the vertical mixing. It was shown in chapter six that the vertical mh'xing in 

natUral open channels is often greater than in two dimensional flows (for which the 

Sullivan's step lengths and step velocities were derived). It would, therefore, have been 

useful if Heslop & Allen had compared the vertical mixing implied by their choice of 

length and velocity scales with the eddy viscosity implied by the velocity profile in their 

test reach. 

7.2.2 The Langevin Equation 

van Dop et al (1985), EtUng et al (1986), Sawford (1986) and Pope (1987), when 

discussing turbulent dispersion in the atmosphere, made use of the Langevin equation: 

du =-u dt +a 
1/2 dW 

TZ 
(7.7) 

which models the change, du, in velocity, u, of a particle for a time interval, dt. In the 

Langevin equation T, is the Lagrangian integral time scale which describes how long 

turbulent velocities remain correlated, a is a flow dependant parameter which, for the 

2 

special case of homogeneous turbulence takes the form: a=2(: 
r' ( (3. 

U2 being the 
TL 

turbulence intensity of the, flow), while dW is, again for homogeneous turbulence, a 

random number with zero mean and a variance equal to dt. Etling et al. reported 

difficulties in obtaining the. parameters required by the Langevin equation. van Dop et al, 

Sawford and Pope discuss the modifications necessary to the Langevin equation in order 

to apply it to non-homogeneous turbulence. The Sulfivan/Afflen random walk model can 

be thought of as a simplification to the Langevin equation in which there is an absence of 

any correlation between turbulent velocities at successive time steps. This implies that 
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the time step chosen is so long that any correlation has decayed. The Langevin equation 

should therefore be able to model the dispersion of a solute closer to a source than the 

Sullivan/Allen random walk model. 

7.2.3 Random walk with spatiafly varying diffusivity 

Hunter et al. (1993) discuss problems with the simple random walk models if the 

ditTusivity were allowed to vary in space in that particles drifted to zones of low 

diffusivity. They suggested a transformation of the problem to a co-ordinate system 

where the diffusivity was constant. Kitanidis, (1994) addressed the problem of variable 

diffusivity in a random walk solution of a one-dimensional advection dispersion equation 

and showed how the drift velocity due to the variable diflusivity could be evaluated. 

Heemink (1990) and Heemink & Blockland (1995) also discuss random walk 

models with spatially varying diff-usivity and introduce the use of stochastic differential 

equations in solving the depth averaged dispersion in a model of a Dutch estuary. These 

models have an advantage over the simple random walk in that they can correctly 

incorporate the spatial variation of the mixing coefficients. 

7.2.4 Fractal Brownian motion 

Fractal Brownian motion has been recently (Addison 1995) proposed as a 

method for modelling dispersion. Fractal Brownian motion differs from Brownian motion 

in that the standard deviation of a cloud of particles undergoing Brownian motion 

increases as the square root of time whereas this is not necessarily the case for particles 

undergoing fractal Brownian motion. 
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A dispersion coefficient, Df, can be defined for particles undergoing fractal 

Brownian motion as 

Df = 
cy 

H 

(7.8) 
2t 

in which cy is the standard deviation of the particle positions and H is the Hurst exponent. 

A Hurst exponent of 0.5 is equivalent to regular Brownian motion. A particle in a fractal 

Brownian motion with a Hurst exponent less than or equal to 0.5 will tend to wander 

over all the plane in which it moves (assuming the motion is two-dimensional), this 

property being known as antipersistence. A Hurst exponent of greater than 0.5 leads to 

the behaviour known as persistence in which a particle would have a tendency to persist 

in the direction in which it was already moving. The motion of surface drifters in the 

ocean has been suggested as an example of persistent fractal Brownian motion (Addison 

1995). 

7.2.5 Previous work with random walk models: conclusions 

Random walk models can be thought of as ffilling into three groups. The 

Langevin equation and the Sullivan/Allen 
-model attempt to model the motion of particles 

as they are affected by turbulence. The Heemink & Blockland and Taylor models do not 

model the motion of particles as they are affected by turbulence but rather simulate the 

diffusion or nu*=* g processes (that could include advection as well as turbulent 

diffusion r, motion models offer an alternative method of describing 
... 

). The f actal Brownian 

dispersion data. 

Of the, various models the simple random walk models of Taylor and 

Suflivan/Allen were easiest to apply to the mixing measurements collected in the author's 

laboratory flume, The Langevin. equation required Lagrangian velocity data which was 
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not available. The transverse and vertical mixing coefficients were measured as averages 

rather than as a fimetion of the depth, transverse or longitudinal positions so that 

Heemink"s stochastic w. dels were unnecessarily complicated. Fractal Brownian motion 

models have not been widely rq)orted in the literature and their creation would have 

involved a good deal of risky development. Also, the data from which the transverse 

brin coefficients were derived did not exhibit any fractal Brownian motion 

charwteristics, i. e. the assuryVion of a Hurst exponent of 0.5 was consistent with the 

data. Hence the fi=tal Brownian motion model was not needed to simulate the observed 

mLxmg. It is interesting to speculate that had a well defined secondary current structure 

I- - men ex1fibited in the flume, its effects could have been simulated using a fractal 

]Brownian motion approach. However, the question would then have arisen as to whether 
A- - me secondary current should have been modelled as part of the bulk flow or as a 

persistent fractal Brownian motion. 

7.3 The random walk model 

In the following two sections the random walk models that were used to simulate 

ý1- -a. ux mmmg in the laboratory flume are described along with the tests cases that were run 

to validate the models. 

7.3.1 Two-dimensional random walk model 

The two dimensionW models used a fixed magnitude vertical step, Ay, whose 

length was related to the depth averaged eddy diffusiv4, -ýcd, and the time step At usi 

an equation similar to equation 7.3 The vertical step length was calculated from: 

Ay At (7.9) 
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The algorithm used in the random walk was simple, and used 5000 particles all of 

which were initially located at the mid depth of a logarithmic velocity profile. At each 

time step the particles were advected longitudhWly at the local time averaged velocity 

and given a vertical step (evaluated from equation 7.9) whose direction was random. 

Particles reaching the free surface or bed were reflected. During a run of the model the 

first two moments of the spatial particle distribution were calculated at a predetermined 

number of time intervals. At the end of a model run the data was imported into a graph 

plotting package and plots of the change of centroid and variance produced. These plots 

were used to define the times when the rate of change of the centroid and variance were 

linear, and to calculate the cloud velocity and longitudinal dispersion coefficient. It was 

found that 5000 particles were sufficient to ensure that the longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient differed by less than 4% between repetitions of a simulation. Because the 

particles had a constant vertical step they could only take up a limited number of 

positions in the depth which caused plots of the particle positions to have a banded 

appearance and, more importantly, meant that particles did not sample the entire velocity 

field. It was found that this banding of the particle positions could be overcome if instead 

of a single step length the step was chosen from a urfform distribution of lengths chosen 

such that the ensemble average step length was the. same as that given by equation 7.9. 

The uniform distribution comprised 200 values equally spaced between ±1.72Ay. In the 

work described later a step length chosen in this way from a uniform distributior4 is 

called a fuzzy step, For a simulation of dispersion in a plane shear flow with a 

logarithmic velocity profile a bed slope of 0.00 1 and a flow depth of 0.1 m. the use of a 

fiazy step did not alter the longitudinal dispersion coefficient. The time step used for all 

the random walk model simulations reported in this thesis was set at 0.5s because 

preliminary testing suggested that it was a good compromise between the desire for a 
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very short, ideally zero (van Dam, 1994), time step and a long time step which reduced 

the number of iterations that the model required. 

Hunter et al (1993) discussed the importance of the random number generator to 

a successful random walk model and stated that a poor random number generator can 

lead to non-finear growth of the variance of the particle positions even for the case of a 

homogeneous turbulence field where the growth should be linear. In order to test the 

performance of the random number generator being used a test programme was written 

that calculated the moments of 5000 particles undergoing a one dimensional random 

walk. It was found that the variance growth given by the model was linear and the 

diffusion coefficient was coffect. 

Prior to the use of a fixed step in the random walk model, the use of a step 

length related to the local mixing length was considered because: (a) it was possible, to 

calculate the mixing length from a velocity profile and; (b) the vertical turbulent velocity 

could be estimated from other worker's measurements. This approach offered the 

prospect of developing (using equations 7.5 and 7.6 with a linear shear stress 

distribution) a random walk model without the necessity to measure the nixing 

coefficients. Initially, empHical mixing length and turbulence data were used to test such 

a model and the vertical step lengths and step velocities that resulted varied over the 

depth. When the model was run rather than becommig well mixed over the depth it was 

found that particles tended to drift towards the bed and free surface. 

This tendency for a particle to walk down a gradient of decreasing step lengths is 

easy to understand. Particles that move from a given depth in the flow to a lower depth, 

where there is a snmUer step length, have to make several successive upwards steps to 

regain their original position in the flow,, but with the, direction being random this cannot 

happen. Hence particles get trapped near to the bed and free surface. Incorporating a 
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variable step length into the random walk is equivalent to specifying a variable diffusivity 

and, as discussed in section 7.2.3, using a variable diflusivity is known to cause problems 

with simple random walk models. 

The effect of a variable step length can also be seen in figure 4 of Sullivan's 1971 

paper, in which a plot is given of particle concentrations that resulted from a random 

walk simulation of the spread of a plume of solute. Examining the, Plot shows a greater 

concentration of particles near the bed, although the dimensionless time (see chapter 

two) for which the particle cloud had been evolving was long enough for the particles to 

have become well mixed. It is now clear,, of course, that this would be expected because 

the step length in Sullivan's model decreased linearly from a constant in the upper part of 

the depth to zero at the bed. SuRivan did not appear to have appreciated that his random 

walk model gave non-physical results. It will be recalled (section 7.2.1) that Allen 

originally developed random walk models that had a varying step length and step 

velocity. The diffusivity, implied by the product of the random step length and step 

velocity, varied over the depth. Allen abandoned the models because they had some 

problems, it. is probable that these were due to the varying diffusivity. In retrospect it. 

might have been obvious that the use of an equation similar to equation 7.3 with a non 

constant eddy diffusivity would be invalid because, as was indicated in section 7.2.1 the 

derivation of equation 7.3 relies on an implicit assumption of a homogeneous turbulence 

field, 

There is evidence to suggest that the water industry is unaware of the 

unsatisfactory behaviour of the. simple random walk models which employ spatially 

varying step lengths. For example: Danish Hydraulic Institute's commercial software 

PARTICLE employs such a technique (DI-H, 199 1) and the sediment transport work of 
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Hoyal et al (1995) is contaminated by a vertical drift velocity (see Wallis & Moores, 

1996). 

The author has compared the eddy diffusivitY, in a plane shear flow, implied by a 

Sullivan/Allen random walk model using Sullivan's recommended values of step length 

and velocity, a Taylor random walk model using the depth averaged eddy viscosity and a 

Sullivan /Allen model in which empirical equations were used to obtain the vertical 

turbulent velocity and the mixture length. The first Suffivan/Allen model implied a 

diffusivity of 0.05 Idu., the Taylor model had a diffusivity of 0.068du., while the second 

Suflivan/Allen model had a diflusivity of 0.071du.. These results demonstrate why 

previous workers have been able to use different formulations of a simple random walk 

model to obtain good simulations of mWng in open channel flow (assuming they used a ii 

constant step length and step velocity). It does not matter how the step length and step 

velocity are arrived at as long as their product gives the correct degree of mixing. 

7.3.2 Validation of the twoi-dimensional model 

The two dimensional random walk model was tested against the longitudinal 

dispersion work of Elder (1959). The random motion in the model simulated the mbdng 

in the vertical direction. From a limited nwnber of nins, the rate of change of the 

longitudinal variance hWhed that the longitudinal dispersion was 6.49du. which was 

11% greater than Elder's theoretical value. Since the random walk model did not have 

exactly the same longitudinal time averaged velocity profile as Elder used in his analysis 

(because it was not possible to write Elder's profile explicitly) some difference between 

ý1- - = analytical and simulated longituditml dispersion coefficients may be expected. The 

random walk simulations also differed from Elder's analysis in the assumptions used for 

the vertical variation of the eddy diffusivity. In Elder's analysis the eddy difiusi i WAY 
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distribution was parabolic; in the random walk it was assumed to be constant. In order to 

calculate a theoretical value of the longitudinal dispersion coefficient for the velocity 

profile and eddy diffusivity used in the random walk model the numerical integration 

technique given by Fischer et al (1979) (French 1985) was applied. The method solves 

the triple integral (equation 2.15) as a series of summations. This gave a longitudinal 

dispersion coefficient of 6.2du. which is 6.5% greater than Elder's value and 4% less 

than the random walk model predicted. 

7.3.3 Three-dimensional random walk model 

The first. tbree-dimensional random walk model was shnilar to the two- 

dimensional model except that the step lengths were related to the mixing coefficients 

rather than the eddy Musivity. The vertical step was calculated from: 

Ay = Xk; 7 -At 

in which k, was the vertical mixing coefficient measured in the flume. 

The transverse step length, Az, was chosen to give the desired transverse mixing using: 

Az = F2 --ik-,. --At (7.11) 

in which kz was the transverse mixing coefficient measured in the flume. As with the 

two-dimensional model 5000 particles were used for each simulation, starting in the 

middle of the cross=section. As with the two-dimensional random walk model it was the 

direction of the particle motions that was the random element in this model and the effect 

of longitudinal turbulence was not simulated. 

7.3,4 Validation of the three dimensional model 

As a first test of the three-dimensional model a simulation was performed of the 

dispersion in an open channel flow with no transverse velocity proffle. It was found that 
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the three-dimensional model gave, as expected, the same longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient as a two-dimensional simulation. 

The vertical velocity proffies recorded in the laboratory flume showed a good 

deal of transverse variability. Hence in order to model the mixing in the laboratory flume 

it was necessary to incorporate the effects of this transverse shear. The vertical velocity 

profiles had been measured at seven transverse positions (125mm, 225mm, 325mm, 

375mm, 425mm, 525mm and 625mm from the sidewaH of the flume) and it was 

necessary to include the measured velocity field in the simulations. Before the mbdng in 

the laboratory flume was simulated a preliminary series of model runs were undertaken 

to ensure that the basic features of nM* Mig in open channel flows were correctly 

reproduced by the model. To do this a simplified version of the measured velocity field 

was created using a rough bed vertical velocity profile scaled at nine nodes (the seven 

used for the measurements and the two sidewalls), linear interpolation being used to 

calculate a particle's longitudinal velocity at intermediate locations. The sealing at each 

node was choosen to give a transverse velocity profile that took the form, in plan view, 

of a saw tooth pattern. The degree of transverse shear was varied between runs but the 

cross-sectional average velocity was held constant. 

The rate of transverse mixing simulated by the preliminary model was not 

affected by the imposition of a transverse velocity profile but the longitudinal dispersion 

increased with increasing transverse velocity shear while the longitudinal dispersion was 

seen to be inversely proportional to the transverse diffusivity which was in accordance 

with the results of Fischer's (1966a) analysis. The influence of the vertical niLxing 

s also investigated and it was found that the coefficient in the three-dimensional model wa 

longitudinal dispersion was due predominantly to the balance between the transverse 

velocity shear and transverse mixing and that the vertical mixing contributed little to the 
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overall longitudinal dis ersion. However, increasing the vertical ii tended, as p rmxmg 

expected, to reduce the longitudinal dispersion. 

FoRowing the identification of these trends, a quantitative test of the transverse 

component of the three-dimensional model was undertaken. In this the longitudinal 

dispersion coefficient obtained from the particle positions was compared to that given by 

Fischer's integral (equation 2.15) for the case of a depth-wise constant parabolic 

transverse velocity profile and a cross-sectionally constant transverse mixing coefficient. 

Clearly in these runs all the longitudinal dispersion was generated by the transverse shear 

and transverse mixing. The analytical solution of equation 2.15 for this case is: 

D= 
Uq 

2 dW3 

21OAet 
(7.12) 

where u is the cross-sectional average flow velocity, d is the depth, W the width A q 

the area of the flow and c, the depth averaged transverse diffusivity. The three- 

dimensional random walk model was therefore implemented with a uniform vertical 

velocity proffle, a parabolic variation of the longitudinal velocity in the transverse 

direction, no vertical mixing and a constant transverse mixing coefficient. Three cases 

were run with different flow depths and the longitudinal dispersion from the simulation 

compared to the theoretical values. Agreement between the theoretical values of 

longitudinal dispersion and the results from the random walk model was better than 8%. 

The random walk simulations tended to over predict the longitudinal dispersion 

compared to the theoretical value. 

7.3.5 The addition of dead zones to the random walk model 

In order to shnulate the trapping effect of dead zones, particles that reached the 

bed, and were considered to have entered a dead zone, were held for a number of the 

steps. The dimples in the bed of the labOratorY flume covered 51% of the bed. For ease 
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of computation the particles in the random walk model that reached the bed were given a 

50% chance of entering a dead zone. It was befieved that the 2% difference between the 

average area of the dimples in the laboratory flume and the area of dead zones in the 

simulated flume was not significant when compared to the uncertainties in the ii 

coefficients and dead zone transfer rates. The incorporation of an array into the prograrn 

which was used to store flags identifying those particles that were in dead zones reduced 

the maximum number of particles that could be used to 4500. It will be appreciated that 

the random walk model differed from an ADE+DZ modeL which uses a transfer rate to 

control the solute mass in a dead zone, because in the random walk model particles could 

only be trapped for an interval of time. 

The time that the particles remained trapped in a dead zone was taken to be the 

inverse of the dead zone transfer rate measured in chapter 4. There IS a theoretical 

justification for this choice; the dead zone transfer rate equation (equation 2.18) gives the 

dead zone concentration as a fimction of time as: 

cd(t) = cie 
(-k. t) (7.13) 

in which c, is the initial concentration in the dead zone, The dead zone model (implied 

by equation 2.18) assumes that there i's no concentration profile within the dead zone, 

which is equivalent to a continuously stirred cell. For a discrete input the concentration 

in such a ceU is given by (Rutherford 1994): 

C(f) 
m 

e(-YF) v 
(7.14) 

in which M is the mass of tracer added to the celL V is the cefi volume and T is the 

residence time in the cefl (which is the ceD volume divided by the flow rate through the 

cefl). A con4wison of equations 7.13 & 7.14 shows that the dead zone residence time is 

the reciprocal of the transfer rate. In order to distinguish between the random wa 
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model and the continuously stirred cell the time for which a particle is held once it has 

entered a dead zone is caUed the dead zone trapping time. 

7.3.6 Validation of the dead zone model 

Because the inclusion of dead zones into random walk models that simulated 

measured longitudinal dispersion had not been reported before (although Allen 1991 

began to investigate the effects of including dead zones) it was felt to be particularly 

important to validate these dead zone random walk models. 

The incorporation of dead zones into the two-dimensional random walk was 

validated by comparison with the data of Valentine & Wood (1977). The flow depths 

and bed slope used were those given by Valentine & Wood. A rough wall velocity profile 

was used in which the equivalent sand grain roughness was adjusted so that the cross- 

sectional averaged velocity equalled Valentine & Wood's discharge velocity. Three flow 

depths were used and the model run with four values of trapping time ranging between 0 

and 4 seconds. The effect of the trapping time was to reduce the cloud velocity (obtained 

. C- - from the rate of change of the centroid of the particle positions) and to increase the 

longitudinal dispersion coefficient as Valentine & Wood's and Denton's (1990) analytical 

work predicted. The cloud velocity and dispersion coefficients were linearly regressed 

against the trapping time and the results are given in Table 7.1 (the coefficients of 

detennination, r', were better than or equal to 0.98). The cloud velocity for the no dead 

zone case was within 2% of the discharge velocity. The random walk simulation with no 

dead zones gave a dispersion coefficient within 22% of that predicted by Elder's analysis 

for the highest flow simulated and better than 8% for the other two flows. The relatively 

large difference between the analytical result and the random walk model at the highest 

flow rate was inexplicable. The trapping time required by the random walk model to 

reproduce the non-dimensional longitudinal dispersion coefficients measured by 
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Valentine & Wood is compared to the dead zone transfer coefficient, ka, that theY 

measured for their dead zones in Table 7.2. Clearly the trapping time required by the 

random walk model was approximately the inverse of the dead zone transfer rate as was 

predicted in section 7.3.3. 

A comparison was made of the behaviour of a random walk models of two flows: 

one with dead zones, a uniform depth wise and a parabolic width wise velocity profile 

and a flow with dead zones, a logarithmic depth wise and a sawtooth transverse velocity 

profile. It was found that for the. simulation of the parabolic transverse velocity profile 

that the longitudinal dispersion fell with increasing dead zone trapping time, while for the 

simulations with a transverse and a vertical variation of longitudinal velocity the change 

of longitudirW dispersion with dead zone trapping time was found to be a fimetion of the 

degree of the transverse non-uniformity. For a flow with a relatively weak transverse 

variation in longitudinal velocity the rate of change of longitudinal dispersion *increased 

with increasing dead zone trapping. The rate of change reduced as the transverse 

vanation of the flow was increased and eventually the longitudinal dispersion began to 

decrease with any further increase in the dead zone trapping time. The results of these 

shnulations suggested that the longitudinal dispersion in the presence of dead zones 

depended upon the relative strength of the transverse and vertical velocity shear. With 

little or no transverse velocity shear an increase in trapping led to an increase in 

longitudinal dispersion, a flow with strong transverse shear and little or no vertical shear, 

however, showed a decrease in longitudinal dispersion for a shDilar increase in dead zone 

trapping. 
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7.4 Application of the random walk model to the flume 

The random walk model was used to simulate the solute transport in the 

laboratory flume firstly with the assumption that the flow was longitudinally uniform and 

then with the longitudinal non-uniformity of the flow incorporated. 

Three flow rates were used in the simulations 71/s, 131/s and 261/s because fall 

surveys of the velocity field were performed for these flow rates. The simulations used 

dead zone trapping times of 1.5s for the Vs flow and I. Os for the flows of 131/s and 

26Vs, these trapping times being suggested by the dead zone transfer measurements of 

chapter five. 

7.4.1 Uniform flow 

The three-dimensional random walk model was used to simulate the longitudinal 

dispersion previously measured in the. laboratory flume. The (cross-sectionally constant) 

vertical and transverse step lengths were calculated from equations 7.10 and 7.11, using 

the mbdng coefficients measured in the flume. After substituting fbr the vertical and 

transverse mixing coefficients equations 7.10 and 7.11 became: 

Ay=ý2--0.1-d-u., -At (7.15) 

Az=V2-0.4-d-u., -At (7.16) 

The side wall corrected bed shear velocity was used in these equations, and the random 

walk model was run with the flow fields that had been measured at 9m, 15.5m and 22m 

from the flume inlet, Each run simulated the dispersion in a uniform open channel flow 

with one of the measured velocity fields. As in the earlier tests of a three-dimensional 

random walk the. velocity profiles were specified at nine transverse positions and linear 
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interpolation was used to evaluate the velocity if a particle took up an intennediate 

location. 

After the particles become well mixed over the depth and width of the 

CORIPutational representation of the flume the average particle velocity, in the absence of 

dead zones, should equal the cross-sectional average velocity (Batchelor et al 1956); this 

gives a method of checking the random walk model. The cloud velocity (the mean 

particle velocity) was compared to both the cross-sectional average flow velocity, u, in 

the flume (calculated from the stage discharge equation) and the average integration of 

the measured velocity profiles, u., (calculated from the average integrated discharge, see 

column 5 Table 4.1, and the relevant flow area). The results are given in Table 7.3. In 

general the cloud velocity, u, was lower than the cross-sectional average velocity, uq , 

and both were lower than the average of the integrated velocity profiles, u., . The cloud 

velocity was within - 13% to +7.9% of the cross-sectional average and within -22% to 

4% of the average of the integrated profiles. The approxhnations made when integrating 

the measured velocity profiles mean that u,,, is in general a poorer measure of the cross- 

sectional average velocity than the cloud velocity is. 

The incorporation of a dead zone trapping time caused the centroid. velocity of 

the particle cloud to lag the no dead zone velocity by about 10% for each Is of trapping. 

Typical plots of the centroid and variance of the particle position distributions are shown 

in Figures 7.1 &-. 7,2 respectivelYo these are from, simWations using the velocity field at 

15.5m in the flume for a flow rate of 261/s. The moments of the particle distributions 

were calculated every two seconds for all the runs of the random walk model. The 

centroid and the variance of the particle positions increase with thm. Both exhibit an 

unitiaJI n -te of change (of shorter duration and less obvious for the centroid . on-linear ra 

position compared to the variance) before a linear rate of change with tinie. It is seen 
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(Figure 7.1 ) that the centroid cloud velocity is reduced as the trapping time in a dead 

zone i's in 
-9 

in creased and that the variance (Fi ure 7.2) is increased with increas g de d 

zone trapping time. Both of these effects are consistent with the theoretical analyses of 

Denton (1990) and Valentine & Wood (1977). 

The results from simulations using the velocity fields measured for a flow of 71/s 

are shown in Figure 7,3; for all three flow fields (9ra, 15.5m & 22m) the longitudinal 

dispersion decreases with an increase in dead zone trapping time. The results from 

similar random walk simulations for a discharge of about 131/s are shown in Figure 7.4; 

the longitudinal dispersion exhibits first a reduction then an increase with increasing dead 

zone trapping time but there is no deffifte trend. Finally results from randorn walk 

simulations for a discharge of about 26 I/s are shown in Figure 7.5; the longitudinal 

dispersion increases with increasing dead zone trapping time. Although the relationship 

between dispersion and trapping time depended on the flow rate the results were 

consistent between velocity fields at a particular flow rate, 

The behaviour of the flurne simulations was compared to the results of the 

investigation of the three-dimensional random walk (section 7.3.6), in which the 

relationship between longitudinal dispersion and dead zone trapping time was found to 

tive strength of the tra- - rse - -d ve ic 1 velocity shear is e dependent on the rela n -ve an rt a Th 

comparison suggested that the vertical velocity shear, relative to the transverse velocity 

shear, was strong at the highest flow rate and that the relative strength of the vertical 

shear reduced with decreasing flow rate. 

In chapter four it was described how the transverse velocity variation, u', was 

quantified for each of the measured flow fields and the results (given in Table 4.2) 

showed that the transverse velocity shear of the flow increased with increasing flow rate. 

The values of u' were then used to calculate longitudinal dispersion coefficients using a 
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numerical integration of equation 2.15 (French 1985, Fischer et al 1979). The average 

(for the three velocity fields at a particular flow rate) of the longitudinal dispersion 

coefficients obtained from the numerical integration of equation 2.15 are compared to 

the average of the longitudinal dispersion coefficients from the random walk model in 

Table 7.4. The random walk results are from those simulations with the dead zone 

trapping time implied by the dead zone transfer experiments. The transverse mixing 

coefficient used for the random walk model and numerical integration technique was the 

same; namely that impliied by the *i experiments. Agreement between the two MM-Ing 

techniques and the measured longitudinal dispersion was best at the lowest flow rate. For 

the higher flow rates the integral method, which ignored the contribution of the vertical 

velocity shear and dead zones, predicted less dispersion than the random walk model 

which included the vertical velocity profile and the dead zone trapping effect. The 

longitudinal dispersion coefficients from the random walk simulations and the integral 

method are shown along with the measured longitudinal dispersion coefficients in Figure 

7.6, it will be noted that the integral method was not able to predict the measured 

increase in longitudinal dispersion with increasing flow rate. W% NIt the uniform flow 

random walk simulations under predicted the measured longitudinal dispersion they were 

able to reproduce qualitatively the increase in longitudinal dispersion with increasing 

flow rate. The improvement in the predicted dispersion coefficients of the random walk 

,- 
lations over the integral method increased with increasing flow rate, Thh. also simu is 

suggested that the vertical velocity shear and dead zones made an increasing contribution 

to the longitudinal dispersion in the laboratory flume as the flow rate was increased. 

The influence that the inclusion of dead zones into the random walk model had 

on the predicted concentration profiles was investi ated, A three-dimensional r mdo in A-- -- -9 

walk model run at a flow rate of 261/s and using the 22m velocity field was used to 
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produce concentration profiles by summing the number of particles at each of a number 

of longitudinal positions. Figure 7.7 shows the predicted spatial concentration 

distribution (in arbitrary units) 200 seconds after an initial point release of tracer for a 

case with no dead zones and for a case where the dead zones had aI second trapping 

time. Two methods were used to obtain the standard deviation of the simulated 

concentration profiles. Firstly, the equation for a Gaussian distribution was regressed to 

both profiles using the non-linear regression facility of the Sigma Plot graphing package. 

The Gaussian fitted by Sigma Plot is shown on Figure 7.7 and it wiH be noted that the fit 

to the data is good. Secondly, the variance was also obtained from a calculation of the 

mom-ents of the concentration profiles. The difference in the standard deviation found 

using the two techniques was about I% which was taken to validate the use of a 

Gaussian as a curve fit to the data. That the concentration profiles given by the random 

walk with dead zones were Gaussian was in agreement with the work of Valentine 

Wood (1977) and Denton (1990) who stated that the effect of dead zones was to 

increase the initial skewness of the concentrations and reduce the rate at which the 

skewness decays, but that spatial concentration profiles eventually become Gaussian. 

Some workers (e. g. Graf 1995) have taken the presence of long tails on measured 

concentration profiles to indicate the presence of dead zone trapping. in fact long tails, 

or skewness, can only really be taken to indicate that the tracer material has not been in 

the flow long enough for the skewness to decay. 

In chapter two the various stages that a discrete dose of a tracer material evolves 

tbrough as it disperses in an uW. orm flow were introduced (see Figure 2.1). The time 

required for the change of variance in the uniform flow random walk model results to 

become finear was noted for all the runs. This time was taken to be the end of the 

advective period in the dispersion process. Equation 2.16 was used to calculate the non- 
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dimensional length, a, using the measured values of k, and uq and putting L, equal to 

ý'L - 

mr, half width. 

The average values and range of a for the three flow rates and three dead zone 

traming times are given in Table 7.5. Rutherford (1994) gives values of the constant a 

between 0.3 and 2.8 for laboratory flmnes with larger values of the constant being for 

flumes with a higher percentage of dead zones. The author's data fit in the lower end of 

the range. However, an increase in dead zone trappmig mi the random walk model did not 

lead to an increase in a as expected from Rutherford and the work of Valentine & 

Wood (1977), although the skewness predicted by the random walk model did reduce 

more slowly when dead zones were present tim when they were not. It is probable that 

the limited radge of dead zone trapping thnes used and the difficulty of esthnating the 

onset of the linear change of variance are the reasons the expected increase in a with 

increasing dead zone trapping is not evident in these results. 

7.4.2 Non-uniform flow 

The three-dimensional random walk model was then modified to include the 

longitudinal variation in the velocity and depth in the flume. The depth of the flow in the 

flume varied between the three positions used for the velocity surveys because of 

changes in the bed slope and the draw down of the water surface due to the free overfall 

at the end of the flunw. The depth between 15.5m and 22m from the inlet fell, rose and 

fell again; whereas between 9m. and 15.5m. the depth fell at an approximately constant 

rate. It would have been possible to input the depth at 2m sections along the channel as a 

detailed survey of the depth was available. However, as velocity profiles were only 

available at three locations a linear interpolation fbr both the depth and velocity was used 

to obtain conditions at longitudinal positions between the 9m and 15.5m and the 15.5m 
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and 22m velocity fields. The dead zone trapping times used in the non-uniforrn flow 

simulations were the same as those used in the uniform flow simulations. 

Both the uniform flow and non-uniform flow random walk simulations used a 

point source of particles; in order to calculate the longitudinal dispersion from the change 

of variance it was necessary for the particles to be well mixed and the mixing to be 

occurring within the equilibrium zone. For the uniform flow simulations it was possible 

to allow the simulations to continue until the rate of change of the centroid and variance 

of the particle positions was linear and take this as evidence that the mixing processes 

were occuning within the equilibrium zone. The unifon-n flow simulations indicated that 

over I Om of flume was required to reach the equilibrium zone. It was, therefore, decided 

to provide 26m of unifbrTn flow for the particles to mix in before they reached the 

begminmig of the non-uniform flow field. The 9m, 15.5m and 22m profiles from the 

laboratory were therefore located at 35m, 41.5m and 48m in the computational flwne. A 

uniform flow was used as a run out section from the 48m point of the computational 

flume (the 22m section of the laboratory flume). 

The results of the simulations are plotted in Figures 7.8 to 7.13; these show a 

reduction in cloud velocity with increasing dead zone trapping time as was seen in the 

constant flow fleld simulations. Whi. 1st the change of centroid was smooth it was not 

linear, which reflected the acceleration that the water experienced as it approached the 

overfall of the, flume. The plots of the. longitudinal variance also differ from those 

obtained during the uniform flow simulations, they have a less linear change in variance. 

For the lowest flow rate (Figure 7.9) the variance of the particle positions towards the 

end of the simulation was lower for increasing dead zone trapping time, whereas for the 

other two flows the variance was increased by an increase in dead zone trapping time. 
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in order to obtain the rate of change of longitudirW variance the centroid position 

was used to detern-fine the times when the centroid of the cloud was between 35m and 

48m in the computational flume, these limits are shown as dashed lines in Figures 7.9, 

7.11 & 7.13. These times were used to determine the, limits of the variance data used in 

the regression for the rate of change of the variance, which ensured that the longitudinal 

dispersion coefficients were calculated for a cloud travelling along a simulation of the 

laboratory flume. Because of the non-linear change of variance that can be seen in 

Figures 7.9,7.11 & 7.13 the calculated longitudinal dispersion coefficient depended upon 

the locations chosen to evaluate the rate of change. If 20m and 50m in the computational 

flume were chosen the longitudinal dispersion coefficients obtained from a linear 

regression to all the variance data between those two points differed by ±3% from the 

value obtained if a regression were taken to the data between the dashed lines. Using the 

individual variances at 35m and 48m to calculate the rate of change of variance, rather 

than regressing a line to all the data, gave results within 8% of the linear regression. 

The dispersion coefficients from the non-uniform flow field simulations are 

plotted with those from the uniform flow simulations in Figures 7.14 to 7.16. For the 

261/s flow case shown as Figure 7.16 the non-wuifonu flow simulations implied an 

increase in dispersion of about 50% compared to the uniform flow field simulations. The 

131/s case, Figure 7.15, gave slightly less dispersion from the non-uniform flow 

simulation than from the uniform flow simulation; the dispersion was approximately 

constant with dead zone trapping time for the unffonn flow case and it reduced with 

increasing trapping time for the non-uniform flow simulation. The dispersion reduced 

with increasmig dead zone trapping time for both the uniform and non-uniform 

simulations of the 71/s flow shown in Figure 7.14 but the n-On-unifOrm flow simulation 

predicted slightly lower values of longitudinal dispersion, Repeating the 261/s run four 
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times for a one second dead zone trapping time suggested an uncertainty of about 6% in 

the value of the longitudinal dispersion if a single run were used to simulate the 

measurements in the laborator apter four a measure y flume. It will be recafled that in ch 

of the transverse variability of the depth averaged longitudinal velocity was calculated 

and that this showed that only for the highest flow rate (261/s) did the transverse 

variability significantly increase with longitudinal position in the flume. It is likely that the 

non-uniform flow simulations only differ fro m- the uniform flow simulations at the highest 

flow rate because it is only at this flow that there was a significant longitudinal change in 

the transverse variability of the velocity field. 

As. the time step used for aH the simulations was 0.5s, increasing the flow rate led 

via a rise in du. to an increase in step length. The transverse sup length for the highest 

flow rate (40mm) was possibly too large to enable particles to sample the full extent of 

the velocity shear that occurred between measured velocity profiles (a minimum distance 

of 50nim apart) and close to the boundaries. The non-unifonn flow rando m walk was 

therefore run with a fiazy step (see section 7.3.1). The results of the fijzzy step 

simulations are plotted with the fixed step runs on Figures 7.14 to 7.16. Little or no 

difference was noted for the lower two flows, but for the highest. flow rate the fuzzy step 

simulations gave higher levels of longitudinal dispersion than the fixed step runs. This 

greater longitudinal dispersion was consistent with the particles being better able to 

sample the velocity shear and allowed the results of the fiazy step simulations to be 

closer to the measured data than those from the fixed step simulations. 

In Figure 7.17 the measured dispersion coefficients are plotted along with the 

results from the random walk simulations and Fischer's integration method. The random 

walk data is that implied by a Is trapping time for the 26Vs and 13 lls flows and 1.5 s for 

the 71/s flow. It will be noted that all three simulation techniques gave very similar results 
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at the lowest flow. As the flow rate, and hence du. increased the integration technique 

suggested that the longitudinal dispersion did not increase, while the uniform and nOn- 

uniform flow random walk models both showed an increase in dispersion. The rate of 

increase of the longitudinal dispersion implied by both the fixed and fuzzy step non 

unfform flow random walk models was greater than that of the uniform flow simulations 

and was closer to that of the measured data. AD the random walk models under predicted 

the longitudinal dispersion at flows of 131/s and 261/s. The simulated longitudinal 

dispersion is compared to the regression (D = 0.02 + 65.39du. ) to the measured data in 

Table 7.6. For the integral equation, the uniform flow and the non-uniform flow random 

walk models the difference between the sinuAations and the predictions from the 

regression increases with increasing flow rate. For the fiazy step random walk the 

difference between the simulated and measured longitudinal dispersion coefficients are 

nurly independent of flow rate. The relative performmee of the models can be 

understood as follows; at the lowest flows the transverse velocity shear dotninated the 

dispersion processes, which meant that the depth averaged integration technique 

predicted the same longitudinal dispersion coefficient as the three-dimensional random 

walk models did. As the flow rate increased the longitudinal variation in the flow, the 

vertical velocity shear (and possibly the dead zone trapping) became increasingly 

influential. The random walk model was able to include these effects while the integral 

techni would appear that only for the luighest flow did the longitudinal que was not, it 

non-uniformity in the velocity field affect the longitudinal dispersion process as it was 

only for this flow rate that there was a notable difference between the results of the 

uniform and non-uniform simulations. This latter point may be expected if it is recalled 

that the flume was operated with a fixed tailgate which meant that the draw down caused 
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by the overfall became more influential and the flow less uniform as the flow rate was 

increased. 

7.5 Conclusions 

The work described in this chapter has demonstrated that a simple random walk 

model can be used to predict longitudinal dispersion in open channels that include dead 

zones. The work is significant because while previous workers have added dead zone 

trapping to random walk models the present work is the first. time that measured dead 

zone transfer rates, mixing coefficients and velocity profiles have been used in a random 

walk model to predict longitudinal dispersion and the predictions compared to measured 

longitudinal dispersion data. Use of the random walk model to simulate the longitudinal 

dispersion experiments allowed valuable insights into the mL*xmg processes in the 

laboratory flume, conclusions arising from the modelling work are given in the following 

paragraphs. 

The rando m- walk model can give better predictions of the longitudinal dispersion 

coefficients in the flume than Fischer's numerical integration technique. Whilst Fischer's 

integral technique predicted that the longitudinal dispersion coefficient was not a 

function of flow rate, the random walk model correctly predicted a rise in dispersion 

coefficients with flow rate. 

The random walk simulations showed that, for the laboratory flume at least, the 

vertical velocity shear and longitudinal non-uniformity made important contributions to 

the longitudinal dispersion. Previously it had been assumed that for three-dimensional 

flows, such as in the laboratory flume, that transverse velocity shear was the dominant 

dispersion mechanism. For the laboratory flwne the influence of the vertical velocity 
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shear and longitudhW non-unifonnity varied with flow rate. At low flows the transverse 

velocity shear was the dominant dispersion mechanism, as the flow rate increased the 

vertical velocity shear and longitudinal non-uniformity made an increasing contribution. 

The random walk simulations showed that the hiigh tr msfer rates between the 

dimple dead zones and the main flow meant that the dead zone had little effect on the 

longitudinal dispersion coefficients. The random walk simulations were consistent with 

experiments such as those of Valentine & Wood (1977) which showed that for flows 

with significant dead zone trapping times that the dead zone effect can come to dominate 

the dispersion. 

The random walk simulations were in agreement with analytical work (Valentine 

& Wood 1977 and Denton 1990) that predicts that Gaussian spatial concentration 

proffies eventually develop in flows that have dead zones. This implies that the existence 

of skewness in spatial concentration profiles is not evidence of the existence of dead 

zones but rather can only be taken as evidence (in a uniform flow) of insufficient time 

having elapsed for the, skewness to have decayed. 
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Volumetric Centroid Velocity as Dldu, as a function 
Depth Flow Velocity a ftmction of of trapping time 
(M) (M/S) trapping time (DT) (DT) 

I ni/s) 
0.010 0.156 0.1 55-0.0156DT 6.73+17.45DT 
0.024 0.25 0.2204017ODT 5.80+12.25DT 

I 0.053_ t_ 0.370-0.037DT 6.54+12.66DT 

Table 7.1 Output of random walk model as a function of trapping time. 

Depth 
(m) 

Dldu* 
Measured 

Dldu* 
Random Walk 

Trapping 
time 
(S) 

I/ka 
(S) 

0.010 14.6 14.6 2.0 1.7 
0.024 18.2 18.2 1 1 

10.053 1 12.2 12.5 1 0.5 1 0.7 

Table 7.2 Comparison of dead zone trapping time and transfer rate. 

Q (Position) Uq 

(M/S) 
uc 

(M/S) 
(UC-u q)IUq Integrated 

discharge 
(see Table 
4.1) 
Uav S) 

Percentage 
difference 
(uc-u.,,, )/u. 

7.1 I/s (9m) 0.189 0.204 7.9 0.197 3.6 
7.1 I/s (IS. 5m) 0.210 . 0.190 -9.5 0.210 -9.5 
7. O I/ s (22m) 0.205 04195 -4.5 04210 I Z7. 

--- - ----------------- ---- - - -- 13.41/s( -- ------------ --- 0.255 -- ------------- 0.26 --- ---------------- - -------- 2.0 --- ------- - ------- - ---- 0.270 _ - ----- - -------- -- ------ -3.7 
13.31/s (15.5m) 0.271 0.260 -4.1 0.332 -21.8 
13.31/s (22m) 0.290 0.267 -7.9 0.321 -16.8 
25.71/s (9m) 0.347 0.327 -5.8 0.361 -9.4 
26.01/s (15.5m) 0.391 0.340 -13.0 0.381 -10.8 
26.01/s (22m) 0.405 1 0.372 -8.1 0.412 -9.7 
Table 7.3 Cross-sectional averaged velocities from the random walk model. 
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du* Long' Integral uniform flow 
(Mý/S) Disp' equation random walk 

(M, /S) (M%) (rn%) 
Average of 
9115.5 & 22m. 

0.00124 0.101 0.089( 0.085 (-16%) 
0.00218 

- 
10.163 
- 

0.080 (-51%) 0.107 (-34%) 
0.00395 [ 0.278 LO. 080 (41%) 10.122 (--56%) 

Table 7.4 Comparison of random walk and Fischer's integral equation for uniform 
flow. 

Q 0/8) No TT4pping time Is Trapping time 2s Trapping time 
7 0.37+/ý 0.03 0.43+/ý 0.02 0.41+0.07, A05 
13 0.64+0.12, -0.14 0.58+0.099-0.05 0.63+/-0.01 

126 1.07+0.159-0.16 rO. 82+0.21, -0.23 1.0.90+0.49-0.5 

Table 7.5 Non-dimensional length of the advective zone from the random walk 
model. 

du* Long" Integral uniform flow non-uniform fuzzy step 
(Mý/S) Disp' equation random walk flow random non-uni rm 

(M%) (M%) (H? /S) walk flow random 
Average of W/o walk 
9ý 15.5 & 22m (M%) 

0.00124 0.101 0.089 (-12%) 
_ 

0,085 (-16%) 0.077(- 0.066 (-35%) 
0.00218 0.163 0.080 (-51%) 0.107 (-34%) 

_ 
40%) 0.102 (-37%) 

0.00395 0.278 0.080(- JM2 
. 

0.122 (., 56%) 
_. 

0.158 ýa--43%) 
_ 

0.185 (-33%) 

Table 7.6 Comparison of the random walk models and Fischer's integral method 
for uniform and non-uniform flow. 
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Chapter eight Summary and discussion of the work 

8.1 Introduction 

The overaU aim- of the work contained in this thesis was to investigate 

longitudinal dispersion in a laboratory flume which had been designed to simulate a 

simplified natural open channel flow. Undertaking the work in the laboratory allowed 

greater controll over the geometry and flow rates than is possible in a real river. This 

made it more easier to undertalke a detailed investigation of the mechanisms that led to 

longitudinal dispersion. Because of the nature of the flow it was believed that the data 

collected would extend existing data sets. The flume had an essentially constant 

longitudinal bed slope and an aspect ratio greater than 7.5. The bed of the flume was 

covered with semi-spherical dimples that were intended to represent the effect of the 

mterstitial volumes in a gravel/cobble bedded river. It was expected that the aspect ratios 

used would ensure a two dimensional flow and also that the dimples would act as dead 

zones, trapping solute and contributing significantly to the. longitudinal dispersion. 

In order to fully investigate the mixing in the laboratory flume the mechanisms 

that interact to produce longitudinal dispersion were measured. Therefore as well as 

measuring the longitudinal dispersion, the longitudinal velocity field, both time averaged 

and instantaneous, was mapped. Also the transverse and vertical rates of mixing were 

quantified as was the mass transfer between the dimples and the main flow. Because the 

dimple. bed was a type that had not been used by previous workers new data sets for 

these transport processes were obtained. 

An important part of the study was the development of a numeric model of the 

mming into which all the measured data could be fed. A simple random walk model was 

chosen because the effect of including dead zone trapping in such a model had not been 
A 
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fully investigated before although the technique has advantages over other more 

traditional models. It does not, for example, suffer from numeric dispersion (see section 

2.4) and is relatively simple to translate into software. The current work provided a 

unique opportunity to validate the incorporation of dead zones in a simple random walk 

model, and the development of the model helped the understanding of the physical 

processes that contribute to longitudinal dispersion in the laboratory flume. 

The various sets of experhinents are described in the preceding chapters. A 

decision was taken that each chapter would be written to stand alone. This chapter 

therefore summarises and draws together the work described in chapters two to seven. 

8.2 Summary of the contents of the previous chapters 

In chapter two the concept of longitudinal dispersion was introduced. It was 

described how, some time after a solute is introduced as a discrete dose into a uniform 

flow, that the cross-sectional average solute concentration in the flow can be described 

I--- by a one-dimensional equation known as the Advection Dispersion Equation (ADE). To 

use the ADE requires the cross-sectional mean flow velocity to be known along with the 

longitudinal dispersion coefficient for the flow in question. The longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient can be calculated if the time averaged transverse velocity profile and the depth 

averaged transverse mixing coefficient in the flow are known. It was also described how 

the spatial concentration profiles in the flow are initially highly skewed and how the 

skewness eventually decays leaving the spatial concentration profile as a Gaussian. 

Before the spatial concentration becomes Gaussian the rate of change of variance of the 

concentration profiles becomes linear and the longitudinal dispersion coefficient can be 

calculated from this rate of change, the so-called change of moments method. The 

addition of dead zones which trap and slowly release solute back into the flow reduces 
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the rate at which the skewness of the spatial concentration profile decays and increases 

the length of time required before the variance grows linearlY. Once the variance does 

grow linearly the rate of change is greater than that before the addition of the dead 

zones. 

In chapter three measurements of the longitudinal dispersion using the method of 

moments applied to tracer data obtained from the author"s laboratory flume were 

described. It was noted that the flow was longitudinally non-uniforni. Strictly this 

invalidated the method of moments and the concept of a longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient because the ADE model from which they arise is only valid for unifon-n flow. 

However because no altemative was readily available and because the method of 

moments is commonly used to analyse data collected in natural channels, which cannot 

be expected to be uniform, the method was used to analyse the data coffected in the 

laboratory flume. While the laboratory tracer experiments were carried out under what 

might be, when compared to the field, termed ideal conditions the calculation of the 

longitudinal dispersion coefficient using the method of moments was not straightforward. 

It was crucial that the correct background was subtracted from the data. The more highly 
A. 

"m 

skewed the concentration profile the, more difficult it was to analyse. The results of the 

work showed that the non-dimensional longitudinal dispersion coefficient in the flume 

was within the range previously reported for straight natural channels but was larger than 

previously reported for laboratory flumes. The uncertainty in a single measurement of 

longitudinal dispersion was about ±-50%. The longitudinal dispersion coefficients, D, 

measured by the, author were a fimetion of the product of the flow depth, d, and side wall 

corrected bed shear velocity, u, namely: D= 56.4du*b and there was no noticeable 

influence of the aspect ratio of the flow on the longitudinal dispersion. 
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Three eMPM**Cal equations were used to predict the longitudirml dispersion in the 

flume. None of the equations were very successful. One over predicted the longitudinal 

dispersion coefficients by a factor of six, another predicted a range of values which 

covered the measured dispersion coefficients (although the predicted range varied by a 

factor of ten). The third predicted the longitudinal dispersion coefficient to within 24% at 

a flow rate of 131/s, however it under predicted by 50% at the highest flow rate tested 

(261/s) and over predicted by a factor of three at the lowest. 

In chapter four the results of velocity measurements in the flume were. given. 

VAlilst it had been expected that the high aspect ratios used for the author's experiments 

would lead to a two dimnsional. flow it was found that the time averaged velocity field 

was three-dimensional. It was concluded that the three-dimensional velocity field was 

due to the bed of the flume having a slight transverse slope. The three-dimensional nature 

of the flow was believed to be the reason why a log-law fitted the vertical time averaged 

longitudinal velocity profaes well (except close to the side walls) and why a wake 

correction tenn was not needed. The turbulence intensity, non-dimensionalised by the 

local bed shear velocity, measured in the flume was simil to that measured by other 

workers over a range of different bed types and roughnesses which was taken as support 

for the shnAarity hypothesis. The equivalent sand grain roughness of the -flume was 

27mm. Manning's n took a value of 0.028 which is in the range expected for straight 

natural streams without pools or riffles and for straight channels excavated in coarse 

a gravel. 

In chapter five the measurements of the solute transfer rates from semi-spherical 

dimples formed in the bed of the flume were discussed. This work was valuable because 

only two previous sets of measurements of the transfer rates from dead zones existed in 

the literature. AD of the data on dead zone transfer rates in natural open chann I flows 
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had been obtained by fitting ADE+DZ models to tracer data. The dimples were intended 

to represent interstitial volumes on a gravel/cobble bed and it was found that the removal 

of solute from the dimples could be represented by the first order mass transfer law used 

in the ADE+DZ model. The dead zone fraction (the ratio of the volume of the dimples 

relative to the flow volume) was similar to that obtained by previous workers who had 

fitted ADE+DZ models to tracer data from natural waterways. The transfer rates from 

the dhnple dead zones were, in general, much greater than those obtained by previous 

workers. Analytical work (Valentine & Wood 1979, Denton 1990) suggested that this 

high rate of transfer into and out of the dead zones would result in the dead zones having 

relatively little effect on the longitudinal dispersion. The transfer rate from the dimples 

was a function of the flow rate and for a given flow varied between dimples. This 

variability could be explained by differences in the bed geometry local to a dimple leading 

to differences in the local flow, An average over the eight dimples examined gave an 

increase in transfer rate from 0.4s-1 to I S-1 as the flow increased between Ills and 261/s. 

Whilst the dimples were intended to simulate the effect of interstitial volumes in a natural 

river the measured trapping rates suggested that the dimples either were not a good 

model of interstitial volumes or that in natural channels other trapping mechanisms 

contribute to the overall dead zone, trapping effect. Possible, examples of other trapping 

mechanisms are recirculation zones, both large scale shed from bends, bank features etc 

or small scale shed from larger bed material and exchange flows within the stream bed. 

In chapter six measurements of the. transverse and vertical rates of mixing were 

described. It was stated that for a two dhnensional open channel flow a theoretical 

expression for the vertical eddy diffusivity could be obtained. It was also shown that 

(again for the special case of a two-dimensional flow) that the depth averaged transverse 

eddy diffusivity could be obtained by measuring the rate of spread of a tracer plume. For 
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flows that were not two-dimensional it was stated that measuring the rate of spread of a 

tracer could provide a useful measure of the mamg processes in the flow. Such a ii 

measure was termed a mixing coefficient. In the literature, the terms eddy diffusivity and 

mming coefficient have sometimes been used interchangeably, however it is important to 

be aware of the differen be though of as model ea tran ce. W verse eddy di usivity can hH sN 

of the mass transfer due to transverse turbulence the. n&dng coefficient represents all the 

processes (turbulence 
, secondary flows and velocity shear) that lead to a transfer of 

mass. 

For two dimensional open channel flows an . analysis of previous worker's data 

suggested that the transverse depth averaged eddy diffusivity was a fimetion of the flow 

depth and the bed shear velocity: -E 
z=0.1 6du. . In the author's flume the transverse 

mixing coefficient was again a function of the flow depth and (side waU corrected) bed 

shear velocity but indicated a greater rate of mixing: kz = 0.4du., . The vertical mixing in 

the author's flume was also found to be greater than that for a two-dimensional flow. 

The enhanced transverse and vertical mixing, compared to a two dimensional flow, was 

due to the three dimensional nature of the flow in the author's flume. The non- 

dimensional transverse ii coefficients were similar to those measured by previous MIXIng 

workers in straight natural open channel flows but lower than those in meandering 

channels. It had been suggested that the width was the correct length scale for transverse 

mixing in open channel flows this was not the case in the author's flume in which the 

mixing scaled with the flow depth. 

In chapter seven it was shown that a simple random walk model was able to 

simulate longitudinal dispersion in a flow that included dead zones. Previous workers had 

begun to modify random walk models to include the effect of dead zone effects but the 

present work was the first attempt to compare simulations using a modified random walk 
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model with experimental data. it was found that simulating the longitudinal dispersion in 

the author's flume gave valuable insights into the physical processes of the dispersion 

mechanisms. The influence of the dead zones in the flume bed on the longitudftW 

dispersion was seen to be relatively small compared to that of the transverse and vertical 

velocity shear. However it was seen that the longitudinal non-unifonnity of the flow in 

the laboratory flume could have a significant influence on the dispersion if the non 

uniformity led to an increase in the degree of transverse velocity shear along the flume. It 

was also found to be important for the step length in the random walk simulation to be 

small enough to enable the particles to sample all the velocity gradients in the flow field. 

The random walk model was compared to Fischer's method of predicting the 

longitudinal dispersion coefficient from a knowledge of the transverse mixing coefficient 

and the transverse variation of the depth averaged velocity. It was found that Fischer's 

mtegral. equation worked well at the lowest flow rate examined but was unable to predict 

the measured increase in longitudinal dispersion with increasing flow rate. 

8.3 Discussion 

One common theme of the work has been the sensitivity of the mixing processes: 

the sensitivity of the calculations of the variance of the tracer profiles to the correct 

handfing of the background data; the sensitivity of the flow in the flume to the smaU 

transverse bed slope that existed and the sensitivity of the transfer rates from the dimples 

to the local flow field were all noted. 

Originally it had been expected that the use of a relatively wide flume with 

smooth walls would result in an essentially two dimensional flow. However during the 

construction of the bed of the flume a slight transverse bed slope was unintentionally 

introduced. This transverse slope was small and not constant but on average the bed at 
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the left hand (looking in the direction of flow) wall was 3.5mm lower than that at the 

centre line while the bed at the right hand wall was 0.75mm higher. The combination of 

, I- - Ine transverse bed slope and the longitudinal non-uniformity due to the draw down from 

the fmed tail gate gave a flow in which the longitudinal dispersion coefficients (non- 

ditnensionalised by the product of the depth and bed shear velocity) were larger than 

those previously measured in straight laboratory flumes but were. similar to the lower 

range of values measured in rivers. 

The bulk flow characteristics of the flow suggested that the flume had a value of 

Manning's n shnikr to that for straight channels excavated in coarse gravel and at the 

lower end of the range for straight natural streams without pools or riffles. While the 

in - now therefore had similarities to a natural open channel flow, eMpirical equations were 

unable to predict the longitudinal dispersion coefficients. None of the empi'Cal equations 

include a measure of the bed roughness or a measure of the resistance to flow such as 

Manning's n. The energy needed to overcome the resistance to flow is dissipated as 

turbulence and recognWing the importance of turbulence and velocity shear in the ii 

processes, it might be useful to include a measure of the resistance to flow in future 

correlations. 

The work has demonstrated the sensitivity of the calculation of longitudinal 

dispersion coefficients to the treatment of the tails when using the change of moments 

method. The calculated variances and hence dispersion coefficients were sensitive to the 

value chosen for the background concentration, if the background was set too low the 

result was to leave a low but finite level of concentration in the tails of the profile which 

led to the variance of the tracer profile being overestimated. If the background was set 

too high then the tails were foreshortened and the variance was underesthnated. Fischer 

(I 966a) re-cognised these difficulties and suggested that proffies should be routed in 
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preference to the change of moments method. Routing involves using a measured 

concentration profile as an input to a solution of the ADE and observing the predicted 

downstream concentration. The longitudinal coefficient in the ADE can be adjusted until 

the downstream predicted concentration matches the, measured concentration profile. 

Fischer stated that a 10% error in the longitudinal dispersion coefficient used in the 

routing method would cause a visible mismatch between the predicted and measured 

downstream concentration profile. He compared this to a 100% error in the longitudinal 

dispersion coefficient that could arise if the change of moments method were used. It is 

interesting to note that Graf (1995) found better agreement between the two methods, 

but still up to a51% difference when applied to data collected on a reach of the 

Colorado river. The routing method was not used for the present work for two reasons; 
LI -st nr ly because while an analytical solution to the ADE is available. for routing spatial 

concentration profiles the concentration data measured in the flume was temporal. 

Secondly longitudinal non-uniformity and the presence of dead zones in the flow was 

expected to invalidate the ADE model. The first of these problems could have been 

overcome because it is possible. to convert temporal data to spatial data using the so 

called frozen cloud assumption (Fischer 1966a, Valentine & Wood 1979). An ADE+DZ 

model could have been used rather than an ADE, howe, %, rer the use of the ADE+DZ 

model and the longitudinal non-uniformity of the flow would require a numerical 

solution. It was noted in chapter two that the numerical solution of the ADE/ADE+DZ 

model is not a trivial problem and was beyond the scope of the present work. 

It was noted in chapter five that two groups of workers had obtained quite 

different dead zone transfer rates and dead zone fractions by applying their ADE+DZ 

model to the same river. There is, therefore, a danger with routing using an ADE+DZ 
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model that coefficients may lose their physical significance and become simply 

coefficients that aHow an equation to be fitted to data. 

The sensitivity of longitudinal dispersion coefficients to the handling of the 

background and tails of tracer data suggests that one problem that would arise if an 

ii empMCal equation for longitudinal dispersion was being developed would be that of 

Ending values that had been obtained in from tracer data in a consistent way. 

Fischer also suggested another alternative to the method of moments for the 

calculation of longitudinal dispersion coefficients, the Musive transport method 

(Fischer, 1966a). In this method the longitudinal dispersion coefficient is expressed as the 

product of the local deviations of the velocity and concentration from the cross-sectional 

mean. Fischer stated that the technique has the disadvantage of requiring the accurate 

measurement of the small deviations of concentration that occur in a cross-section of a 

uniform channel when the ADE is valid. Because the method involves a detailed mapping 

of the concentration over a cross-section when a known longitudinal concentration 

profile prevails in the flume it is time consuming and requires a number of concentration 

measurements to be made simultaneously. For these reasons it was not used during the 

present work. 

Chatwin's method of plotting data from longitudinal dispersion measurements 

could also be considered as an alternative to the method of moments. It was found that 

the method had a serious draw back in that it is only valid for data coffected in the 

Gaussian zone. If data is collected in the equilibrium zone, for which the method of 

moments is applicable, Chatwin's transfon-nation results in a skewed plot from which it is 

difficult to infer a dispersion coefficient. If data has been collected in the Gaussian zone 

then the method may be a better method of calculating the longitudinal dispersion 
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coefficients than the change of moments method because it avoids the difficulties 

associated with handling the tails of a concentration profile. 

The transverse and vertical mixing coefficients measured in the flume were a 

function of the depth and bed shear velocitY. The non-dimensionalised (by the product of 

the depth and bed shear velocity) transverse mixing coefficients were greater than 

previously measured in a laboratory flume because of the three dimensional longitudinal 

velocity field that was itself due to the unevenness of the bed. The non-dimensional 

vertical m. m*m*g coefficients were also greater than would be expected for a two- 

dftnensional flow. It was noted that there was a good deal of scatter in the transverse 

mming data obtained in natural channels by other workers. Regressing the transverse 

mming coefficient data against the product of the depth and bed shear velocity suggested 

that the non-dimensional transverse mixing coefficient for straight natural channels and 
. 1- - the author's flwne were very similar. The transverse mixing in meandering natural 

channels is greater than that in the straight channels which reflects the enhanced mixing 

due to secondary currents. As with the longitudinal dispersion data it may be possible to 

reduce the scatter in the regressions of the natural channels data if a measure of the 

energy requirements of the flow were included. However there is only a limited amount 

of transverse MIXIng data available and a lengthy research program would be needed to 

coffect enough data to test this hypothesis. 

The bigh transfer rate between the dimples and the main flow measured in the 

flume needs to be considered. The flume was intended to be a simplified version of a 

natural open channel flow and the dimples were supposed to mimic the effect of the 

interstitial volumes of a gravel bedded river. Wliilst Manning's n and the transverse 

mpang coefficients suggest that the flow in the flume had sin0arities with that in a 

natural open channel flow the dead zone transfer rates were in general higher than 
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Prev'OuslY reported. The reason for this is that the dimples did not represent the dead 

zones found in a natural flow. It was suggested that in a natural open channel flow S(Aute 

is allso trapped in larger recirculation zones. The transfer rates in these zones have been 

found by previous workers to be lower than the transfer rates for the dimples. It is also 

possible that the dead zone effect in some natural channels is due to solute entering a bed 

flow; a bed flow bemig as its name suggests a flow that takes place within the bed 

material. Unfortunately it is not possible to draw any conclusions as to how the dead 

zone transfer rates could be estimated in a practical case. Several previous workers 

(Thackston & Schnelle 1970, Bencala & Wahers 1983, Legrand-Marcq & Laudelout 

1985) have attempted to correlate the dead zone fraction and transfer rate against the 

friction factor for their flows. They found it possible to obtain correlations for the dead 

zone fraction but not the transfer rates. There was no agreement between the different 

workers' correlations, Knowing that previous workers have found dead zone trapping to 

be an important pan of the longitudinal dispersion process and ftt it would therefore be 

necessary to include the effect in any modelling perhaps the best that can be done is to 

ensure that the modeller is aware of the possibility of dead zone trapping and to 

incorporate a sensible range of values for the dead zone fraction and transfer rate in 

order to examine the sensitivity of the model. The present work has shown that a simple 

random walk model can be modified to incorporate just such a dead zone trapping effect. 

The random walk model allowed the contributions of the vertical and transverse 

velocity shear, the dead zones and the non-uniformity of the flow to be examined. It is 

often assumed that for three dimensional flows transverse velocity shear is the dominant 

mechanism for longitudinal dispersion. In the authors" flume vertical velocity shear and 

longitudinal. non-uniformity of the flow made fiq)ortant contnbutions to the. longitudinal 

dispersion. The relative iMNrtance of the longitudinal non-uniformity and vertical 
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velocity shear compared to the transverse velocity shear depended on the flow rate. The 

dead zones were found to contribute little to the longitudinal dispersion. In a practical 

modelling exercise it may be possible to use an estimate of the transverse mixing 

coefficient and measurements of the velocity field in a random walk model to predict 

longitudinal dispersion coefficients. 

The simple random walk model used for the present work had to -use spatially 

constant transverse and vertical mixing coefficients. While this was acceptable in the 

author's flume where experiments showed that the mixing coefficients were constant it 

might be a limitation in other channels. Methods exist that can allow spatially varying 

mixing coefficients to be incorporated into random walk models. 

It was noted during the random walk simulations of longitudinal dispersion that 

the longitudinal non-uniformity of the flow was reflected in a non-uniform rate of change 

of cloud variance, even after a period of time when the uniform flow simulations had 

reached a uniform change of variance. it had been expected that the non-linear rate of 

change of variance would make the. calculations of dispersion coefficients sensitive to the 

locations at which the variance was evaluated and some effort was taken to ensure that 

the positions used for the simulations were those used during the tracer experiments. 

However it was found that the longitudinal dispersion coefficients were not very 

sensitive to the particular positions used. This is an interesting point and has sinilarities 

to the work of Graf (1995), who investigated longitudinal dispersion in a reach of the 

Colorado river. Graf perfonned tracer experftnents and divided the reach into sub- 

reaches on the basis of -channel sloPe, width and the flow depth. Graf s concentration 

profile variances at the. beginning and end of a 245km length of the river (sub-reaches 4 

to 7 in her paper) implies a longitudinal dispersion coefficient of 128mý/s. Similarly the 

data implies the following longitudinal dispersion coefficients in the sub-reaches: 108m 2 /S 
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for sub-reach number 4 (25km); 68mý/s for sub-reach 5 (68km); 102mý/s for sub-reach 6 

(79km) and 202mý/s for sub-reach 7 (76km). While the longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient for the individual sub-reaches differs by up to 56% from that calculated over 

the entire 245km length the difference is surprising small when one considers the striking 

differences in the hydraulic characteristics of the sub-reaches; for example the bed slope 

of sub-reach 4 was twice that of sub-reach 7 whilst its width was twice that of subreach 

5. The explanation for Nis apparent lack of sensitivity of the longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient to the hydraulic characteristics of the subreaches probably lies in the tracer 

cloud; it had a duration of over 10 hours, which implies that its length was about 40krn, 

half that of the subreachs. The cloud may have been so long that it averaged the local 

flow conditions. 

Returning to the random walk simulations it was found that they too used long 

clouds of tracer particles. For a flow rate of 71/s, 95% of the particles where within 

±9.8m of the mean at the first measurement position and ±1 1.8m at the second; for a 

flow of 131/s the figures were 9.8m and 11.3m and at 26Vs 95% were within ±6,2m and 

±I2.4m of the mean respectively. The length of the particle clouds were therefore similar 

to the length of the flume over which the longitudinal dispersion coefficients were 

evaluated. It is difficult to draw definite conclusions from the random walk experiments 

and th -un. Ie work of Graf, but it does seemm that providing the non - -ifonnity of the fl w is of WI 

a similar or smaller scale than the tracer cloud then the non-uniformity of the flow may 

not significantly affect the longitudinal dispersion coefficients calculated from the 

experiments. It is the case that small scale local non-uniformities do not invalidate the 

A DE, For example the irregularities introduced by dead zones do not prevent the spatial rM-0 I- 
longitudinal concentration profiles from eventually becoming Gaussian. 
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Chapter nine Conclusions 

9.1 Introduction 

The work on which this thesis is based has involved an experimental and 

numerical investigation of solute mixing in a laboratory flume. The transverse and 

vertical rates of mixing, the rate of solute transfer into dead zones, the longitudinal 

velocity field and the longitudinal dispersion coefficient were all measured as a fimction 

of flow rate. The bed roughness in the flume had not been used in any previous work and 

therefore the data sets that were generated during the investigation were unique. The. 

numerical work involved the development of a random walk model. This work was the 

first time that detailed knowledge of mixing coefficients, dead zone transfer rates and the 

velocity field had been fed into a random walk model and the predicted longitudinal 

dispersion coefficients compared to measurements. The f6flowing paragraphs give the 

main conclusions of the work and recommend areas where more work is needed. 

9.2 Conclusions 

The hydraulic characteristics of the author's flume suggested that it had 

similarities to straight channels excavated in coarse gravel or to a straight natural strewn 

without pools or riffles. The longitudinal time averaged vertical velocity profiles were 

well fitted by a log law and the three dimensional nature of the flow meant that a wake 

correction term was not required. The vertical variation of the longitudinal turbulence 

mtensity m the flume was similar to that measured by previous workers over beds of 

different roughness. This is confinnation of the sinlilarity hypothesis which implies that 

away from the bed the flow is not aware of the Partir-ular type of the bed roughness. 
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The longitudinal dispersion coefficients in the author's flume were a fimetion of 

the product of the flow depth and side wall corrected bed shear velocity: D= 56.3du, 

The longitudinal dispersion coefficients non-dimensionalised by the product of the depth 

and bed shear velocity were greater than the values previously recorded in straight 

laboratory flumes and were similar to the lower range of values obtained in natural open 

channel flows. The longitudinal dispersion was largely caused by the velocity field, but 

the dimples in the flume bed, that were supposed to simulate dead zones in a natural 

channel contributed little to the longitudinal dispersion. Calculation of the longitudinal 

dispersion coefficient was sensitive to the treatment of the background concentration and 

data in the tails of the tracer concentration profiles. It was found that synunetrical 

profiles were less sensitive, compared to skewed profiles, to the treatment of the 

background. 

The transverse and vertical mixing coefficients in the author's flume were a 

function of the product of the flow depth and side wall corrected bed shear velocity. The 

vertical mixing coefficient was: ky = O. Idu., and in the transverse direction the mixing 

coefficient was: kz = 0.4du.,. The relationship between the transverse mixing coefficient 

and the product of depth and bed shear velocity was sftnilar to that suggested by a 

regression to transverse ii data obtained in straight natural open channel flows. The MIXIng 

vertical mixing coefficient implies that the rate of vertical mixing was greater than in a 

two-dimensional flow, for which a theoretical value of the depth averaged vertical eddy 

diffusivity is: Ey = 0.068du.. It is important to draw a distinction between the depth 

averaged eddy diffusivity and the mixing coefficients. While both can be evaluated from 

the rate of change of variance of concentration profiles downstrearn of a tracer source, 

the. depth averaged eddy diffusivity can only be measured for wide (two-dimensional) 

open channel flows. An analysis of previous workers' data gave the following regression 
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for the depth aver -usivity: E, = . 
0.11 6du. . The rate of transverse . aged transverse eddy diff 

mixing in the author's flume, and that in natural open channel flows, is greater than in a 

wide open channel. 

The rate of transfer of solute between semi-spherical dimples formed in the bed 

of the flume and the main flow had the same fonn as the dead zone transfer rate of the 

ADE+DZ model. The general trend, of an average of the transfer rates from eight 

dimples, was for an increase with flow rate. The average transfer rate ranged between 

0.4s-' to 1.0 s-1 for flows between I I/s and 261/s. Because of these relatively high transfer 

rates, which equated to a short dead zone trapping time, compared to those inferred from 

field tracer data, the dimples were found have to have little influence on the longitudinal 

dispersion. 

The work has shown that a simple random walk model can be modified to include 

the effect of dead zones and longitudinal non-uniformity. The trapping time used in the 

random walk model was equal to the reciprocal of the dead zone transfer rate. As a 

model the simple random walk model has certain advantages over other techniques. It is 

better able to predict longitudinal dispersion than existing empirical equations and is not 

prone to the numerical dispersion that is possible with some finite difference based 

models. It can also aid in the understanding of the mixing processes. In the author's 

flume the random walk model suggested that the influence of the vertical velocity shear 

and the longitudinal non-uniformity became more important as the flow rate increased. 

Because of the difficulties with obtaining reliable measurements of longitudinal 

dispersion coefficients it was suggested that a random walk model could be used to 

predict longitudinal dispersion coefficients needed for other models. However the 

random walk model requires detailed information about the velocity field, rm'xmg 

coefficients and dead zone trapping in the flow, infonnation that may be lacking or 
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difficult to obtain. The random walk model implemented during the present work was 

unable to accommodate spatiafly varying trwang coefficients. A varying mixing 

coefficient was not required for the simulations of the author's flume where experiments 

suggested that the mL*xW* coefficients were constant over the cross-section but may be 

needed for other applications. 

Longitudinal non-uniformity invalidates the ADE/ADE+DZ models. There is 

some evidence (from the random walk modelfing and the work of Graf 1995) that the 

longitudinal dispersion coefficients obtained from the change of moments method may 

not be strongly influenced if the scale of the non-uniformity is similar or smaller than the 

length of the tracer cloud. It is known that the small scale non-unifomlities caused by 

dead zones do not prevent a Gaussian concentration profile from developing but merely 

delay it. 

9.3 Future work 

In this section several useful pieces of work that could have been done with the 

existing data and equipment, but which time did not allow, and several new items that 

would useffilly extend the work already carried out are described. 

It was mentioned in chapter six that the intensity of the concentration fluctuations 

recorded during the transverse and vertical mixing experiments had not been investigated 

thoroughly and that Rutherford (1994) suggested that the concentration fluctuations 

about the mean were important. Measurements of the time varying concentration profiles 

were taken during the transverse and vertical nu*xm*g experiments. It would be possible to 

obtain useful concentration fluctuation data if the records were reanalysed. 

There are several useful pieces of work that could be done with the existing and 

new random walk models, A better comparison between the flume measurements and 
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random walk simulations would be obtained if the existing random walk model was used 

to route the concentration profiles measured at the upstream sampling station. The 

random. walk model could also be used to investigate how much non-uniformitY in a flow 

can be tolerated before the longitudinal dispersion coefficient is affected and what the 

effects of different scales, of the order of the depth upwards, of non-uniformity are. The 

reason why, for certain combinations of vertical and transverse velocity profiles, the 

random walk model predicts a reduction of longitudinal dispersion when dead zones are 

included in the flow needs to be investigated further. 

A random walk model with spatially varying mixing coefficients would allow the 

sensitivity of the longitudfiW mixing coefficient to variations in the. mixing coefficients to 

be investigated. Such a model could also be used to investigate the mechanisms that led 

to the enhanced vertical and transverse mixing coefficients. Running a model which uses 

the transverse and vertical eddy diffusivities for two dhnensional flow along with the, 

measured three dimensional velocity field may enable the. mixing coefficients to be 

recovered, if so, an 'sing the relative ease of velocity measurements compared to 
ýd recogm 

tracer work, the technique would have great practical use in predicting transverse and 

vertical mixing coefficients. 

Because of the importance of secondary flows in solute transport fature 

investigations should measure all three components of the velocity field. 

Considering the uncertainty over the cause of the dead zone effect noted in 

natural open channel flows. It would be useful to lay a gravel bed in the flume and 

measure the bed flow of tracer as well as the transfer rates to and from the interstitial 

volumes. This could help quantify the dead zone storage mechanisms in a more realistic 

model of a natural channel. 
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It may also be useful to attempt to use M-annmig's n or the equivalent sand grain 

roughness to correlate measured longitudinal dispersion coefficients in natural open 

channel flows. Although it must be borne in mind that all longitudinal dispersion data 

should be treated with caution because of the difficulty of evaluating coefficients from 

tracer data. Indeed the present work would suggest that if the longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient is to be obtained from tracer data using the method of moments then it is 

ftnportant that a number of experiments should be under taken for the same flow 

conditions and an average taken. This is because the coefficient implied from a single 

experiment may be as much as 50% larger or smaller than the mean of a number of 

experune s. 
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Appendix A Measured dead zone transfer rates 
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Label 
- - --- 

Flow rate (1/s) File (. txt) k. (1/s) 
T1 5- 5T P1 1.3 C 143 . 506 

2.59 C211 . 642 
2.59 C213 . 643 
2.59 
7.27 

C214 
C222 

. 826 
1.06 

7.27 C224 . 785 
7.27 C225 . 722 

__ 
9.05 C301 . 796 

_ 9.05 C302 . 775 
9.05 C303 . 849 
12.85 C341 . 915 
12.85 C342 1.18 
12.85 C344 1.03 
12.85 C345 

. 902 
15.95 C422 1.04 
15.95 C423 

. 937 
15.95 AIA C12, 

. 995 
15.95 C425 

. 974 
20.25 C431 

. 767 
20.25 C432 

. 821 
20.25 C433 1.0 
20.25 C434 

. 
692 

20.25 C435 . 936 
26.23 C501 1.09 
26.23 C502 1.23 
26.23 C504 1.02 
26.23 C503 . 921 
26.23 C507 . 929 

Label Flow rate (1/s) File (. txt) KA 
L15.5 TP2 1.3 C 153 . 

589 
1.3 C154 

. 541 
2.59 C201 . 631 
2.59 C202 . 494 
2.59 C203 . 564 
2.59 C204 . 412 
2.59 C205 . 45 
2.59 C206 . 693 
6.34 C282 1.34 
6.34 C284 1.02 
6.34 C285 1.25 
9.05 C311 . 781 
9.05 C312 . 602 
9.05 C314 . 65 
12.89 C353 . 97 
12.89 C354 . 327 
12.89 C355 . 39 
15.99 C41 1 . 927 
15.99 C412 . 88 
15.99 C414 . 828 
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- ------------- 15.99 C415 . 703 
15.99 C416 . 

942 

------------ 
20.2 C442 . 

886 
20.2 C443 . 652 
20.2 C444 . 814 
20.2 C446 . 912 

_20.2 
g447 1.03 

26.23 C491 1.11 
26.23 C493 1 

_.; 
988 

Label Flow rate (1/s) File (. txt) KA 
L 15.5 TP3 1.29 C161 

. 394 
1.29 C163 

. 641 
2.57 C 192 . 522 
2.57 C 196 . 903 
2.57 C 193 . 781 
4.59 C242 

. 595 
_ 4.59 C245 

. 652 
6.37 C272 

. 891 
6.37 C273 1.28 
6.37 C274 1*51 
9.05 C321 

. 852 
9.05 C322 

. 69 
9.05 C323 

. 708 
12.78 C361 

. 832 
12.78 C363 

. 712 
12.78 C364 

. 914 
12.78 C371 1.09 
12.78 C372 . 99 
12.78 C374 . 638 
16.07 C401 . 691 
16.07 C402 . 728 
16.07 C403 

. 694 
16.07 C404 . 

9,38 
16.07 C405 1.12 
16.07 C406 1.04 
20.11 C451 .9 
20.11 C452 1.23 
20.11 C453 . 922 
20.11 C454 . 836 
20.11 C455 . 966 
20.1 t C456 1.04 
20.11 C457 1.06 

_ 26.23 C481 . 
873 

26.23 C483 . 954 
26.23 C485 

. 94 
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Label Flow rate (1/s) File (. txt) KA 
LP 15.5 TP4 1.29 C172 . 325 

1.29 
2.59 

C174 
C 183 

. 52 

. 43 
2.59 C184 . 468 
2.59 C185 . 544 
4.37 C255 1.07 
4.37 C254 . 787 
6.37 C261 . 919 
6.37 C262 

. 85 
6.37 C266 1.59 
9.08 C331 1.04 
9.08 '11,4 C', 

. 603 
9.08 C335 

. 877 
9.08 C332 

. 688 
12.85 C381 

. 838 
12.85 C384 

. 896 
12.85 C385 

. 838 
16.19 C391 

. 914 
16.19 C392 

. 68 
16.19 C393 

. 635 
20.07 C461 1.04 
20.07 C462 1.05 
20.07 C463 

. 905 
20.07 C464 

. 788 
20.07 C465 1.09 
20.07 C466 

. 848 
20.07 C467 

. 947 
20.07 C468 

. 716 
20.07 C469 

. 652 
26.23 C471 1.08 
26.23 C472 

. 804 
26.23 4ý473 1.06 
26.23 C474 

. 874 
26.23 C475 

. 874 

Label Flow rate (1/s) File (. txt) KA 

L13.5 TPI 2.28 C514 
. 791 

2.28 C515 
. 694 

2.28 C516 C'7 

. 85 / 
7.0 C541 

. 203 
7.0 C543 

. 191 
7.82 C551 

. 13 
7.82 C552 

. 132 
7.82 C554 

. 148 
9.45 C571 

. 834 
9.45 C572 

. 919 
9.45 C574 1.18 

__ _ 9.45 C575 1.1 
13.43 C591 1.32 
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13.43 C592 1.04 
13.43 C593 1.09 

----------- 0.92 
0.92 

C832 . 572 

. 632 
0.92 C834 . 555 
0.92 C835 . 533 
0.92 C831 . 572 
16.27 C791 1.2 
16.27 C792 1.13 
16.27 C793 . 893 
16.27 C796 1.14 
24.79 C781 

. 914 
24.79 C782 1.38 
24.79 C783 1.21 
24.79 C784 1.26 
24.79 C785 1.28 

L11.5 TPI 2.74 C631 
. 732 

2.74 C632 
. 719 

2.74 C634 . 544 
2.74 C635 

. 897 
7.32 C661 . 592 

_7.32 
C662 1.1 

7.32 C663 . 726 
7.32 C664 

.. 553 
7.32 C665 . 901 
7.32 C666 . 964 
13.58 C671 . 853 
13.58 C672 . 864 
13.58 C673 . 823 

C674 . 732 
13.58 C675 . 997 
13.511 C676 . 911 
20.6 C701 . 953 
20.6 C702 1.16 
20.6 C703 . 929 
20.6 C704 . 759 
20.6 C705 

. 975 
20.6 C708 . 949 
1.0 C713 . 531 
1.0 C714 . 373 
1.0 C715 . 445 

_ 
16.39 C741 . 973 

_ 16.39 C742 . 999 
16.39 C743 

. 784 
16.39 C745 1.16 
24.98 C751 1.3 
24.98 C753 1.08 
24.98 C754 1.25 
24.98 C755 1.09 

--- - 24.98 C756 1.05 
-----T 24.98 C757 1.17 

I 
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Label Flow rate (1/s) File (. txt) KA 
LP 13.5 TP2 2.28 C525 . 857 

7.08 
7.77 

C534 
C562 

1.07 

. 802 
7.77 C565 . 945 
13.73 C601 1.19 
13.73 C602 1.06 
13.73 C604 1.44 
20.34 C61 1 1,18 
20.34 C613 1.53 
20.34 C615 1.31 
0.92 C811 . 124 
0.92 C812 . 106 
0.92 C813 . 109 
0.92 C821 . 117 
0.92 C822 . 128 
0.92 C823 . 133 
16.27 C801 . 447 
16.27 C803 . 475 
16.27 C806 . 331 
24.79 C774 1.84 
24.79 C775 2.04 

LI 1.5 TP2 7.38 C654 1.02 
7.38 C655 1.04 
7.38 C656 1.06 
13.5 C681 . 797 
13.5 C682 . 841 
13.5 C683 1.14 
13.5 C685 . 875 
20.6 C692 1.1 
20.6 C693 1.09 
20.6 C694 1.05 
20.6 C695 1.15 
0.99 C721 . 469 
0.99 C724 . 457 
16.67 C731 . 912 
16.67 C732 1.15 
16.67 C734 1.02 
16.67 C735 1.12 
16.67 C736 1.03 
24.45 C762 1.2 
24.45 C763 1.28 
24.45 C764 1.68 
24.45 C767 1.41 

Table A. 1 Measured dead zone transfer rates. 
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Appendix B Ratio of maximum to minimum concentration 

measured over the flume depth 
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Q (1/S) Yld x (MM) x*- PM 
2.15 0.26 400 0.027 0.65 

, 450 O. 031 0.71 
500 _ 0.034 0.76 
600 0.04 0.80 
700 0.048 0.87 
800 0.054 0.88 
900 0.06 0.88 

2.69 
- -0.49 1 300 0.104 0.41 

_T 340 0.118 0.52 
400 0.139 0.62 
440 0.153 0.70 
480 0.167 0.76 
520 

ý0.183 
0.73 

560 0.194 0.76 
600 0.208 0.81 
700 0.241 0.93 
800 '0.278 0.94 

6.84 0.50 300 0.051 0.74 
350 0.059 0.77 

1450 0.076 0.84 
550 0.093 0.85 
650 0.110 0.93 
750 0.130 0.95 
850 0.140 0.93 

2.51 0.25 200 0.073 0.45 
240 0.087 0.57 
280 0.102 0.73 
_ 320 0.117 0.75 
360 0.131 0.83 
420 0.153 0.94 
360 0.131 0.85 
500 0.182 0.98 

7.05 0.27 300 0.058 0.13 
350 0.068 0.22 
400 0.078 0.26 
450 0.087 

_O. 
42 

500 0.097 0.52 
550 0.107 0.65 
600 0.116 0.64 
650 0.126 0.77 
750 0.146 0.76 

25.78 0.51 300 0.022 
_O. 

66 
400 0.031 0.81 
500 0.038 0.68 

_600 
0.046 0.86 

700 0.054 0.90 
800 0.061 0.91 
900 0.069 0.93 

Table B. 1 Ratio of maximum to minimum concentration measured over the flume 
depth. 
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Appendix C Software used to calculate the moments of the 

tracer data 
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include <stdio. h> 
include <math. h> 

# define maxval 8000 

void main( 

FILE *fptr; 
int start 

- 
time, end, 

_thne, 
durationlocalcount, locavtizne, num; 

int loopeount, count, avindex, ansjunk, found; 
float far *valptr, *txtptr; 
static float valarray[niaxval]; 
static float txtarray[maxval]; 
float val, avtime, average, background, mean, locthne, sample_ratejiihýcontemp; 
float 
stan_dev, backvar, locaverage, variance, skewness, suni, suml, sum2, sum3, time, localavtirne, coef 
2; 
char filestr[30], backstrg[20]; 

puts("\ncalibration coefficients held in c: \\andy\\frcal. txt"); 
if ((fptr--fopen("c: \\andy\\frcal. txt", "r"))==NULL) 

printf("can! t open calfac file for readingW'); 
exit(O); 

else 
puts("reading calfac. txt ..... 11); 
fscanf(fptr, "%An", &coef2); /* get values of calibration coefficients 
fclose(fptr); 

do 
/* another fae loop 
valptr=valarray; 
txtptr--txtaffay; 
puts("\n what data file is to be exarnkied 9\n"); 
gets(filestr); 
puts("\n reading text file ....... 

if ((fptr--fopen(filestr, "r"))==NLTLL) 
f 

printf(ltcan't open file for reading\n"); 
exito; 

else 

count--O; 
while (fscanf(fptrg"%f\n", &val)! =EOF) /* get values and store in array 
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Count++; 
val=val* 100; 
tenip=ceil(val); 
if((temp-val)>0.5) temp--; 
val--lemp/ 100; /* round to two sig fig 
*txtptr--val; 
tXtptr4-+; 

fclose(fptr); 

sarnple_rate=0.1; 

do 
t 

/* 10 Hz sampling frequency*/ 

txtptr--txtarray*, 
valptr=valarray; 
for(loopcount=l; loopcount<=count; loopcount++) 
I 

*valptr--*Wptr; 
valptr++; 
txtptr+-+; 

/* get an array with background 

do 
f 
puts("\nhow much of the time record to average over 
scanf("%f', &avtime); 

/* average over avtinae seconds of data */ 

sum--O; 
SUM1=0; 
avtirne=avtime/swVlq_rate; 
avindex-7-ceil(avtime); 
if ((avindex-avtime)>0.5) avindex--; 
valptr=valarray; 
for (loopcount=I; Ioopcount<--avindex; loopcount++) 
I 
sum+=*valptr; 
sum I +=*valptr* (*valptr); 
valptr++; 

I 

average--sum/avindex; 
backvar--(suml -(sum* sum/avindex))/(avindex- 1); 
printf(ftmean value of data is %6.4fvariance is %6.5f\n", average, backvar); 

puts("\n analysise another background (y/n) ? "); 
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/* ensure the answer is y or n 
do 

I 

junk--ans--getcharO; 
while Ounk! =EOF && junk! =W) 
junk--getcharo; 
) while (ans! =y && anst, ='tf && ansl=EOF); 

) whfle (ansýly); /*do average thne loop *1 

/* try to detect rise of curve using backvar(iance) */ 
/* start at begining of array look for a value n thms standard deviation 

puts("\n how long as a local average 
scanf("%f', &loctime); 
loctirne--Iocthme/sarnpleýjate; 
locavtm'xb=ceiI(Iocfime); 
if((Iocavtime-Ioct: ime)>0.5) locavtime--, 
puts("\n how many standard deviations above 
scm*"O/od", &num); 
if(backvar<0) 

IL- - -? It background 

putsC\ntail background has zero or negative variance"); 
stan-dev--O; 

else stan dev--Sqrt(backvar); 
hilim=average4-num*stan dev. - 
hfflm--hflim* 100; 
ternp=ceff(hMm); 
ig(temp-hUim)>0.5) ternp--; 
hflim--ternp/100; /* round to sig fig 

valptr--valway; 
found--O; 
locaverage=average; 

thr(loopcount--I; (Ioopcount-<: =count & found==O); IoopcouTrt++) 
I 
sunr-=O; 
for(localcount= i; localcount<=Iocavtitne; localcount++) 

suln+--*valptr; 
valptr++; 
loopcount++; 

locaverage=sum4ocavtirrie; 
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if (locaverage>hifim) found= 1; 
loopeount--; /* needed cos of loopcount++ in for loop 

i0ound-0) 
f 
Puts("edge not fbund\n"); 
exit(o); 

start-tirne=loopcount+locavtirne; 
printf("start of rise at element %d\n", start 

- 
time); 

/* do the same for the tail of the record 
do 

t 
puts("\nhow much of the end of the time record to average over 

scanf("%f', &avtime); 

/* average over avtime seconds of data 
valptr=valarray+count- 1; 
SUM-70; 

suml=O; 

avtime=zavtirne/sarnplq_rate; 
avindex--ceil(avtirne); 
if ((avindex-avtfine)>0.5) avindex--; 
for (loopcount=l; loopcount<=avindex; loopcount++) 
f 
sum+=*valptr; 
sum I +=*valptr* (*valptr); 
valptr--; 

average=sum/avindex; 
backvar--(swnl -(sum* sum/avindex))/(avindex- 1); 
printf("mean value of tail data is %6.4fvariance is %6.5Rn", average, backvar); 
puts("\n analysise another background (y/n) 
/* ensure the answer is y or n 
do 
I 
junk=ans=getcharo; 
while Ounk! =EOF && junk! =\d) 
junk=getcharo; 
while (ans! ='y'&& ans! ='n'&& ans! =EOF); 

) while (ansý'y'); /*do average time loop */ 

/* try to detect rise of curve using backvar(iance) */ 
/* start at end of array look for a value n times variance 
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Puts("\n how many standard deviations above background 
scanf("'/od", &num); 

valptr=vaharmy+count- 1; 
igbackvar<G) 

Puts("\ntail background has zero or negative variance"); 
Stan-dev=O; 

else stan_dev--sqrt(back-var); 
hiHm=average+num*stan_dev; 
hilim=Mhn* i oo; 
temp=ceil(hilim); 
if((temp-hilim)>0.5) temp--; 
Wý"eznp/ 100; /* round to sig fig 

found=O; 
locaverage=avera$e; 
for(loopcount, --count; (IoopcountýýýI & found==O); Ioopcount--) 

sunr-=O; 
for(localcount--I; Ioc, alcount<--locavtinle; loc, alcount++) 
t 
sum+=*valptr; 
valptr. -; 
loopcount--; 
I 

locaverage=sum/locavtinle; 
if (Imverage>hilfin) fbund=1; 
loopcount++; 

if(found==O) 
f 
puts("back edge of curve not found\if'); 
exit(O); 

end time=loopcount-locavtim; 

prmtf("end of curve at element 'Ysd\n", end tirne); 
/* only use the time record between start aýd- end times 
/* start at vararray+start_time 
/* end is at vararray+count-end time 

duration-7--end-thne-start-thm; 

/* now subtract the averaged background of the tail from each point 
vajptr--valarray+start-fime; 
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for (loopcount=l; loopcount<=duration; loopcount++) 
I 

*valptr-=average; 
val=*valptr* 100; 
temp=ceil(val); 
if((temp-val)>0.5) temp--; 
val--temp/100; /* round to sig fig 
*valptr--coef2*val; 
valptr++; 

/* calculate mean and variance using trapesium rule */ 
/* int of f(x) between a and b is h[O. 5f(a)+sum of f(a+1 to b-l)+0.5f(b)] 
/* assume delta t is 0.1 seconds */ 
/* sum, suml and sum2 are zeroth, first and second moments respectivly 

time=sampliýjate; 
valptr--valaff ay+start-time; 
sum7--suml=sum2=sum3=0.0; 
sum+=(*valptr/2); 
sum I +--time * (* valptr/2); 
sum2+---titne*time*(*valptr/2); 
valptr++; 
time+=sampk-rate; 
for(loopcount=l; loopcount<=duration-2; loopcount++) 

sum7-sum+(*valptr); 
suml =swnl +(*valptr)*titne; 
sum2=sum2+(*valptr)*time*time; 
valptr+-+; 
titne+=saxnple_rate; 

sum+=(*valptr/2); 
suml +--time*(* valptr/2); 
sum2+--tirne*tirne*(*valptr/2); 

suny-=sum* sample_rate; /* h is the sample rate 
sunil=swnl *sample 

- 
rate; 

sum2=sum2*saniple_rate, - 
mean---suml/sum; 
variance=(sum2/swn)-mean* mean; 
stan dev--sqrt(variance); 
/*now calculate the skewness 
valptr=valarray+start-tirne; 
for(loopcount=l; loopcount<=duration-2; loopcount++) 
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sum3+=(*valptr-mean)*(*valptr-mean)*(*valptr-rnean); 
valptr++; 

skewness=sum3/(duration*stan 
- 
dev* stan - 

dev*stan_dev); 
printf("area of the curve is %6.2f units\n", sum); 
printf("mean: %6.2ý variance: %6.2fskewness %6. Mn", meanvariance, skewness); 

puts("\n subtract another background (y/n) 
/* ensure the answer is y or n 

do 
f 
junk=ans=getcharo; 
while Ounk! =EOF && junk! ='\n') 
junk--getcharo; 
) while (ans! =y'&& ans! ='W && ans! =EOF); 

I 

while (ansýY); /* another background loop 

puts("\n analysis another file (y/n) 
/* ensure the answer is y or n 

do 

junk--ans--getcharo; 
while Ounk! =EOF &&junk! ='Vf) 
junk--getcharo; 
) while (ans! =y'&& ans! ='n! && ans! =EOF); 

while (mis7---'y); /* another file loop 
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Appendix D The random walk model 
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include <stdio. h> 
include <math. h> 
include <stdhb. h> 
include <time. h> 

void initpos(float *xposptrfloat *yposptrfloat *zposptrfloat *depthint *dzptr); 
void xmoment(float *xposptr, float *xcentroid, float *xvariance); 
void mwment(float *zposptrfloat *zvariance); 
float u9(float *ypos, float *zpos); 
float uIS5(float *ypos, flout *zpos); 
float u22(float *yposfloat *zpos); 

define numpart 4500 
define dynvisc 0.000001 

# define width 0.75 
# define dustar 0.00395 
void rmino 

FILE *ofp; 
04 int count, op. _)nt, op__pount, dz-flag, dztiTne; 
static float xposition[numpart]; 
static float yposition[numpart]; 
static float zposition[numpart]; 
static int dz 

- 
time[numpart]; 

int hIUhih4, h5, h6, h7, h8, h9, hIO; 
char stroutfile[301; 
char numstrg[ 10]; 
float far *xposptr, *yposptr, *zposptr; 
int far *dzptr; 
float delta-t; 

float ustu, depthdeltk x _ up. dowr4randonj_num; 
float xposyposzposuloc, umax, delta yy-. stepdeIta, -z, ý-steP; 
float timecount, xcentroidxvariancezvariance, soltinie; 

puts("\n This program outputs variames at set intervals"); 
puts(" please give the Mename and path... eg 6\outflle"); 
gets(stroutfile); 

if ((ofp--fopen(strotaffie, "w"))==NULL) 
I 
printff"can't open file for writing"); 
exit(O); 

else 
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delta_t=O. 5; 
Y-step=sqrt(2 * 0.109 * dustar* delta-t); 
z-step=sqrt(2* 0.3 9*dustar* delta 

- 
t); 

depth=0.0972; /* initial depth */ 

Puts("How long to run program 
scanf("%f', &soItime); 
puts("how many timesteps between outputting variances\n"); 
scanf("%i", &op_jnt); 
puts("how many timesteps delay in dead zones\n"); 
scanf("%i", &dztime); 

xposptr=txposition; 
yposptr=yposition; 
zposptr--zposition; 

/* set pointer to arrays 
dzptr---dz-titne; 

tmti"., r, %s(xposptr, yposptr, zposptr, &depth, dzptr); 

*1 

/* ca fuction to initialise positions */ 

randomizeo; 
op_count=O; 
dz flag=O; 

- G7 for (timecount--deha t; tixnecount<=(soltime+delta_t); timecount--titnecount+delta-t) 
I 

/* printf("\n elapsed time is %. 2f', timecount); 

xposptr=xposition; 
yposptr=yposition; 
zposptr--zposition; 

/* reset to the first element of the array */ 
dzptr--dz 

- 
time; 

for (count= I; count<=numpart; count++) 
f 

xpos=*xposptr; 
ypos=*yposptr; 
zpos=*zposptr; 

/* assign values to position variables 

if(*dzptr! =O) 
f 
*dzptr--*dzptr-1; 
xposptr++; 
yposptr++; 
zposptr++; 
dzptr++; 
I 

/* loop to keep track of time steps spent in the dead zone */ 
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else /* if not in dead zone then move 
t 

if(yposýo) uloc=O; 
else /* calculate velocity 

if(xpos<35) 
uloc=u9(&ypos, &zpos); 

if((41.5>xpos)&&(xpos>--35)) 
f 

up=u9(&YposAzpos); 
down--ul 55(&ypos, &zpos); 
uloc=up+((down-up)/6.5)*(xpos-35); 
I 
if((48.5>xpos)&&(xpos>=41.5)) 

up=ul 55(&ypos, &zpos); 
down--a2(&ypos, &zpos); 
uloc=up+((down-up)/6.5)*(xpos-41.5); 

if(xpos>--48.5) uloc---u22(&ypos, &zpos); 
/* end of find veloc'else */ 

if(xpos<=35) depth=0.0973; 
else if((xpos>35)&&(xpos<4l. 5)) depth=0.0973-0.001308*(xpos-35); 
else ig(xpos>=4l. 5)&&(xpos<48)) depth=0.0888-0.000523*(xpos-41.5); 
else depth=0.0854; 
delta_ "-oc*delta-t; 
xpos=xpos+delta - x; 
*xposptr=xpos; 
xposptr-+--4-; 

/* calculate vertical motion 
random num, =-random(201); 
random_num=(I 00-randonLnum)*O. O 171916; 
delta_y--random num*y step; 
if ((ypos+delta, 

_y)<= 
0) 

I 
if(#_flag--l) 
f 
*dzptr--dztime; /* if second hit in dz 
dz-flag=O; /* reset the flag 
ypos=(- I* (ypo s+deha, 

_y)/2); I 
else 
f 
ypos=(- 1 *(ypos+deha_y)/2); 
dz 

- 
flag++; 
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I /* particle passes through bed + reflected 
else 
if ((ypos+detta_y)>depth) 
ypos=depth-(((ypos+delta_y)-depth)/2); 
else ypos=ypos+delta_y; 

/* calculate transverse motion */ 

random nurn--random(201); 
random num=(100-randorrl_nurn)*0.0171916; 
delta_z--random num*z-Step; 

if ((zpos+delta-Z)< 0) 
zpos=(- I *(zpos+deIt, ý_z)/2); 
else 

if ((zpos+delta_z)>width) 
zpos=width-(((zpos+delta, 

__z)-width)/2); else zpos--zpos+delta-Z; 

* yposptr=ypos; 
yposptr++; 
* zposptr--zpos; 
zp()Sptr+-+; 
dzptr++; 

/* set pointer next particle */ 

/* as long as not in a dead zone 

/* end of particle array loop */ 

op-count++; /*increment the counter 

if (op_pount---op_jnt) 

op-count=O; /* reset counter 
xposptr=xposition; 
zposptr--zpositiow, 
xcentroid=0.0; 
xvariance=0.0; 
zvarianr, e=0.0; 
xmoment(xposptr, &xcentroid, &xvariance); 
zrnoment(zposptr, &zvariance); 
printf("\n at time %. I fxcentroid is %. 3f, xvariance is %. 4f, zvariance is 

%. 4f l, timecount, xcentroid, xvariance, zvariance),,, 
fprWofp, "%4.2At%6.4ft%6.4Rt%6.4f\n", titnecount, xcentroid, xvariance, zvarmnce 
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) /*end of sohime loop */ 

fclose(ofp); 

/* write out number of particles in each depth slice 
h I: -"-, +2=h3 =. h4--h5=h6--h7=h8=h9=h I 0=0; 
yposptr=yposition; 
for(count=l; count<=numpart; count++) 

ypos=*yposptr; 
if(ypos<depth/10) hI++; 
else if(ypos>depth/10 && ypo"epth*0.2) h2++; 
else if(ypos>depth*0.2 && ypos<depth*0.3) h3++; 
else if(ypos>depth*0.3 && ypos<depth*0.4) h4++; 
else if(ypos>depth*0.4 && ypos<depth*0.5) h5++; 
else if(ypos>depth*0.5 && ypos<depth*0.6) h6++; 
else if(ypos>depth*0.6 && ypos<depth*0.7) h7++; 
else if(ypos>depth*0.7 && ypos<depth*0.8) h8++; 
else if(ypos>depth*0.8 && ypos<depth*0.9) h9++; 
else hIO++; 
YP()sptr++; 

printf (In IM 'OM üM %d OM 4/od %d IM '/'od 
1/odte, hl », h3, h4, h5, h6., h7, h8, h9, hl 0); 

/* end of main fimetion */ 

void irýs(float *xposptr, float *yposptrfloat *2posptr, float *depthint *dzptr) 

/* set initial positions of the particles 

int count; 

fbr (count--I; count<=munpart4 count++) 
f 

*xposptr---O; 
xposptr++; 
*yposptr--*depth*0.5; 
ypoSptr4-+; 
*zposptr--width*0.5; 
zposptr+-+; 
*dzptr---, D; 
dzptr++; 
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/* Calculate the first and second longitudinal moments */ 
void xmoment(float *xposptr, float *xcentroid, float *xvariance) 
f 
int count; 
float sumlsum2; 
sum I =sum2=0.0; 
for (count= l; count<=numpart; count++) 

suml=suml+*xposptr; 
sum2=surn2+(*xposptr*(*xposptr)); 
xposptr++; /* move to next x position 
I 

*xcentroid=suml/numpart; 
*xvariance=(sum2-(sum I *sum 1 /numpart))/(numpart- I); 

/* Calculate the first and second transverse moments */ 

void zrnoment(float *zposptrfloat *zvariance) 

int count; 
float sum I sum2; 
sum. l=suxn2=0.0; 
for (count= I ; count<=numpart; count++) 
I 
suml=suml+*zposptr; 
sum2=surn2+(*zposptr*(*zposptr)); 
zposptr++; /* move to next z position 
I 

zvariance=(surn2-(sutn 1* sum I /numpart))/(numpart- 

/* The velocity field at 9m from the channel entrance 
float u9(float *ypos, float *zpos) 
f 
float uleft, uright, uloc9; 

if((O<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<O. 125)) 

uleft=O; 
uright=0.6525+0.0708*log(*ypos); 
uloc9=(uright-uleft)*(*zpos)/O. 125; 
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else if((0.125<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.225)) 

uleft=0.6525+0.0708*log(*ypos); 
uright=0.8065+0.1188*log(*ypos); 
uloc9=uleft+((uright-uleft) zpos-0.12 5)/0.1); 

else if((0.225<=*zpog)&&(*zpos<0.325)) 

uIeft=0.8065+0.1188*Iog(*ypos); 
uright--O. 6690+0.075 2 *log(* ypos); 
uloc9=uleft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.225)/O. 1); 
I 
else if((0.325<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.375)) 
f 
uIeft=0.6690+0.0752*log(*ypos); 
uright=0.7080+0.1059*log(*ypos); 
uloc -"eft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.325)/0.05); 

else if((0.375<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.425)) 
I 
uleft=0.7080+0.1059*log(*ypos); 
uright=0.6927+0.0867*log(*ypos); 
uloc9=uleft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.375)/0.05); 

else if((0.425<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.525)) 
f 

uleft=0.6927+0,0867*1og(*ypos); 
uright=0.7353+0.1064*log(*ypos); 
uloc9=uleft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.425)/O. 1); 

else if((0.525<--*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.625)) 

uleft=0.7353+0.1064*log(*ypos); 
uright=0.7049+0.0884*log(*ypos); 
uloc9---uleft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.525)/O. 1); 

I 

else if((0.625<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.750)) 
f 
uleft=0.7049+0.0884*log(*ypos); 
uright=0.0; 
uloc9=tileft+((tiright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.625)/0.125); 

return uloc9; 
) /* end of 19 fleld */ 
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/* The velocity field at 15.5m from the channel entrance 
flOat U155(float *Ypos, float *zpos) 

float uleft, uright, uloc 155; 
if((O<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<O. 125)) 
f 

left=O; 

uright=0.7208+0.0817*log(*ypos); 
ulocl 55=(uright-uleft)*(*zpos)/O. 125; 
1 
else if((O. 125<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.225)) 
f 
uleft=0.7208+0.0817*log(*ypos); 
uright=0.7334+0.0981 *Iog(*ypos); 
uloc 1 55=uleft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.125)/0.1); 

else if((0.225<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.325)) 

uleft=0.7334+0.0881 *Iog(*ypos); 
uright=0.7000+0.0746*log(*ypos); 
uloc I 55=uleft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.225)/O. 1); 
I 
else if((0.325<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.375)) 
I 
uleft=0.7000+0.0746*log(*ypos); 
uright=0.7485+0.1027*log(*ypos); 
ulocl55=uleft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.325)/O. O5); 

else if((0.375<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.425)) 

uleft=0.7485+0.1027*log(*ypos); 
uright=0.7660+0.1069*log(*ypos); 
uloc I 55=uleft+((uright-uL-ft)*(*zpos-0.375)/0.05); 

else if((0.425<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.525)) 

uleft=0.7660+0.1069*log(*ypos); 
uright=0.7727+0.1093*log(*ypos); 
uloc I 55---uleft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.425)/O. 1); 

else if((0.525<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.625)) 
f 
uleft=0.7727+0.1093 *Iog(*ypos); 
uright=0.7618+0.1023*log(*ypos); 
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uloc I 55---uleft+ý(ufight-uleft)*(*zpos-0.525)/O. 1); 

else if((0.625<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.750)) 

uleft=0.7618+0.1023*log(*ypos); 
uright--O. 0; 
ulocl55---uleft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.625)/0.125); 
I 
return uloc155; 

/* end of 1155 field */ 

/* Ibe velocity field at 22m from the channel entrance 
float u22(float *ypos, float *zpos) 

float uleft, unightuloc22; 
if((O<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<O. 125)) 
t 
uleft=O-, 
uright=0.7091+0.0643*log(*ypos); 
uIoc22=(urIght-uIeft)*(*zpos)/O. 125; 
1 
else if((0.125<--*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.225)) 
I 
uleft=0.7091+0.0643*Iog(*ypos); 
uright--0.8141+0.1048*log(*ypos); 
uloc22---uleft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.125)/0.1); 

else if((0.225<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.325)) 

ulefk=0.814 I-H). 1084*log(*ypos); 
uright-=0.8390+0.1043*log(*ypos); 
ubc22=uleft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.225)/O- 1); 
I 
else if((0.325<=*zpos)&&(*2: pos<0,375)) 

uleft=0.839G+0.1043*log(*ypos); 
uright--0.8349+0.1096*log(*ypos); 
uloc22----ulefl+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.325)/0.05); 

else if((0.375<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.425)) 

uleft--0.8349+0.1096*log(*ypos); 
uright=0.7774+0.0995*log(*ypos); 
uloc22=uleft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0-375)/0.05); 

else if((0.425<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.525)) 
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uleft=0.7774+0.0995*log(*ypos); 
uright=0.8195+0.1073*log(*ypos); 
uloc22=uleft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.425)/O. 1); 

else if((0.525<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.625)) 
I 
uleft--0.8195+0.1073*log(*ypos); 
uright--0.8005+0.1048*log(*ypos); 
uloc22=uleft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.525)/O. 1); 
I 
else if((0.625<=*zpos)&&(*zpos<0.750)) 
I 
uleft--0.8005+0.1048*log(*ypos); 
uright=0.0; 
uloc22=uleft+((uright-uleft)*(*zpos-0.625)/0.125); 
I 
return uloc22; 

/* end of 122 field */ 
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